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Propositions
1.

Anincreaseintheecosystem dynamicsmaybethekeytoachievingstabilityofgrassland production.
Thisthesis.

2.

Yield fluctuations observed ingrassland experimentsofshortduration (< 5years),hardlyreflect the
intrinsicpropertiesortheeffects ofthemanagement ofthe ecosystemsstudied inthese experiments,
but mostly reflect the influence of the environment during these experiments, instead. Thisthesis.

3.

The behaviour ofmixed pastures can onlybe understood bystudyingplantprocessesata hierarchy
of spatial scales. Thisthesis.

4.

In the natural world, ceteris non paribus isthe rule.
Hiliel, D. (1993).Scienceandthecrisisoftheenvironment. Geoderma60,377-382.

5.

Theperformance ofwhitecloverundersheepgrazingcanbeincreasedandsubsequently maintained,
by reducing the sheep residence time per paddock to one day and half a week, respectively.

6.

Gastro-intestinalparasiteinfestationsinorganiclambscaneffectively bereducedbyavoidingthe use
of Suffolk rams.

7.

Organicfarmers arenotexcluded from thedilemmabetween environmentand economy, asthe use
of red clover instead of white clover may increase productivity, yet compromise the nitrogen
efficiency at farm level.

8.

The Rural Environment Protection Scheme has increased the quantity, yetdecreased the qualityof
Organic Farming in Ireland.

9.

Attemptstoabandonthecompulsivestraw-beddingofcattleonorganicfarmsinIrelandillustrate that
knowledge and power are sometimes mutually exclusive.

10.

Be subtle in your approach, yet daring in its execution.
Charliefrom FairCity.

11.

Chances of one ina million happen nine out of ten times.
TerryPratchett, Ian Stewart&JackCohen: TheScienceofDiscworld.
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Abstract
Recent years have seen a renewed interest in the use of white clover (Trifolium repens) in
grasslands, as a more sustainable alternative to fertiliser nitrogen inputs. However, mixtures of
grasses and white clover have frequently been associated with unstable and hence unreliable
herbage yields. The maintenance of a stable production from mixed grasslands requires the
prototyping of new grassland management strategies.
Temporal yield fluctuations may result from intrinsic ecosystem fluctuations, from
environmental fluctuations, or from both. The stability of ecosystems in isolation of their
environment is defined as the intrinsic stability. The stability of systems subjected to seasonal
environmentalfluctuation onlyisdefined astheextrinsicstability,whilethestabilityofsystemsunder
a regime of both seasonal and stochastic environmental fluctuations, as measured in field
experiments, isdefined asthe actual stability.The actual stability depends on coincidental weather
events and is hence an unreliable reflection of the grassland ecosystem or of the management
imposed.
Amathematical framework ispresented withwhichtheextrinsicand intrinsicstability levels
ofgrassland ecosystemscanbededucted from theiryieldsduringa largenumber ofyears, and with
which the effects of intrinsicsystem properties and of environmental fluctuations on the stabilityof
their yields can be segregated. Intrinsically stable systems remain stable in the face of seasonal
environmental fluctuations, but are destabilised by stochastic environmental events. Intrinsically
unstablesystemsareinsteadstabilisedbyenvironmentalseasonality,andmaybefurther destabilised
orstabilisedbystochasticfluctuations, dependingonthetimingofindividualenvironmental events.
This framework was applied to the yield data of two long-term experiments. Regular lime
applicationsand a grazingregime increased the extrinsicstabilityofgrassland ecosystems, whereas
fertilisertreatmentsonly had smallorinconsistenteffects. Itwasconsequently hypothesised that the
extrinsic stability of ecosystems depends largely on the availability and turnover rate of nutrients.
Vertical spatial interactions between grass species and white clover depend on the vertical
distributions of their lamina and total leaf material. Amechanistic model ispresented, with which
the distributions of perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne) and white clover can be accurately
simulated for a wide range of sward typessubjected tovarious management regimes.This model
uses simple morphological features of both species as input variables.
The lateral spatial heterogeneity of mixed grasslands was quantified, using data generated
by the Dry Weight Rank method for botanical assessment of grasslands. The heterogeneity of the
total herbage mass was highest after cutting and topping events, and under lenient grazing, and

lowest under strip-grazing. Opposite responses to the grassland management were found for the
heterogeneity of the white clover herbage mass.
Theperformance ofwhiteclovermaybecompromisedbyinfestations ofcreeping bentgrass
(Agrosris stolonifera). A mathematical methodology, based on the Dry Weight Rank method, is
presentedwithwhichtheeffects ofniche-differentiation anddirectcompetition betweenwhiteclover
and creeping bentgrass can be discriminated. The exclusion of white clover by creeping bentgrass
foremost resulted from direct competition. Both species only showed niche-differentiation in
response to two extreme management strategies. Whereas the clover performance was enhanced
under a permanent cutting regime, creeping bentgrassprevailed under a regime of lenientgrazing.
Finally, two types of management strategies were proposed to maintain the production
stability of mixed grasslands. Structural management strategies, such as lime applications, the
maximisation ofthegrazedarea, andthetargeted useofmixturesofgrassland speciesand varieties,
aimtoincreasetheextrinsicstabilityofecosystems, and canbeprototyped. Dynamic management
strategies are required to counteract thefluctuations of the abiotic and the biotic environment, and
cannot be generalised due to the individuality of each farm ecosystem.

Additional key-words: stability, variability, ecosystem, grassland, white clover, Trifolium repens,
legumes, mixtures, model, competition, methodology, dry weight rank, organic farming.
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Preface

InScience, chancesofoneinamillion happen nineoutoften times1,which canbe readily
confirmed by a quick browse through the literature. Maybe this explains my luck in getting the
opportunity forthisresearch, and especially inhaving twosuch colourful teams onboth sides.On
thissideofthe IrishSea, Iwasgiventheprivilegetoworkinthecountry Ihadalwaysdreamtof,and
to fully exploit mypassion forfarming, firmly with both knees inthegrass.Atthesame time, I was
blessed by the ceaseless backup of my supervisors in Wageningen, The Netherlands, who
encouraged metoexploit newgrounds inthescientific landscape.

Thisproject was funded bya Walsh Fellowship ofTeagasc, theIrishAgriculture and Food
Development Authority, andcarried outattheJohnstown Castle Environmental Research Centre
inWexford, Ireland. Iamvery grateful tomysupervisors Dr. Brian Coulter andMr.Willie Murphy
for their support throughout thisproject andforkeeping allmywild ideas ona straight line. I owe
much toDr.Owen Carton, whowasjust intime todrag meaway from castrating bullocks andto
plunge mebehind mycomputer, instead.Thankyouforthe "chats"when theywere most needed.
Ithoroughly enjoyed workingwith Dr.Noel Culleton, andespecially allourheated discussionsand
the inspiration hegave metolookfurther than atclover alone. Ifirmly believe that notonly I,but
all organic farmers in Ireland oweyou.Alsoa bigThank You toMr. Frank Codd, Mr.RiochFox,
Mr. Nicky Hayes, and Mr.John Murphy for putting up with allmy odd requests atthebusiestof
times.Andofcourse mywork would have been half aspleasurable, ifnotimpossible, withoutthe
support andfriendliness ofallthestaff inthelabs,thecastle, andonthefarms.

I am equally grateful to the supervising team at the Department of Plant Sciences ofthe
Wageningen University, Wageningen, TheNetherlands, forblowing gale force winds intomysails
throughout thisproject. Avery special ThankYou tomypromotor Prof. Dr.Ir.Paul Struik, forhis
continuous and strengthening backup, and also for hisrapid reading of the manuscripts andhis
unfortunately equallyrapidstyleofwriting.Ifeelprivilegedtohaveworked underyour supervision.
Iamasmuch indebted tomyco-promotor Dr.Ir.EgbertLantinga andtoDrs.JanNeuteboom,for
sharing their passion for farming and science, for their inspiration, their sharp discussions and
contributions, theirjourneys to Ireland, their whiskey, andthelong, long chats bythestove. I am
suretheendofthisproject doesnotimplytheendofthelatter. I alsowishtothank Prof.Dr.Ir.Eric

1

T.Pratchett, I.Stewart &J. Cohen: TheScience of Discworld.
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Goewie and Ir.Gerard Oomcn, who initiated thisprogramme and who put me on the rails in the
first place, which turned out to be only a minute step for mankind, but a giant leap for me. The
support of all of you meant a lot more to me than supervision alone.

I owe gratitude to many, many more people, whose inspiration and cooperation were
indispensable duringthisproject. IwishtothankDr.FinnainMcNaeidhe,themany organic farmers
inIreland,aswellastheIrishOrganicFarmersand GrowersAssociationfortheirtimeandtheirhelp.
Iam delighted to have been introduced toDr.Tony Brereton, towhom Iam much indebted for his
time, butforemost for hisinspiration. Iowe much to Mr.Tony Hegarty, Teagasc Headquarters, for
hisfriendliness, hishelp and hisabilityto explain statisticsinEnglish. Iam very grateful to Dr. Paul
Poulton ofthe Rothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden, UK,and to Drs.ThiesOomes, Plant
Research International, Wageningen, The Netherlands, for their kindness and for the use of the
databases ofthe Park GrassExperimentand theOssekampen, respectively. Ialsowishtothank Dr.
Adrie Jacobs of the Department of Meteorology and Air Quality of the Wageningen University,
Wageningen,TheNetherlands,whokindlyprovided mewiththemeteorological datarequired, and
whosharesmylonelybattleagainsttheapplicationprogramsofawell-known software giant.Avery
special thanks to Mr. Pieter de Wolf for his assistance and his meticulous work. Iwill carry fond
memories of the late Ir. Klaartje Derks, not only for her excellent work, but especially for the
sunshine she brought along.

I owe the Biggest Thank You to my wife Paulette, my family, and all my friends both in
Ireland and Holland, for being sopatient and for allyour support throughout. Be prepared: I'll be
back !Finally a sincere apology to Mr. Koop Wind and Mr. Ton Elzebroek, who sacrificed their
agenda and their documents to the Advancement of Science.

Chapter 1: General introduction

Inthisthesis,the production stability of mixed grasslands isstudied. The need for research
on this topic isdiscussed in this chapter, as well as the approach taken to analyse this production
stability.Consequently, thespecific objectives ofthisprojectand thestructureofthisthesisarelisted.

1.1 Background

Recent concerns aboutthe environmental sustainability oftheusage of nitrogen fertiliser in
North-West European grasslands have increased the interest inthe use of legumes, inparticularof
whiteclover (Trifoliumrepens), forthenitrogen supplyofthesegrasslands (Parsonsetal.,1991a,b;
Laws&Newton, 1992;Schwinning &Parsons, 1996a). However, fluctuating and unreliable levels
of herbage production have been reported to arise from these mixed grasslands (Curll et al,
1985a,b; Evans et al, 1990; Orr et al, 1990; Laws & Newton, 1992; Schwinning & Parsons,
1996a,b; Fothergill et al., 2000). This unreliability is most eminently illustrated by the notorious
"clover crashes", i.e. the sudden extinction of white clover in highly productive mixed swards
(Fothergill era/., 1996).
Whereas the management of grass monocultures largely relies on abiotic inputs, the
management of mixed pastures encompasses the control of the biotic factors which define the
productivity and subsequently the nitrogen fixation of white clover. Therefore, the successful
maintenance of a stable herbage production in clover-driven swards requires an understanding of
the factors in grassland ecosystems which regulate the performance of white clover.
Numerous studies have focussed on the impact of single aspectsof grassland management
strategies (e.g. stocking rates, fertiliser inputs, clover varieties) on the production level of mixed
swards on the short term (< 5 years),which willbe reviewed extensively inChapter 2. In contrast,
analyses of the production stability, i.e. the reliability of mixed grasslands over a longer period of
time, are scarce (butseeThornley etal.,1995;Schwinning &Parsons, 1996a,b). Asa result, there
is a lack of understanding of the factors regulating production stability, and more importantly for
practice, a lack of management strategies which ensure the constancy of herbage production of
mixedswardson thelongerterm (> 5years).The need forthesestrategiesisparticularly prominent
inorganic farming systems, inwhich artificial fertiliser nitrogen inputsaredisallowed. Nevertheless,
also non-organic farming systems using white clover could benefit from the prototyping of these
management strategies, asthe reliance on nitrogen fertiliser could be reduced by these.
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1.2 Approach
Originally, the research project undertaken by the author of this thesis merely aimed to
prototype grassland management strategies which maximise the production stability of mixed
swards,based on evidence from field trials.However, three complications were encountered at an
earlystageofthisproject. Mostpronouncedly, noexistingmethodologieswereavailable,thatenable
the analysis and the quantification of the stability of production of mixed swards. In most studies,
the temporal yield patterns of ecosystems are merely classified as stable orunstable, oras showing
damped orsustained oscillations(e.g.Noy-Meir, 1975;Parsonsetal..1991b;Thomleyetal.,1995;
Schwinning & Parsons, 1996a,b; Thornley, 1998). The quantitative comparison of the impact of
various grassland management strategies on stability necessitates a comprehensive analysis and
quantification of stability.
Secondly, itsoon became obvious that grassland stability cannot be understood solely by
the analysis of individual factors which were presumed to regulate stability. The production of
mixed grasslandsdepends on bioticnitrogen inputsand hence on theperformance ofwhite clover.
Whiteclovergrowth isnot only affected directlybythe grassland management, but additionally by
the environment and by the performance of other species, notably of grasses, which are also
influenced bythemanagement imposed.Asaresult,theresponsesoftheentiregrassland ecosystem
to management strategies and to the environment need to be understood and taken into account
inthe study of stability.
Finally, most grassland studies implicitly assume a spatial uniformity of the sward, both
vertically and laterally, as the literature commonly reports only the average productivity, clover
content, etcetera, of swards.Although thisassumption may arguably apply tograss monocultures,
mixedgrasslandsaregenerallycharacterised byspatialheterogeneity, resultingfrom localurine and
manure depositions, non-uniform soil conditions and the growth and colonisation patterns of
individual plant species. This means that within a certain field, a variety of herbage masses, and
henceavarietyofresponsestotheenvironmentandthemanagementmaybeobserved.Asa result,
the observed behaviour of ecosystems islargelydependent on itsheterogeneity and on the spatial
scale at which it isstudied (Oldeman, 1990; Collins, 1995).Nonetheless, methodologies allowing
for the accurate recording ofthisspatial heterogeneity, and ofthe variety ofspatial plant responses
within fields were not found inthe literature.

Insummary, itappeared thatthebehaviour ofwhite clovercan only be analysed when the
behaviour of the entire ecosystem, as well as the effects of the environment and of temporal and
spatial dimensions are accounted for. In this thesis, mixed grasslands are therefore studied as

ecosystems,following afour-dimensional approach, i.e.consideringtemporal,verticalandthetwodimensional lateral dimensions.

1.3 Objectives
This thesis has both scientific and applied objectives. Primarily, it aims to present a
comprehensive concept and a quantification of the production stability of grasslands.To date, the
few studies in which the stability of grasslands has been the focus of attention (e.g. Parsons et al..
1991b;Thornleyetai, 1995;Schwinning&Parsons, 1996a,b;Thornley, 1998) implicitly expanded
on the classic concept of Noy-Meir (1975), which assumes the occurrence of static equilibria in
grassland ecosystems, inwhich thesystem remainsstable.However, Noy-Meir'sconcept presumes
a constant environment and a constant management. Moreover, itdoes not include temporal, nor
spatial dimensions. As a result, a discrepancy is identified in this thesis between this concept of
stability on the one hand, and experimental evidence on the other.
Therefore, the objective of the current study was to develop a new concept of grassland
stability, which does not solely consider grassland ecosystems in isolation, but instead places them
in a three-dimensional space and in time, exposed to a variable management in a variable
environment. This new concept is intended to bridge the gap between the results of theoretical
ecosystem studies and experimental agronomic evidence.

Secondly, thisthesisprojects to develop a methodology withwhich stability overtime can
be measured and quantified over time. This quantification is aimed to allow for more accurate
comparisons between the stability properties of different ecosystems, and between the effects of
grassland management strategies on the behaviour of ecosystems, than the mere classifications of
stability mentioned above.
Consideringthe impactofthespatialheterogeneity ofmixedgrasslandsecosystemson their
stability levels, additionally methodologies are presented which quantify both the vertical and the
lateral heterogeneity ofmixedswards, aswellasa methodology which allowsforthedetection and
quantification of spatially explicit interactions between plant species.

Finally,usingthisnew conceptandthese newmethodologies, an attempt ismade to initiate
theidentification ofgrasslandmanagement strategieswhichensuretheproductionstabilityofmixed
grasslands at a small (i.e.patch) scale, atfield scale, and at farm scale.
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In conclusion, rather than conclusively prototyping entire grassland management systems,
this thesis should instead be considered as a precursor for further and more applied research. Itis
primarily envisaged to develop a "language" with which the complexity of grassland stability can
be comprehended.

1.4 Structure

Thisthesisconsistsoftwodiscreteparts.InPartI,thetemporalproductionpatternsof mixed
grassland ecosystemsare analysed, and theirdependence on intrinsicecosystem properties, on the
grassland management, and on theenvironmental variability.InPartII,thespatial heterogeneityof
mixed swards isexplored and quantified, as well as itseffects on the stability of production.

First, the classic concept of grassland stability isreviewed in Chapter 2. Effects of intrinsic
ecosystem factors and of environmental factors regulating grassland yield patterns over time are
explored by means of a simple simulation model and by a review of the existing literature.
Consequently, a new concept, as well as new definitions of ecosystem stability are outlined. In
Chapter3,amathematicalframework ispresentedwithwhichproductionstabilitycanbe quantified.
This quantification enables the segregation of the effects of intrinsic ecosystem factors and
environmental variability on theyield patterns overtime.InChapter 4, thisframework isapplied to
thedata oftwolong-term grassland experiments, i.e.theParkGrassExperiment (UK)(Anonymous,
1991) and the Ossekampen (TheNetherlands) (Elberseeta/., 1983), inordertotestthis framework
and the new concept of stability. Additionally, a number of management strategies are identified
which increase the stability of mixed grasslands.

InPartII,spatialaspectsofgrasslandstabilityareexplored.Chapter5presentsa mechanistic
model, which enables the quantification and simulation of the vertical heterogeneity of mixed
swards. This model can readily be incorporated in existing dynamic grassland simulation models,
inordertoincreasethe accuracy oftheirsimulations, and inordertostudythe impact ofthevertical
heterogeneity of the herbage mass on the behaviour of mixed swards. In Chapter 6, the lateral
heterogeneity of the herbage mass of these swards isquantified, using data generated by the Dry
Weight Rank method for botanical assessment of grasslands ft Mannetje & Haydock, 1963).
Subsequently, the impact of a number of grazing management strategies on this heterogeneity is
explored. InChapter 7, a methodology ispresented which quantifies and discriminates the effects
oftwotypesofspatiallyexplicitinteractionsbetweenplantspecies,i.e.directcompetition and niche-
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differentiation, onthewhitecloverperformance. Usingthismethodology, whichisalsobasedon the
Dry Weight Rank method, grassland management strategies are identified which maximise the
performance of white clover, and minimise pasture infestations by creeping bentgrass (Agrostis
stolonifera), which is a common weed in Irish grasslands. This methodology could equally be
applied to grasslands with other botanical compositions.

The picture iscompleted inthe General discussion, inwhich the stability concepts of NoyMeir(1975)andofthisthesisarecompared anddiscussed.Consequently, anumberof management
strategies isproposed, with which the production stability of mixed grasslands can be safeguarded
on the short and on the long term. Finally, scientific areas in need of further development are
identified, as well as the approaches required for a further study of grassland stability.
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Parti:

Temporal aspects of grassland stability

Chapter 2: A conceptual framework for the qualification of
production stability in grassland ecosystems
R.P.O. Schulte1'2, E.A. Lantinga2, P.C. Struik2
'Teagasc, Johnstown CastleResearch Centre, Wexford, Ireland
department of PlantSciences, Wageningen University, Wageningen, The Netherlands

Abstract
1)

The increased use ofwhite cloveringrasslands hasled to new management challenges, as
mixed pastures have been associated with unstable herbage production. The stability of
mixedpasturesdepends on a complex of intrinsic ecosystem properties, on thespatial and
temporal scale atwhich itisstudied, and on the variability of the environment.

2)

In this chapter, intrinsic ecosystem properties and processes are explored and illustrated
usinga simpledynamic simulation model ofgrass and clover interactions. Competition for
light, the delayed availability of nitrogen fixed by white clover, grazingper se, preferential
grazing for clover, and cutting were identified as destabilising processes. Instead, nichedifferentiation, nitrogendependenceofgrassandclover,andplantmechanismsto "escape"
from grazing, were identified asstabilising processes.The intrinsicstability of mixed swards
depended on the balance of, and the interactions between these processes.

3)

It is explained how spatial heterogeneity can stabilise ecosystems which oscillate at patch
scale. Heterogeneity can be maximised by increasing the incidence of small-scale
disturbances and by minimising large-scale disturbances.

4)

Includingthetemperatureasanenvironmentalvariableintothemodel,unstable ecosystems
were stabilised by seasonal temperature fluctuations, and were either further destabilised,
or stabilised by stochastic temperature fluctuations. Stable ecosystems were always
destabilised by these stochastic fluctuations.

5)

Finally,threeconceptsofstabilityarepresented.Theactualstabilityisdefined asthestability
of grasslands as measured in the field, i.e. subjected to both seasonal and stochastic
environmentalfluctuations.Theextrinsicstabilitypresumesthepresenceofseasonal,yetthe
absenceofstochasticenvironmentalfluctuations.Theintrinsicstabilityrepresentsthestability
ofyields in a hypothetical constant environment.

6)

Itisexplained howthese concepts ofstability can bridgethegapbetween experimental and
theoretical studies. It is demonstrated that long-term experiments are required for the
experimentalanalysisofgrasslandstability,and itisarguedthatthedevelopmentofspatially
-11-

and environmentally explicit simulation models is a prerequisite for the prototyping of
management systems for mixed grasslands.

2.1 Introduction
Recentyearshave shown a renewed interest intheuse oflegumes inpastures, in particular
of white clover (Trifolium repens), as a more sustainable alternative to fertiliser nitrogen (Parsons
et al, 1991a,b; Laws & Newton, 1992; Schwinning & Parsons, 1996a). Whereas the herbage
production of grass monocultures under a fertiliser regime can be controlled to some extent by
fertiliser inputs and grassland management strategies, the maintenance of stable and productive
mixed swards has been a challenge to date. Fluctuating performances of mixed pastures have
frequently been reported (Curlleral.,1985a,b;Evansetal.,1990;Orretal.,1990;Laws&Newton,
1992;Schwinning&Parsons, 1996a,b;Fothergilletal.,2000).Thereliabilityofherbage production
isa prerequisite for the managerial decision making by individual farmers. Hence the production
stability of mixed pastures overseveral years isas important to the livestock industry as isthe level
of production itself (Curll, 1982; Fothergill eta/., 2000).

Grasslandecosystemscanbestudiedeitherinagronomicexperiments,orbyusingecological
models. To date most experimental agronomic studies have focussed mainly on the level of
production. Unfortunately, the duration of these experiments iscommonly limited to a maximum
offour orfiveyears,which istooshorttoallowan analysisofthestability ofproduction. One of the
exceptions to this rule is the Park Grass Experiment (Collins, 1995), in which yields of a large
number of experimental plots have been recorded for well over a century (e.g.Silvertown, 1980;
Silvertown & Dodd, 1994; Dodd et al, 1995).
In these agronomic studies, grassland stability is frequently defined as the inverse of the
variation of yields among years. However, this variation depends both on intrinsic ecosystem
properties, and on thevariability of the environment duringthe observation period. For example,
a grassland system observed during a period of transient drought, heat, rain and frost, isbound to
show a high variability of yields.Although the impacts of intrinsicproperties and environment on
yield can sometimes be separated (e.g. Barthram et al, 1992; Silvertown & Dodd, 1994), the
discrimination oftheirrespective impactsonthestabilityishighly complex. Duetothe dependence
of the observed stability level on environmental fluctuations, this level is restricted to a limited
environmentduringalimitedperiod,disablingafaircomparison ofthestabilityofecosystemswhich
are separated in either time or space.
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Stabilityhasreceivedmoreattention intheoreticalecologicalstudies,inwhichthebehaviour
ofecosystemsisanalysedusingmechanisticmodels.Inanowclassicalpublication,Noy-Meir (1975)
transformed thepredator-prey modelbyRosenzweig&MacArthur (1963) intoanecologicalmodel,
applicable to agricultural grassland ecosystems. Recently, increasing computer power has enabled
the development of increasingly complex dynamic simulation models, in which pasture processes
are simulated over time (e.g. Grenfell 1988; Thornley & Verberne, 1989; Parsons et a/., 1991b;
Parsons et a/., 1994; Schwinning & Parsons, 1996a,b; Thornley et a/., 1995; Thornley, 1998;
Brereton & McGilloway, 1999). These models can simulate numerous possible ecosystems in
various hypothetical environments,thusallowingamechanisticanalysisoftheprocesses regulating
ecosystem stability. Nevertheless, thisapproach, too, has serious limitations.

Firstly, the predictions on stability largely depend on the structure of the model itself. For
instance, Schwinning & Parsons (1996a) reported that the predictions on stability changed
fundamentally when they simplified their grass-clover model from eight to four state variables. In
theirfollowing paper (Schwinning & Parsons, 1996b) an even more drastic change was observed
when spatial (lateral) interactions were included in the model. In an earlier model, Parsons et a/.
(1991b) simulated competition between grass and clover under various defoliation regimes. This
modeldidnotincludenitrogenfixation byclover,andtherefore itslongtermpredictionsweremostly
biassedtowardsa highryegrasscontentandcloverextinction.Inthesecasestheboundariesand the
structures of the models had a definite impact on their predictions.
Secondly, simulation models commonly analyse the intrinsic ecosystem properties in
isolation of the environment, presuming either constant (e.g. Noy-Meir, 1975; Grenfell, 1988;
Parsons et a/., 1991b) or sinusoidally fluctuating (e.g. Thornley 1998) environmental variables.
However, theimpactofstochasticenvironmentaleventsisdecisiveforboththelevelandthestability
ofproduction.Nonhebel(1994)studiedtheeffect ofusingaverageweatherdata (ten-daily, monthly,
orseasonally) instead ofdailyweatherdata inawheatgrowthsimulation model,andfound thatthe
use of the former led to yield overestimates of less than 15% in wet conditions, and to
underestimates up to 50% indry conditions.These differences arose from non-linear responses of
thesystemtoenvironmental variablessuch astemperature and precipitation. However, the growth
period ofwheatdid notexceed 6months inany case,which limitedtheaccumulation ofunder and
overestimations.Largerdiscrepanciescaused byusingdailyinstead ofaverageorseasonal weather
data may be expected ingrassland simulations, whichmay covergrowthperiodsup to 10, 100, or
even 1000 years (e.g.Thornley, 1998).
Finally, "stable" grassland systems are often associated with systems in equilibrium, i.e.
systems in which all state variables remain constant (e.g.Noy-Meir, 1975), or return to their initial
values each year, in case environmental seasonality isincorporated intothe model (e.g. Thornley,
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1998).System stability isthen implicitlydefined asthe capacitytoremain inequilibrium inthe face
of environmental perturbations. In fact, stability is here confused with the combined resistance
(reluctancetochange) and resilience (recoverycapacity) ofthesystem. Incontrast, real ecosystems
arecontinuously exposedtostochasticenvironmental events,and aretherefore constantly "pushed
outo f theirequilibria.Moreover,thepositionsoftheequilibriaarelargelydefined by environmental
variables, which may change too rapidly for the ecosystem to respond and to return to its
equilibrium. Arather spectacular example of the latter phenomenon isgiven by Thomley (1998),
who examined a modelled grazing system of Noy-Meir (1975). Noy-Meir's original system was
discontinuously stable, showing two equilibria, one at a low and one at a high Leaf Area Index.
When thissystem wasreproduced at a higher temperature (20°C instead of 10°C), this bifurcation
disappeared, resulting in an ecosystem with only one equilibrium. Such a change of temperature
can readilybe achieved withinone day intemperate climates, and therefore the existence of either
of the equilibria isonly of academic significance.

Summarising, therearetwoschoolsofthoughtinthestudyofgrassland ecosystem stability.
The first one isbased on experimental research, where thestability ofthetotalyield between years
is the primary focus. Unfortunately, the experimental data are limited and dependent on both
internal system properties and environmental factors. Their influences are hard to separate, and
contain a large amount of "noise".The second school ofthought isbased on theoretical ecological
studies. These can analyse the underlying processes of the stability or instability of grassland
ecosystemsinisolation oftheenvironment. Nevertheless,thedirectapplicability oftheirresults into
farm practice isquestionable, considering thelarge impact ofstochastic environmental fluctuations
on the stability of real ecosystems (Chapters 3 and 4). Both approaches complement rather than
exclude each other.

In this chapter a conceptual framework for the analysis of grassland stability is presented,
which incorporates both the intrinsic properties of grassland ecosystems in isolation, and their
responsestothevariableenvironment.Thisframework isbased onareviewoftheexperimental and
modelling studies available in the literature. The objective of this study isto derive a universally
applicable definition and quantification ofgrassland stability.The emphasise inthischapterwill be
ontheinteractionbetweenwhiteclover(Tri/o/iumrepens) andperennialryegrass(Lolium perenne),
which will generally be referred to as "clover" and "grass". However, extrapolation of the main
interactions to other legume and grass specieswith similarproperties iseasily envisaged.
First the intrinsic properties and interactions of a grass-clover sward will be summarised.
Secondly, the effect of the spatial scale studied on the system stability willbe explored, and finally
the impact of the environment will be taken into account, leading to a qualification of grassland
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stability.Theresultingconceptofstabilitywillbequantified inthefollowing chapter (Chapter3), and
tested against long-term experimental data (Chapter 4).

2.2 Intrinsic ecosystem properties and processes regulating stability
2.2.1 Materials and methods
First a concept is presented of the impact of the intrinsic properties and processes of the
ecosystem which regulate stability.Thisconcept isbased on the insightintothebehaviour of mixed
pastures,producedbyecologicalmodels.Whereverthesefindings havebeenconfirmed byempirical
data,thesewillbereferenced. Toclarify thevariousstabilisingand destabilisingprocesses,thesewill
be exemplified by the step-by-step construction of a simplesimulation model, from a monoculture
ofperennial ryegrassgrowingunderacuttingregimeandunderconstantenvironmental conditions,
to a grazed mixture of grass and clover in a variable environment. Pro temp, the herbage mass is
assumed tobe distributed homogeneously acrossthefield, both vertically and laterally.This model
isinfact an alteration and simplification ofthemodelpresented bySchwinning &Parsons (1996a).
Itsmerepurpose istographically illustratethestabilisinganddestabilisingecosystem processes that
willbe dealt with. To avoid the illusion that itwould have any quantitative accuracy, itsoutput is,
sensu Noy-Meir (1975), only presented relatively, i.e. on a scale from 0 to 1, to the maximum
instantaneous herbage mass of a perennial ryegrass monoculture under optimal conditions (for
reference purposes only: 1 unit corresponds to c. 7000 - 10,000 kg DM ha"1). Nevertheless, the
model hasbeen constructed insuch a waythat itspredictions agree qualitatively with the resultsof
the far more sophisticated and preferable simulation models which have been produced to date.

2.2.2 Growth and senescence
The starting point isformed by an ecosystem consistingof a grassmonoculture only, under
an unlimited nutrientsupply.Thissystem isheredefined byjustonestatevariable, i.e.thetotal mass
of live herbage per unit area. Thornley (1998) needed 44 state-variables to describe this grass
monoculturewithreasonable accuracy,whichunderlinesthesimplicityofthemodelpresented here.
Thetwoprocessesregulatingtheproductivityandstabilityofthismonoculture,whichare highlighted
here are growth and senescence. Growth ismodelled with awell-known saturation function, sensu
Thornley et al.(1995), and based on empirical evidence by Bircham &Hodgson (1983):

P. = P . •
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Figure2.1:Progressiveannualmeanherbagemass
of grass during 20 years, as a result of growth
and senescence only.
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Figure 2.2: The effects of competition for light on
the progressive annual mean herbage masses of
grass and cloverduring 2.0years. Thin line: clover;
single line:grass; bold line:total herbage mass.

inwhichp,isthe growth rate,p maxi the maximum growth rate,Htthe total amount of herbage, and
kpiisaparameter indicatingthe amount of herbage atwhichthe growth rate ishalf of itsmaximum
rate. The suffix itakes the value of 1to indicate grass, and willtake the value 2 to indicate clover.
In this function the relative growth rate ( pmax, / H,) ismaximal at low herbage, and progressively
reduced by intra-specific competition, as the herbage accumulates. Simplifying Schwinning &
Parsons' model (1996a),senescence isassumedtobelinearlyrelatedtothetotalamountof herbage
as:

s. = d.• H.

Eoi. 2.2

in which s,isthe senescence rate, and d,the relative senescence rate.

The effects of growth and senescence were dynamically simulated over time by numerical
integration (Euler's method) of equations 2.1 and 2.2, with an integration step of 0.02 years. The
initial herbage mass of grasswas set at 0.1 units, and each year the herbage masswas reduced by
a fraction c, = 0.9 to simulate the cutting of the sward. Figure 2.1 illustrates the pattern of the
herbage mass over twenty years. This figure shows the progressive annual mean herbage mass,
rather than the instantaneous herbage mass, as the yearly cutting of the sward led to a high
variabilitywithinyearsofthelatter.Theirregularityduringthefirstyearreflectsthefirstcuttingevent.
Note that (virtual) parameter values have been chosen, which in absence of cutting lead to a
maximum amount of herbage of 1unit in more or less half a year (see appendix).

The growth function is a positive feedback function, as the growth is accelerated as the
amount ofherbage increases.Contrastingly, senescence isa negativefeedback process, decreasing
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the amount of herbage and thereby reducing its own rate. Predictably, growth in absence of
senescencewould leadtoforever growingand therefore unstablesystems.Theresultofgrowth and
senescence stabilises the grass system into an equilibrium, at which growth equals senescence.

2.2.3 Competition for light
Ifclover isintroduced intothisgrass monoculture, and ifallsoilfactors (nutrient and water
status) are assumed to remain unlimited during growth, then these two grassland species will
primarily compete for light. Simplifying Schwinning & Parsons' (1996a) approach, the growth of
either species can be described by:
H.
Eq. 2.3
H

,

+

H

2

+

*>

where the suffix itakes the value of either 1 (grass) or 2 (clover).AddingH, and H2 proportionally
in the denominator, in fact implies that the intra-specific and the inter-specific competition have
identical effects on the growth of either species. This unlikely situation can only arise when both
speciesuse an identical setofresources, i.e.show no niche-differentiation. Figure2.2,produced by
numerical integration ofequations2.2 and 2.3, showsthatunderan unlimited supplyofother plant
resources, the competition for light per se (i.e. in absence of other processes) leads to a rapid
extinction of the least competitive species, i.e. clover. The initialvalues of both H1andH2were set
at0.1units,and eachyeartheherbage massofbothspecieswasreduced byfractions c, = c2= 0.9.
Woledge&Dennis(1982)found identicalinstantaneousC 0 2 assimilationratesforgrassand
cloverleaves.However, Schwinning&Parsons (1996a)suggested thatevenwhen mineral nitrogen
is not limiting growth, clover will continue to invest metabolic energy into the nitrogen fixing
bacteria, thereby compromising its energy investment in growth. Curll (1982) stated that under
lenient grazing clover is unable to raise its leaf canopy to the same height as the grass canopy,
resulting in a lower light incidence for clover. Therefore here Schwinning &Parsons (1996a) have
been followed, who attributed grass with a competitive advantage for light.

Thedestabilising effect oflightcompetition isconfirmed byexperimental data from the Park
Grass Experiment (Silvertown &Dodd, 1994).Theseshow that atplotsreceiving nitrogen, grasses
competed successfully with legumes for light. The same observation was made by Nassiri (1998),
who studied the regrowth of grass and clover under yearly nitrogen applications of 150 kgN ha'1.
He showed that asymmetric competition for lightbetween perennial ryegrassand cloverwas small
at the early regrowth stages after a cutting event, when individual leaves of both species may be
assumed to be light saturated. However, under a nitrogen regime, clover performance was
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progressively compromised during the regrowth period. The destabilising effect was also observed
byParsonsetal.(1991b),whomodelledgrass-clovercompetitionforlightundercontinuousgrazing,
but in the absence of the biological nitrogen fixation by clover, and in absence of competition for
nutrients.They consequently stated thatmixtures (undertheseconditions) are intrinsically unstable
and tend to lead to stable monocultures.

2.2.4 Niche-differentiation
Niche-differentiation comprises the use of (partially) different resources by individual
grassland species.Theresource usagesoftwospeciescan beseparated either intime,e.g. mixtures
ofearly and latespeciesorvarieties (e.g.Culleton et al.,1986) or inspace, e.g. mixturesof species
with different rooting patterns (R.P. Collins, pers. comm.). But the most important nichedifferentiation ingrass-cloverswardsisbeyonddoubttheseparated nitrogensourcesofbothspecies,
resulting from the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by clover. However, if clover issupplied with
mineralsoilnitrogen, e.g.afterafertiliser application, itssoilnitrogenuptakewillreducethenitrogen
fixation, and eventually exceed it (Schwinning & Parsons, 1996a). Hence the extent of the nichedifferentiation isvariable, and depends on the management regime.
Niche differentiation for nitrogen wasmodelled mechanistically by Schwinning & Parsons
(1996a),whotothispurpose included an organicsoilnitrogen and a mineralised soilnitrogen pool
into their model. Nitrogen uptake by both species, and nitrogen fixation by clover depended
dynamically on thesizeofthesepools.However, the dependence ofgrasson cloverfor itsnitrogen
supply, and the soil processes involved in the nitrogen mineralisation also depended on the
dynamics ofthese nitrogen pools.Therefore theirapproach does notallowa formal discrimination
of the effects of niche-differentiation, dependence, and delayed dependence, which are dealt with
below.
Infact niche-differentiation impliesthatthe mutual interference between individuals of one
species exceeds the interference between individuals of different species, i.e. the intra-specific
competition exceeds the inter-specific competition. Therefore, sensu Spitters (1983), a parameter
forniche-ouer/apisincluded inthemodel here, n,,rangingbetween 0and 1,whichscalesthe interspecific competition relative to the intra-specific competition:
1
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Figure 2.3:Theeffects of niche-overlap onthe progressive annual mean herbage masses of grassand
clover, a: nz= 0.9 (default value);b:n2=0.5. Inboth graphs, n,= 1.Legendas in Figure2.2.

For grass-clover itisassumed that n, = 1,which means that all resources of grass (e.g.mineral N)
are also used by clover. However, n2 < 1,as onlypart of the resources used by clover isalso used
by grass.

Figure2.3showsthat niche-differentiation can lead tostablemixtures, incase itsstabilising
effect compensates for the destabilising effect caused by competition for light, i.e.when the nicheoverlap n2 isbelow a critical value. Note that niche-differentiation may only lead to an increase of
the total yield when certain criteria are met, such as a similar production level of both species in
monoculture (see Van den Bergh, 1968).
Empirical evidence forthe stabilising effects of niche-differentiation wasagain found in the
Park Grass Experiment (Silvertown, 1980). In spite of the fluctuating performances of individual
leguminous species, the total fraction of the herbage consisting of legumes remained remarkably
stablethrough timeineach plot, indicating a nicheforthenitrogen fixating legumes.Thesizeofthis
nichedepended on thefertiliser regime. However, itshould be keptinmind thatthisstability of the
botanical composition isnot necessarily an indicator of production stability (see section 2.5).

2.2.5 Dependence
In absence of fertiliser nitrogen or other external nitrogen inputs, the grass in grass-clover
mixtures willlargely depend on the fixation by clover for itsnitrogen supply. This isreferred to as
the dependence of grass on clover. It is assumed that the amount of nitrogen fixed by clover is
linearly related toitstotalherbageyield.Infact therelation between clovergrowth, defoliation, and
nitrogen fixation is complex, and extensively explored by Ryle et a/. (1989). They concluded
however, thatthe rate of nitrogen fixation isregulated tomeet theplant'srequirement for nitrogen;
hencethesimplified assumption here,ofalinearrelationshipbetween thenitrogenfixation rate and
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the cloverherbage mass.The growth response ofryegrasstoavailable nitrogen isstillthesubject of
debate (Thomley, 1998).Thornley &Verberne (1989) assume a linear response of the maximum
photosynthetic rate to the tissue nitrogen content. In a later publication, Thornley (1998) adds a
ceilingleveltothisfunction. Lantingaetal. (1996;theirFigure3)showedthatthisresponse depends
additionallyonthenitrogenapplicationrates.Sheldricketal.(1990)presentacomplexfunction with
a single maximum, relating total ryegrassyield to the fertiliser nitrogen rate. Here the approach of
Schwinning &Parsons (1996a) ismodified. They related grassgrowthtothe mineral nitrogen level
using a simple saturation function. Considering the assumed linear relationship between clover
production and nitrogen fixation, herethe mineral nitrogen level isreplaced by thetotal amountof
clover herbage. Pro tern, this simplification purposely ignores all soil processes involved in the
decomposition of nitrogen in senescent tissue into available soil nitrogen, which willbe dealt with
below. The grass growth rate isnow modified to:
H

,

»j_

inwhichfcdepisa parameter indicating the amount of clover (and therefore N2-fixation) needed by
grass to achieve its half-maximal growth rate. The default value of kdep is set at 0.02, which
corresponds with field data from Wind et al. (1993). They monitored yields and the botanical
composition of grazed plots where nitrogen applications had ceased, but P and K applications
continued. Annual dry matter production dropped from around 9 tonnes ha"1yr"1under nitrogen
applications to around 4.5 tonnes ha"1 yr"1 within three years, while the annual white clover
production stabilised ataround 0.225 tonnes ha'1yr"1.Therefore the ratiobetween thewhite clover
yield leading to half maximum herbage yield (as opposed to half maximum growth), and the
maximum herbage yield equalled 0.025.

Figure2.4a illustratesthestabilisingeffect ofthisdependenceperse (ignoringthetimedelay
between nitrogenfixation and nitrogenavailability)onthestabilityofthemixture.Asthegrowth rate
of grass is progressively inhibited by lack of nitrogen, when the clover content decreases, this
dependence now supplies clover a permanent place inthepasture.Notethatthisdependence and
the resulting stabilitypresume the absence offertiliser nitrogen.Thiswasconfirmed by Schwinning
& Parsons (1996a), whose model showed that at high fertiliser applications combined with low
nitrogen losses, the stabilising effect of dependence is not strong enough to counteract the
destabilisingeffect ofcompetitionforlight,eventuallyleadingtoagrassmonoculture.Incaseswhere
the dependence of ryegrass on clover is unusually high (kdep= 0.1;Figure 2.4b), the system may
be destabilised into a clover monoculture. This was also predicted by Schwinning & Parsons'
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Figure2.4:Theeffects of the dependence of grass oncloverfor its nitrogen supply onthe progressive
annual mean herbage masses of grass and clover, a:fcdep= 0.02 (default value); b: k^ = 0.1 (strong
dependence: a clover monoculture remains), legend as inFigure 2.2.

(1996a) model inabsence offertiliser inputscombined witha highrelativeleachingrateof mineral
nitrogen.
The stabilising effect ofdependence isindirectly confirmed bythedata from the Park Grass
Experiment: Silvertown & Dodd (1994) reported that the variability of yields, caused by the
competitionforlight,wasmorepronounced onplotsreceivingfertiliserN.Moreconclusive evidence
was given by Curll et al.(1985a). They found that in swards continuously grazed with sheep, the
clover content declined to under 10%within one year after reseeding, when nitrogen fertiliser was
applied at a rate of 200 kg ha"1yr"1,whereas cloverwas maintained at higher levelsbetween 15%
and 50% on unfertilised plots. Barthram et al. (1992) found that nitrogen applications reduced
branching of clover, leading to lowerdensitiesof growingpoints inmixed swardsgrazed by sheep.
Similar conclusions were drawn by Nassiri (1998), who studied grass-clover competition under a
cutting regime, on both fertilised (150 kg N ha"1 yr"1) and unfertilised plots. Both in spring and
summer, the clover which did not receive nitrogen outperformed the clover on the fertilised plots.

2.2.6 Delayed responses
Delayed responses are an important feature in a wide range of ecosystems.They are welldocumented and mostpronounced insystemswhereanimalspecieswithdiscrete, non-overlapping
generations, e.g. many insectspecies,play a major role (May, 1976).However, delayed responses
have also been reported in grassland studies. Schwinning & Parsons (1996a) mention seed
dormancy and maturity effects aspossible causes of delayed responses, but emphasise the roleof
nutrientpoolswithaslowturnover-rate.Intheabsenceofgrazing, nitrogen fixed by cloverwillonly
become available when the clover material ages and decomposes. In addition, in their model the
slowmineralisation rateofthe organic nitrogen pool inthesoilprofoundly delayed the responseof
ryegrass to the nitrogen fixation by clover. Delayed responses are destabilising and in most cases
-21-
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Figure 2.5: The effects of the delayed response of grass to the nitrogen fixation by clover on the
progressive annual mean herbage masses of grass andclover,a: r^/i)y= 1;b:rdrfay=2 (default). Legend
as in Figure 2.2. Notethe increased time scaleonthe X-axis,upto 50 years.

lead to damped or sustained oscillatory system behaviour. Schwinning & Parsons (1996a) found
sustained fluctuations of grass and clover yields with a periodicity of 4 to 7 years, this periodicity
increasingwithslowermineralisation rates.Eveninabsenceoflegumes,Thornley'smodelofa grass
monocultureproduced biennial oscillationswhichwererelatedtotheinteraction betweenplant and
soil water status (Thornley, 1998). In "real" ecosystems (as opposed to "model" systems) most of
these fluctuations will be either compensated by neighbouring patches fluctuating "out of phase"
(see section 2.3 of this chapter), or "hidden" behind the noise of environmental variability (see
section 2.4ofthischapter). However, some evidence of adelayed response isagain available from
the Park Grass Experiment. Silvertown (1980) detected no regular or irregular cycles in the
composition of botanical components. Nevertheless, in a more recent publication (Silvertown &
Dodd, 1994) asignificant andpositivecorrelation wasfound between thetotal herbage masson the
one hand, and the fraction ofthe herbage massmade up by grassspecies in the following year, on
the other. Dodd et al. (1995) reported on the occurrence of individual increases and declines of
grassland species,aswellasperiodicoscillationsofthepresenceofspeciesinthesame experiment.
They related these, however, to the reproductive strategies of the species involved, rather than to
the existence of nutrient pools with a slow turn-over rate. Fothergill et al.(2000) reported on 3 to
4 year cyclesof clover content under continuous grazing. Finally, in a grazing experiment by Curll
etal.(1985b),stockingratesand nitrogenapplication hadsignificant effects ontheproduction levels
and botanical composition the following year, when all plots were treated identically, indicating
delayed responses, or a "system memory".

The current illustrative model focusses merely on the delayed response of ryegrass to the
nitrogen fixation by clover.To enable exploration ofthe effects of delayper se, this is implemented
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crudely, sensu Thornley et al. (1995): the production of ryegrass is now directly related to the
amount of clover xdelav years earlier (compare equations 2.5 and 2.6):
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in which £ represents the time in years, and rdefav the formally imposed delay period. Figure 2.5
illustrates that this delayed dependence causes the simulated system to oscillate, with oscillations
being damped when the delay isrelatively short, i.e. 1year (Figure 2.5a). However, ifthe delay is
doubled to itsdefault value of 2years,thisresults insustained oscillations ofboth the yieldand the
botanical composition of the system (Figure 2.5b). Note that the 7.5-year periodicity of the
fluctuations inFigure2.5b exceedstheimposed delay of2years,asthisperiodicity isdependent on
both the delay and the actual growth and senescence rates.

2.2.7 Grazing
Grazing isarguably the most complex factor inthe maintenance of grassland stability, asit
involves selective removal of plant tissue, accelerated recycling of nutrients, and dynamic
interactions between plants and animals. The effect of grazingper se, i.e. the unselective removal
of leaf material, has mostly been studied by the use of simulation models. In "real" pastures,
grassland plant species may almost by definition have "escape mechanisms" (see below), while
grazing animals are bound to show preference for particular species. This disables the empirical
study of the grazingper se.
The herbage intakerate isa function of swardpropertiessuch astheverticaland horizontal
dispersion of plant material, as well as of animal properties such as bite area, bite depth, handling
time and maximum grazing time (e.g. Parsons et al. 1994; Brereton & McGilloway, 1999). In
general, the animal intake rate increaseswithlarger amounts of available herbage, to a maximum
intake level, which is limited by animal numbers, handling time, and maximum grazing time
(Parsons etal., 1994). Herethe grazingfunction ofSchwinning &Parsons (1996a) ismodified into
equations which give the intake rates of grass g, and of clover g2 , in the absence of escape
mechanisms and preference, and which replace the annual cutting of the sward:
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Figure2.6:Theeffects ofgrazingpers<?ontheherbagemassesofgrassandclover,a:gm„„=1 (default);
a clover monoculture remainsafter grass collapses, b:gmax=0.25. Legendas in Figure 2.2.
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Eq. 2.7b

inwhichgmoxisthe maximum intakerate ofallanimals, which isdependent on both the physically
maximum intake rate per animal and the number of animals ha"1.kgisthe total herbage mass at
whichthe total intake rate ishalf maximal.The fraction 0.5 inboth equations indicatesthe absence
of animal preference for either species.

Figure2.6 showsthe destabilisingeffect ofgrazinginthe absence ofpreference and escape
mechanisms onthe herbagemassesofgrassand clover. Inthiscase,even ata maximum intake rate
(Srnox)aslowas 1(default),correspondingtothemaximum intakerateofapproximately 1.4livestock
unitsper hectare, grazingper se leads to the extinction of the dependent species, i.e. the ryegrass
(Figure2.6a, inwhichcloverrecoversafter ryegrasscollapses).Onlyatextremely lowstocking rates
(Smo* < 0-3) can the growth of ryegrass compensate for the tissue removal (Figure 2.6b).
Using a much more sophisticated model, which did not include niche-differentiation or
dependence, though, Parsonsetal.(1991b) cametosimilarconclusions.Intheirmodel grazing per
se ledtomonocultures ofcloveratallstockingrates.However, intheircasethiswasthe resultof the
higher specific leaf area which had been applied to clover, rather than by thedependence of grass
on clover, asisthecase inthecurrentmodel.Noy-Meir (1975)studied theeffect ofgrazing intensity
on monocultures, and although his model did not include a temporal dimension, he found that in
the absence of escape mechanisms (see below), higher stocking rates increased the probability of
a "system collapse" as a resultfrom overgrazing.
In "real" pastures grazingper sewillusually be accompanied by plant escape mechanisms
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andanimalpreference.Therefore noexperimental data

escape functions

were found in the available literature to confirm its
destabilising effect as predicted by the model.

2.2.8 Escape mechanisms from grazing
As explained above, the effects of grazingper .E
se are only of academic interest, as most grassland
plants show mechanisms to escape from being grazed

0.2

reserves in roots, stolons, or bulbs, or a prostrate
morphology. These keep at least part of the tissue or
substratematerial outofreachfrom thegrazing animal

0.4

0.6

0.8

herbage mass

to extinction. These mechanisms involve substrate

Figure2.7:Theresponseofthe intake rate
to the total herbage mass under3 levels
of escape: thin line: q^ec = 1(no escape);
single line:o^. =2 (default), boldline: qesc
= 3.

(Noy-Meir, 1975). Atvery low herbage amounts, the
grazing intensity isthen reduced asymmetrically to the amount of herbage. Figure 2.7 (after NoyMeir, 1975) showsthatstrongerescape mechanismsleadtoincreasingly sigmoidgrazing functions,
with virtually no grazing at very low herbage densities.These sigmoid functions can be produced
byaddingan escapeparameterqescitoequation 2.7,resultingin(modifying Schwinning &Parsons,
1996a; but see also Parsons et a/., 1991b):
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Figure 2.8 shows the stabilising effect of the plant escape mechanism on the grassland
system when forboth speciesqex issetatitsdefault value of2. (Schwinning &Parsons, 1996a, but
see also Parsons et al. 1991b). It also shows an important interaction between the escape
mechanism and thegrazingintensity, asexpressed ingmax: an increase ingrazing intensitydoes not
simply decrease system stability anymore. Instead, both an increase (Figure 2.8b) and a decrease
(Figure2.8c) ofthemaximum intaketendtostabilisethesystem.Thisisfurther illustratedby Figure
2.9,where the averagevariability ofthesystem aswellasthe average actual intakerate,are shown
for a range of maximum grazing intensities. Ecosystem variability was quantified asthe coefficient
of variation of the average yearly herbage mass over a ten-year period (Chapter 3). Both the
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Figure2.9:Theeffectofthemaximumintake rate on
the actual total intake rate (single line) and the
systemvariability(thinline)inthepresenceof plant
escape mechanisms ( c ^ =2).

variability and the animal intake show a function with a single maximum. Thisagrees qualitatively
withresultsbyNoy-Meir (1975;hisFigure 10),whofound lowtotalanimal intake ratesatboth low
and high stocking densities, when escape mechanisms were included. At intermediate stocking
levels, his model produced a discontinuously stablesystem which isin equilibrium at either a high
ora low herbage mass (see alsoThornley, 1998). Using equation 2.8,the current model does not
show any discontinuities, yetshows the same phenomena, i.e. a high total animal intake and low
stability at intermediate levels of the maximum intake rate.

Empiricalresponsesoftotalintaketomaximum grazingratearewelldocumented (e.g.Curll
et a/., 1985a), and generally show an optimum stocking level at which total animal intake (or
growth) is maximal. However, no long-term data were available on the response of the system
stability to stocking density, as the duration of stocking rate experiments rarely exceeds three
successive years. Some evidence for the effectiveness of escape mechanisms isgiven by Evans et
al. (1992), who studied clover varieties differing in leaf size under various management regimes.
Under continuous sheep grazing, and low herbage masses, small leaved clover varieties were far
-26-
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more persistent than the large leaved varieties.

2.2.9 Selective grazing
Selective grazing of animals entails the discrepancy between the botanical composition of
the sward and that of the diet ingested. This isa complex area, as itinvolves both within-species
selectivity for lamina tissue over sheath and stem tissue (Brereton & McGilloway, 1999), and
between-species selectivityforaparticularspecies (e.g.Milneetal.,1982;Grantetal.,1985;Binnie
& Chestnutt, 1994). It is important to discriminate "apparent" selectivity from "real" selectivity:
apparent selectivity may simply arisewhen thebotanical composition ofthe grazed sward stratum
differs from the composition of the entire sward (Milne et al, 1982). Real selectivity involves the
intrinsicpreference hierarchy of animalsforparticularplant species. However, thispreference may
be limited by the total herbage mass, the horizontal and vertical species distribution, as well as by
animalfactorssuch ashandlingtimeand searchingtime.Assumingthatanimalsattempttooptimise
theirdailyenergyandnutrientbalances,theirintrinsicpreferencesmaybecompromised bythe need
to maximise their daily intake (Parsons etal, 1994).
Although spatially explicitmodels,such aspresented by Parsonset al.(1994),are required
tosimulate the extentand effects ofselectivity satisfactorily, hereSchwinning &Parsons' approach
(1996a) isfollowed and expanded. They attributed fixed fractional preferences of 0.3 and 0.7 to
grass and clover, respectively. Here, the fractional preferences of 0.5 for both species, used in
equations 2.7 and 2.8, are replaced by the parametersf1 and/ 2 for grass and clover, respectively.
The intake of either species isthen given by:

•fl-f2
1

2

e
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Figure 2.10 shows that a fractional preference for clover of 0.7 (default value) has a
destabilising effect on the grassland system (compare Figure 2.10a with Figure 2.8a). Conversely,
ifthe preference would have been reversed infavour ofperennial ryegrass,thiswould stabilise the
system into a stable, non-oscillating mixture (compare Figure 2.10b with Figure 2.8b).

Field observationsshow a larger extent ofselectivegrazingby sheep than by cattle,both in
grass-clovermixtures (e.g.Evansetal.,1992)and inmulti-speciesmixtures,inwhichsheep showed
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selective grazing

selective grazing
f, =0.7 f 2 = 0.3

v^10

20

30
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time (years)
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Figure2.10:Theeffects ofselectivegrazingontheherbagemassesofgrassandcloverundera)70%and
b)30%clover preference. Legendas inFigure2.2.

a stronger between-species preference for forbs and a stronger within-species preference for life
tissue, which ispossibly related to the smaller mouth areas of sheep (Grant et al., 1985). Evans et
al. (1992) tested the performance of five clover varieties with different leaf sizes under continuous
grazingby sheep, under rotational grazingby sheep and by cattle, and under a cutting regime. He
found that none but the small-leaved varieties were persistent under continuous grazing by sheep
duringathree-yearperiod.Thepersistenceofallvarietieswasfound toincreaseprogressively when
theywere instead managed underregimesofrotational sheepgrazing,rotationalcattlegrazing, and
cutting.

Finally,theinteractionbetweengrazingpressure,escapemechanisms,selectivegrazing, and
time is highly complex. Where diet composition is initially the result of spatial availability, total
herbage mass,and animalpreference, overtimeitisprogressively moredependent on the turnover
rates of the grassland species. Eventually a clover-rich diet may only be sustained if clover has a
highergrowthrateunderthepresentswardconditions (Parsonsetal.,1991b;Schwinning&Parsons
1996a).Thismay leadtoparadoxes, where an increased preference for clovermay eventually lead
to a smaller herbage and clover intake (paradox of imprudence), asshown by the data of Evans et
al. (1992), mentioned above.
The complexity of the interactions between grazing pressure, escape, and selectivity are
exemplified inFigure 2.11, where theaverage clovercontent ofthesward, the average total intake,
and the average system variability (quantified in Chapter 3) over a 50-year time period are
presented forawiderange ofmaximum intakerates (stockingrates), animal preferences for clover,
and escape mechanisms for clover.
Inspite of the simplicity of the current model, Figure2.11showsat least qualitatively how
selective grazing, and itsinteraction with the maximum intake rate and escape mechanisms, has a
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decisive impact on the average clover content of the sward. At the default settings of the grazing
parameters (gmax= l,qescl = qex2 = 2,/ 2 = 0.7;leftfront cornerofFigure2.lid), theaverage clover
content of the sward isclose to itsminimum, whereas itaccumulates with an increasing maximum
intakerate.The latteriscaused bytheprogressively reduced herbage massathigherstocking rates,
reducing both clover and grass growth. However, asthisalsoreduces nitrogen fixation (Ryleetal.,
1989) and availability, grass growth is not only compromised by grazing, but also by a limited
nitrogen supply.Moreover, Schwinning&Parsons (1996a) found thathigherstockingrateslead to
an accelerated concentration of nitrogen inurine and manure patches, and therefore to a nitrogen
depletion at field scale, creating favourable conditions for clover growth.
Total animal intake appears nearly insensitive to clover preference, which is again in line
withSchwinning &Parsons (1996a) (theirFigure 10d, e, f).However, total intakeshowsthe same
single maximum response tothe stocking rate as earlier observed in Figure 2.9.
Most strikingly, Figure 2.1If reveals that at the default parameter settings, the ecosystem
shows a highvariability ofproduction. Both an increase instocking density ora decrease in clover
preference would stabilise the system into a stable mixture. Alternatively, a stronger escape
mechanism for clover (qesc2 = 2.5,Figure2.Hi) would stabilisethesystem forallstocking rates and
preferences,whichexplainsthehigherpersistencyofsmall-leavedclovervarietiesunder continuous
sheep grazing (Evans et al., 1992).Note that thisstronger escape mechanism does not affect total
animal intake atlowstocking densities, even though itleadsto a somewhat lowerclovercontent in
the sward (compare Figures 2 . l i d and e with 2.11g and h). Conversely, a weaker escape
mechanism forcloverincreasestheswardclovercontentatlowstockingdensities,yetdoes not affect
the total animal intake. Nevertheless it leads tot an increased instability of the system over time
(Figures 2.11a, b, c).

The variety of responses to grazingobserved here, could possibly offer an explanation for
the often conflicting results from field experiments. Whereas Curll et al.(1985a) found a negative
relationship between stocking rate and clover content, both Orr et al. (1990) and Parsons et al.
(1991a) reported on an experiment inwhich higher clover contents were found on swards grazed
"hard" at3cmthan onswardsgrazed "lenient" at6or9cm.Bothexperimentsinvolved continuous
grazing by sheep. However, Curll et al.used the large-leaved clover cultivar Blanca, whereas the
small-leaved cultivarHuiawasused intheotherexperiment. IfFigure2.11a represents large-leaved
clover,withaweakescapemechanism duetoitserectmorphology, itshowsthattheaverage clover
content decreases with stocking rate for at least a range of low stocking rates (look for negative
slope). However, the clovercontent ispositively related tothestocking rate,for allstocking ratesin
Figure 2.11g, representing small-leaved cloverwith a prostrate morphology.
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2.3 Effects of scale and disturbances
2.3.1 Effect ofspatialscale
Sofartheintrinsicecosystem propertieshave implicitlybeen modelled inabsenceofspatial
heterogeneity andexternaldisturbances.Thesesimulationsrepresenttheprocessesonapatch-scale,
i.e. on a spatial scale at which the herbage of each species may be assumed to be distributed
homogeneously, and at which all individuals of one species hence may be assumed to show
identical responses over time. However, the stability of a system depends to a large extent on the
scale on which itisstudied (Collins, 1995).The interaction between thedynamics on a patch scale
and on field scale have been explored extensively by Schwinning & Parsons (1996b), using a
spatially explicit model, which allowed for the heterogeneity and the active interaction between
patches.They concluded thatsystemswhich show oscillatingyieldson a patch scale,may turn into
stable mixtures when studied on field scale, provided that the patches oscillate "out of phase".
In the previous section it has been shown how individual patches may be stabilised by
increased niche-differentiation, dependence ofgrasson clover, and management. However, using
the default parameter values, representing continuous grazing under the low stocking rates
commonly applied on clover-driven pastures, the system shows oscillating behaviour on a patch
scale.The same resultswerefound bySchwinning &Parsons (1996a).Settingthesepatches outof
phase may provide an additional management toolto ensure stability at field level.

Schwinning & Parsons (1996b) distinguished four types of patches, based on the relative
contributions of grass and clover, and on the soil mineral nitrogen status: 1) clover dominance, 2)
grass dominance, 3) pure grass at high soil N, and 4) pure grass at low soil N. When all patches
show oscillatory behaviour, the cloverdominant phase and thegrassdominant phase alternate on
each patch. When local clover extinctions and invasions are included, patches may in time move
through all four phases periodically and irregularly. The authors came to the conclusion that the
"patchiness" of pastures, which occurswhen patches are out of phase, isa desirable feature in the
maintenance of the stability of pastures, in other words: spatial and temporal heterogeneity on a
small scale leads to stability on a large scale.
Strikingly,thesameobservationwasmadebyOldeman (1990),studyingforestecosystems.
He stated that it is the fluidity of the eco-unit (patch) development itself that guarantees the
inflexibility of theirmosaic (pasture),because interaction between eco-units (patches) isopen and
erases the effects of small or somewhat larger diversifying forces.
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Longterm shift in
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replacement of patch
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stitching-in clover

Spatia scale
"sweeping

environmental
fertiliser application
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r events"

(section 2.4)
slurry spreading

Figure 2.12:Two-dimensional categorisation of disturbances ingrassland. Forexplanation see text.

2.3.2 Effect of disturbances
Oscillating patches may be set either "in phase" or "out of phase" by "disturbances",
depending on the spatial scale of these disturbances. Small and frequent local disturbances, such
as faeces and urine deposition and local tissue removal by grazing animals, are destabilising on a
patch scale (Schwinning &Parsons, 1996b).Nevertheless, these setthe patches out ofphase, and
aretherefore stabilising on a field scale.Thesedisturbances willherebereferred to,sensu Oldeman
(1990) as "buckshotevents".Large-scaledisturbances, such asreseeding,thestitching-in of clover,
and environmental disturbances (seesection 2.4), affect allpatches inan identical manner, and are
therefore destabilisingon afieldscale.Theselarge-scaledisturbanceswillbereferred to,again sensu
Oldeman (1990), as "sweeping events". Disturbances may also be classified on a scale of
"hardness". "Hard" disturbances, such as faeces deposition and reseeding, instantly mark the end
of an existing patch or of multiple patches, and the start of new patches with changed properties.
"Soft" disturbances, such asurine depositions (in absence of urinescorch) or a cutting event, may
change the patch properties over a time period, as they affect itsproperties in a more subtle way,
e.g. by changing the soil mineral nitrogen balance (Curll, 1982).Figure 2.12 summarises thistwodimensional classification of disturbances.

Thepositionsofcontinuousandrotationalgrazinginthisfigurearequestionable: continuous
grazing will lead to lower instantaneous stocking rates, and hence to a small and infrequent
"buckshot" grazingof each patch. Under rotational grazing allneighbouring patches willbe grazed
harder and more equally instead. On the other hand, the lower instantaneous stocking rate under
continuous grazing may enable the grazing animals to exploit their preference (Figure 2.11). Itis
conceivable that this may result in a uniform clover removal among allpatches (Curll, 1982).
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Ifa pasture isfluctuatingon a patch scale, yetstabilised on a field scale by the occurrence
ofbuckshotevents,which setthepatchesoutofphase, then itisdoubtful whetherthissituation can
still be referred to as a "steady state". Oldeman (1990) proposed the term ecuilibrium (from ecoequilibrium) to describe situations where forest ecosystems are stabilised by fluctuations and
disturbances on a small scale, and thisseems to be equally applicable to grassland ecosystems:

the proportionsofeco-units(patches) havereachedanequilibriumwiththe localregime
of shifting events (disturbances).The existence of an ecuilibrium stage presupposes
that there is a regular regime of shifting events (disturbances) (...) Not only is this
rarely taken into account in forest (pasture) management plane, but (moreover)
vegetation types, including forest (pasture) types,are correlatedwithaverage, longterm climatologicalfeatures only(Oldeman, 1990).
Fora moredetailed accountoftheeffect ofdisturbances onpatchesand field scale,see Schwinning
& Parsons (1996b).

2.4 The effect of structured and stochastic environmental variability
2.4.1 Structured vs.stochastic variability
Sofarthestabilisinganddestabilisingfactorshavebeenidentified inaconstant environment.
In temperate climates however, "real" grassland ecosystems are confronted with alternating
favourable and unfavourable environmental conditions.Temperature andprecipitation arethetwo
most obvious variables regulating plant growth (but see Thornley, 1998). Most environmental
variables show a seasonal trend, which isto some extentperturbed by stochastic variation (Figure
2.13).The magnitude of both thistrend and ofthe stochasticvariation may vary between climates
and between variables: whereas temperature shows a strong seasonal trend with relatively small
random variations in most temperate climates, rainfall tends to show a stronger stochastic pattern
incomparisontoitsseasonaltrend.Figures2.13a and2.13billustratethefluctuationsoftemperature
and rainfall measured inWageningen, The Netherlands. Barthram et a\.(1992) presented similar
graphsforcentralScotland (theirFigure 1).itwillbeshown herehowstructured (seasonal) variation
and stochastic variation have different impacts on the stability of grassland ecosystems.

2.4.2 Impact of structured environmental variability
The seasonal trendsoftemperature andrainfall aregivenbytheirdaily,weekly, or monthly
values, averaged over a large number of years.The structured variation can then be quantified by
thevarianceamongtheseaveragevalues.Theseasonaltrendand itsvarianceareconstantbetween
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Figure2.13:a)temperature andb)rainfall patterns inWageningen,TheNetherlands,from 1993to 1997.
Single lines:monthly averagevalues,bold lines:monthlyvalues,averaged over4 0 years. Data from the
Dept.of Meteorology andAir Quality,Wageningen University,The Netherlands.

years for any particular climate (ignoring possible climate changes).
Firstthe effects oftemperature fluctuations on thestability ofgrassand clovergrowthwillbe
explored, whereasallother environmental variables (e.g.rainfall, radiation) areassumed to remain
constant. The structured seasonal trend of the temperature T is,sensu Thornley (1998), modelled
as:
r = 1+ a

• sin(2it • t )

ECL-2.10

where t is the time in years, and astwcthe amplitude of the structured fluctuations. Note that the
average temperature equals 1 unit, which is the (constant) value implicitly used in the constant
environment of section 2.2.
The effect of temperature on the C0 2 assimilation rates of perennial ryegrass and clover
leaveswasdocumented byWoledge&Dennis(1982),whofound anon-linearrelationshipfor both
species.The responses of the C 0 2 assimilation ratestotemperature were also affected by the light
intensity and by the temperature at which the plants had grown previously. No major differences
were observed between the responses of grass and clover. Ignoring light intensities and previous
temperatures, the effect of the temperature on the growth of both species ishere modelled as:
.

f

^Kmpl

Eq. 2.11a

-T "temp'l

EOL- 2.11b

where p\ and p'2 axe the temperature dependent growth rates, pt and p 2 are the temperature
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independent growth rates of equations 2.6and
2.4b, respectively, and qtemp, and qtemp2 are
parameters indicating the linearity of the
response of the photosynthesis to the
temperature. These functions ensure that the
production of both species equals 0 when the
temperature iszero, and that the production is
unaffected when the temperature is 1, for all
0

values of qlemp (Figure 2.14). For the default

0.5

1

1.5

2

temperature

values ofqtempi andqtemp2 (0.3forboth species),

Figure 2.14: response of the growth rate t o
temperature for p;=1.Thin line:o^.m = 0.1, single
lineo^m=0.3 (default), bold line:q^ m = 1.

the responses agree well with the temperature
responses found by Woledge & Dennis (1982)
under high light intensities.

The senescence rate isalso dependent on thetemperature, which ismodelled here as a
linear relationship, sensu Johnson &Thornley (1983) :

r

E^. 2.12

wheres',isthetemperature dependent senescence rateofgrass(i= 1)andclover (i= 2),ands,the
independent rate. Again the senescence rate equals 0 when the temperature is zero, and is
unaffected attheaveragetemperatureof1.Notethataminimum levelof0 hasbeenappliedtoboth
production and senescence of both species to prevent negative growth and senescence rates at
temperatures below zero (T< 0),which would otherwise arise incase astruc > 1.

The effect of structured environmental fluctuations on two of the modelled grassland
ecosystemsisstudied: 1)anintrinsicallyunstablesystem,showingsustainedoscillationsinaconstant
environment. This system is simulated by setting all parameters at their default values. 2) An
intrinsicallystablesystem,whichisobtained atdefaultparametersettings,yetwithoutthetimedelay
of thedependence ofgrasson clover (rdetoJ, = 0 inequation2.6).

Figure 2.15shows theeffect ofthestructured variation oftemperature (equation 2.10)on
the stability ofthe intrinsically unstable system. Inabsence ofthese fluctuations, thetotal herbage
massshowssustained oscillations (Figure2.15a). Obviously, theseasonal temperature fluctuations
lead toa strong variability oftheherbage mass within theyear, theintra-annual variation (Figure
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=0 (nofluctuations),

2.15b). This will be referred to as the direct effect of the temperature on the system stability.
However, when theprogressiveyearlyaverage herbage massisplotted overtime, itshowsthat the
variation between years, i.e.the inter-annual variation, iseffectively reduced when large structured
fluctuations are imposed (Figures 2.15c and 2.15d). Thiswillbe referred to asthe indirecteffect of
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the temperature fluctuations.
Figure 2.16 showsthe indirecteffect ofstructured temperature variation on the intrinsically
stablegrassclovermixture.Thissystem remainsstable, asthe mean yearly temperature isconstant
and equals 1for each year. However, the annual mean herbage mass isreduced, as a resultof the
non-linear response ofplant growth totemperature.Thisdisablesthe extragrowth at temperatures
> 1to compensate for the reduced growth attemperatures < 1 (Figure 2.14).

2.4.3 Impact ofstochastic environmental variability
Tosimulatetheimpactofstochasticvariabilityofanenvironmentalvariable,thetemperature
T in equation 2.10 isnow replaced by:
T

=1

+ a

etoch

Eq.2.13

whereastochisa random number between astxh maxand -asloch m(K,whichsetsthe upper andthe lower
limits of the amplitudes of the stochastic variability.

Figure 2.17 showsthat the response of an intrinsically unstable system may now be rather
unpredictable, even when asMchmaxremains unchanged. In Figure 2.17a, the system isdestabilised
by the stochastic temperature pattern (compare with Figure 2.15a). However, when the model is
rerun for the same parameter values, changing the timing of individual high and low stochastic
fluctuations yet for the same value of astachmax , the system may be stabilised (Figure 2.17b).
Apparently the times at which high and low temperatures occur is critical in magnifying or
counteracting the intrinsic oscillations.

Thesystemwhichisintrinsicallystable(Figure2.16a)isdestabilisedbystochastic fluctuations
(Figure 2.18). This is caused by the mean annual temperature which is no longer constant, but
instead changes from year to year, depending on the stochastic temperature regime.
Similar effects of structured and stochastic environmental fluctuations were observed by
Schwinning & Parsons (1996b): system oscillations in their model were reduced when a fixed
mortality ratewas imposed on clovereachwinter. Contrastingly, variablewintermortality rates led
to sustained oscillations.

2.4.4 Impact of both structured and stochasticenvironmental variability
Asdiscussed above, environmental fluctuations willgenerally consist of both a structured
(seasonal) and astochastic (daily,weeklyormonthly) component. Itisassumed herethatthese two
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Figure 2.19: Effects of both structured andstochastic fluctuations ona:anintrinsically oscillating
system andb:an intrinsically stable system. Legendasinfigure2.2.

componentsdonotshowanyinteraction,i.e.:thedailystochasticvariation isaslargeinwinteras
itisinsummer.ThetemperatureTcanthenbesimulatedbyaddingbothcomponents (equations
2.10and2.13):
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Figure 2.19 presents the effect of a large structural component (as(ruc= 1) and amoderate
stochastic component (astochmax = 0.5) on the stability of both an intrinsically oscillating system
(Figure2.19a) andanintrinsicallystablesystem (Figure2.19b).Theregimeofstochastic fluctuations
was kept identical for both systems. Now the identical behaviour of both systems over timeis
remarkable (R2 = 0.98), considering the largely contrasting behaviours of these systems under
constant average environmental conditions. This underlines the importance ofincluding both
structured and stochastic environmental fluctuations into simulation models, in order to predict
realisticresults.InChapter4itwillbeshownthatthisidenticalbehaviourofcontrastingsystemscan
also be found in empirical field data.

2.5 Classification of stability
Most theoretical ecosystem studies have focussed implicitly on the stability of ecosystems
under constant environmental conditions (e.g. Noy-Meir, 1975; Grenfell, 1988; Parsons et al,
1991b;Parsonset al,1994).Atmost, sinusoidal environmental fluctuations are implemented (e.g.
Thornley, 1998),and innearly allstudiesstochasticfluctuations are ignored, asthese "obscure" the
intrinsic ecosystem properties. However, ithas been shown in the previous section how both
structured and stochastic fluctuations may have aprofound impact on the stability of grassland
ecosystems. Includingtheeffects ofthesefluctuations inaqualification andquantification of system
stability may be a prerequisite for applicability for both farmers and agronomists.
Incontrast, inmostempiricalstudiesanattemptismadetoexplainyielddifferences between
years by the variability of environmental factors. Itisinteresting to note that yields are commonly
linkedto rainfall (e.g.Barthrametal, 1992;Silvertown &Dodd, 1994),which isan environmental
variable with a strong stochastic component. Its stochastic nature causes variability of rainfall
betweenyears,makingrainfallanobviouscandidatetoexplainyielddifferences betweenyears.The
effects of temperature are commonly ignored, as itsfluctuations are strongly structured, leading to
a constant mean yearly temperature between years. Nevertheless ithas been demonstrated in
section 2.4, that in spite of thisconstant mean yearly value, structured fluctuations of temperature
within years may havealarge impact on the system stability between years.
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Figure 2.20: Hypothetical inverse relationships between the stabilities of clover content and total
herbage mass, a: oscillating clover content, stable herbage mass, b: stable clover content (33%),
oscillating herbagemass.Thinline:clover herbagemass;singleline:grass herbagemass;bold line:total
herbage mass.

In this section an attempt is made to come to a classification of grassland stability which
allowsfortheeffects ofbothintrinsicsystempropertiesandfortheeffects ofstructured and stochastic
environmentalvariability.First,outputvariablesareidentified whichrepresenttheentireecosystem,
and thedynamicsofwhich could serveasindicatorsofsystem stability.Next,both thespatial scale
and the temporal scale at which these variables should be studied are defined. Finally, three
concepts of ecosystem stability are proposed.

2.5.2 Identification of relevant variable
Itisessential toidentify an outputvariable ofthesystem which representsthe entire system,
yetisalso ofdirect importancetofarmers. Noy-Meir (1975) found thatthe total herbage mass was
a more reliable indicator of system stability than was total animal intake and performance, as the
latter may be high even when the system is on the verge of a collapse. Total herbage mass, or
related variables such asthe total LeafArea Index, are also used by other authors (e.g. Parsons et
a/., 1991b;Schwinning &Parsons, 1996b;Thornley 1998),asthe total herbage mass isthe central
statevariableofmostgrassland models.However,threelimitationsinitsuseshouldbekeptinmind:
firstly, there is a tendency to base pasture rotations on "sward surface heights" (e.g. Bircham &
Hodgson, 1983;Orr et a/., 1990; Evans, 1992; Laws & Newton, 1992), rather than using "fixed
rotations" (e.g. Curll et a/., 1985a). The sward surface height isstrongly related to herbage mass.
Wheneverthismanagement typeisapplied, thestabilityoftheherbagemassmaydepend primarily
on the farmer's skills to maintain the desirable height, rather than on system or environmental
properties.Secondly,whenthestabilityisstudied inconjunction withproduction, herbagemassmay
be a poor indicator of agronomic productivity; e.g. understocking willlead to higher total herbage
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masses, whereas it may result in a lower total animal production. Finally, cutting grassland for
conservation willcause a variable herbage masswithin the year regardless of the system's stability
properties.Inthesecasestheannualyield,theannualproduction, ortotalannual animalintakemay
be more appropriate output variables, bearing in mind their restrictions mentioned above.

In some studies the clover content, expressed as a percentage of the total herbage mass is
used to study the system stability (e.g. Laws & Newton, 1992; Schwinning & Parsons, 1996b).
However, careshouldbetaken inthisapproach, asafluctuating clovercontentdoesnot necessarily
leadtoa fluctuating herbage mass (e.g.Figure2.20a), nordoes a constantclovercontent implicitly
indicate system stability (e.g. Figure 2.20b).

2.5.2 Identification of relevant spatialscale
It has been laid out in section 2.3, that a satisfactory study of system stability requires a
spatial dimension beyond the patch size, as spatial scale may have a definite impact on system
stability. Ideally, thestability ofproduction atfarm levelshould bethefocus of attention (e.g. Laws
& Newton, 1992), as this is the scale at which farmers operate. It is conceivable that wherever
regularreseedingisrequiredtomaintainpastureproductivity,resultinginoscillatingpastures (section
2.3), that stability atfarm level may be maintained by setting these entirepastures "out of phase".
Alternatively, astableanimalproduction maybe achieved from unstablepasturesby increasing the
conservation and outdoor feeding of herbage.

2.5.3 Identification of relevant temporal scale
It isessential to discriminate within-year (intra-annual) stability from between-year (interannual) stability. It has been shown in section 2.4 how structured environmental fluctuations will
automatically lead to an increased variability of grassland production within individual years, yet
may increase stability of production between years. Again, relevance to fanners should be the
criterion for the choice:whereas inter-annual stability isarguably mostrelevantto cattle and sheep
producers, the intra-annual stability isjustasimportanttodairyproducers. Ineithercase, long-term
data arerequired toprovide an indication ofstability,asinmostshort-term data, stability properties
are "obscured"bystochasticenvironmentalfluctuations. Moreover,Schwinning&Parsons (1996b)
found intrinsic system fluctuations between 4 and 7 years in the steadv state. In the Park Grass
Experiment, botanical equilibrium was not reached until40years after the imposement of fertiliser
treatments(Silvertown&Dodd, 1994).Inanextensification experiment,Windetal. (1993)reported
thatyieldscontinued todeclinefor four toseven consequentyearsafter nitrogentreatments ceased
in 1968, and that stability of the botanical composition has notyetbeen reached to date.
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2.5.4 Identification of relevant stability concept
It has been shown in section 2.4 that both structured and stochastic environmental
fluctuations may have a profound impact on the stability of grassland ecosystems. These external
factors tend toobscuretheintrinsicsystempropertiesinfield data.Thiscomplicatesthe analysisand
comparison of different grassland systems in different climates, measured during different time
courses,astheobserved outputvariabilitymaybeareflection oftheenvironmentalvariability rather
than of system properties.To overcome thisproblem, itisproposed here to define three concepts
of stability:
1)

actual stability: the observed stability of herbage mass, yield or animal intake in an
environment showing both structured and stochasticfluctuations. Infact this isthe inverse
of the variance of yields between years, measured in field experiments. The level of this
actual stability islimitedtoaparticularclimateand toa particulartimeperiod, asitishighly
dependent on the (coincidental) stochastic fluctuations during that observation period. A
different levelmaybeobservedwhenthesameecosystem isstudiedunderdifferent weather
conditions, i.e. at another location, or during another period (e.g. compare Figures 2.17a
and 2.17b). Nevertheless, the actual stability level isof direct relevance to farmers.

2)

extrinsic stability: the observed stability of herbage mass, yield or animal intake in an
environmentwhichshowsstructuredyetnostochasticfluctuations.Thelevelofthisextrinsic
stability islimited toaparticularsystem inaparticular climate (structured environment), yet
remains the same for each observation period (presupposing no change of climate). This
meansthattheextrinsicstabilitylevelofanecosystem (e.g.anexperimentalplot)willremain
constant between distinctobservation periods. However, a different level may be expected
when an identical ecosystem isstudied in another climate (e.g.compare Figure 2.15c and
2.15d). Although the extrinsic stability is independent of the large impact of stochastic
environmental fluctuations, at least it incorporates the climate in which the ecosystem is
studied.

3)

intrinsic stability: the observed stability of herbage mass, yield or animal intake in a
hypothetical constant environment, asapplied inmost simulation models.The level of this
intrinsic stability is limited only to a particular system, and is identical for all climates and
observation periods.This means that ecosystemswith identical botanical components, on
identical soils,with identical fertiliser and management regimeswillshow identical levelsof
intrinsic stability, irrespective of the climate and the period during which it is observed.
However, theintrinsicstabilitylevelofagrassland ecosystem mayprofoundly differ from the
stability of yields, as measured in the field.

Ofthesethree stability concepts, theactual stabilityrepresentsmostaccurately the variance
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of yields experienced by farmers. Itmay be used to compare the short-term stability performance
of ecosystems, measured at the same location, during the same time course, e.g. two plots of an
experiment. However, itshould be kept in mind that the levelsof actual stability which are found,
may be profoundly different or even be reversed when both ecosystems are observed during a
different period, i.e.underadifferent regimeofstochasticfluctuations.Therefore itisproposed here,
to usethe extrinsic stability levelsfor these comparisons instead, asthese willremain constant over
time. Infact, the extrinsicstability could bridgethegap between the stabilitypropertiesobserved in
modelled ecosystems, i.e. the intrinsic stability, and those observed in experiments, i.e. the actual
stability.

Additionally,acomparison oftheactualandtheexternalstabilityofanecosystem willreveal
itsresponsetothe regimeofstochastic environmental fluctuations. Similarly,theeffect of structured
environmental fluctuations can be deduced by a comparison of the external and the intrinsic
stability.

When using system simulation models, the extrinsicand the actual stability can be derived
from the intrinsic stability relatively simply, by subsequently imposing structured and stochastic
environmental fluctuations, as shown insection 2.4. Conversely, the intrinsic and extrinsic stability
can be derived from the experimentally measured actual stability. This rather complicated
procedure requires large amounts of long term data. Thisprocedure willbe explained in Chapter
3.

2.6 Discussion
Due to the simplicity of its structure, the model presented in this chapter should not be
regarded as explanatory, nor should its predictions be considered conclusive. Quantitative
interactions between perennial ryegrass and white clover atpatch level have been modelled more
satisfactorily by Parsons et al. (1991b), Thornley et al. (1995) and by Schwinning & Parsons
(1996a).However, thehighercomplexity oftheirmodelscomplicatesthediscrimination ofthe effect
of individual ecosystem properties and processes, which regulate stability. Contrastingly, the
transparency of the model presented here enabled the identification and illustration of the impacts
of these individual processes, and of their interactions.

Ithas been demonstrated that the stability of yieldswhich isobserved in the field depends
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on a complex of three components: the intrinsic ecosystem properties, the degree of spatial
heterogeneity, and on the environmental variability.
Of the intrinsic ecosystem processes, competition for light, delayed responses, grazing per
se, preferential grazing for clover and cutting were all identified as destabilising, whereas nichedifferentiation, nitrogendependence,andescapemechanism werefound tostabilisethe ecosystem.
To some extent, the stabilising processes may compensate for the instability caused by the
destabilising processes. However, interactions between both process types were observed, which
complicate this compensation. For instance, a strong clover preference destabilised the modelled
ecosystem atlowstockingrates,yetdid notaffect stability at higheranimal densities.Moreover, the
stability levelwasindependent ofcloverpreference atallstockingrates,when cloverwas attributed
with a stronger escape mechanism (Figure 2.11).
On top of these interactions among intrinsic ecosystem processes, interactions between
intrinsic ecosystem processes on the one hand, and spatial heterogeneity on the other, further
complicate matters. Itwas suggested that even when the ecosystem isunstable at a patch scale, it
may show a stable level of production at field scale, when the oscillating patches are set "out of
phase".Whetherpatchesoscillate "outofphase" or "inphase" dependsagain on the management
imposed. However, the same stability level may be observed when the individual patches are
stabilised. Therefore management factors affect the system stability through two pathways, i.e. by
changing thebalanceofintrinsicprocesses,and bydefining thespatial heterogeneity. Itwas shown,
for instance, how preferential grazingunder lowstocking rates leads to instability atpatch scale.At
thesametime,manure andurinedepositionsundergrazingactas "buckshot" eventswhich increase
pasture heterogeneity and therefore stability at field scale.
Finally the picture is further obscured by structured and stochastic environmental
fluctuations. It has been argued in section 4.2 that ecosystems which are unstable in temperate
climateswithsmallstructuredfluctuations, mayshowstablebehaviour inmorecontinental climates,
in which structured environmental fluctuations are strong. Furthermore, stochastic environmental
fluctuations mayleadtodrasticchangesinthestabilitylevelbetween observationperiods.Especially
in intrinsically unstable systems, the timing of high and low temperatures was found critical to the
actual stability level of the ecosystem. Therefore it is well conceivable that an ecosystem which
appearstobestableduringafiveyearexperiment, would show unstablebehaviourwhen observed
at a different date (Figure 2.17). In Chapter 3, it will be demonstrated that when stochastic
fluctuations arestrong,intrinsicallystablesystemsmayinfactshowalargervariabilityofyieldsthan
intrinsically unstable systems.

Considering the complexity ofallthese interactionswithin and between intrinsicprocesses,
spatial heterogeneity and environmental fluctuations, the prototyping of management systems for
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mixed swards isfraud with complications, when based on short-term experiments which establish
thesystemresponsestosinglemanagementfactors.Infactthiscomplexitymaywellexplainthelarge
variety of responses of grass and cloverto single management factors, as observed inthe literature
cited. Experimental designs which take all processes and all interactions into account, are hardly
conceivable.Chapters3 and 4demonstrate howtheeffect ofsomesinglemanagement factors may
beextractedfrom dataonlong-term experiments,withdurationsfrom 40upto150years. However,
thenumberofconclusionscontrastssharplywiththehugeresourcesrequiredforthese experiments.
Therefore the use of simulation models will remain indispensable in the analysis of grassland
ecosystem stability.

Bearing in mind the limitations of simulation models mentioned in the introduction, a
satisfactory simulation model of mixed swards should incorporate all three components which
regulate stability.Primarily itrequires an accurate description of the intrinsicsystem properties and
processes,whichallowsfortheirmutual interactions.Sucha description forgrassmonocultures has
alreadybeenpresented byThornley (1998).However,thesamelevelofaccuracy and detailhas not
yet been achieved in models which simulate the intrinsic processes of grass-clover swards (e.g.
Parsons eta/., 1991b; Thornley eta/., 1995;Schwinning &Parsons, 1996a).
Secondly, consideringthedecisiveimpactofspatialheterogeneityonsystemstabilityat field
scale, a simulation model of mixed swards should explicitly locate all processes in a threedimensional space. This could be achieved by simulating a large number of patches, which all
consistofa number ofswardlayers,andwhich interactdirectlywithneighbouring patches. Parsons
etal.(1994) and Schwinning &Parsons (1996b) havealreadypresented two-dimensional (lateral)
simulation models of grass and clover under grazing. However, in both models the simulation of
intrinsicplantprocesseswasreducedtoamostbasiclevel.Brereton&McGilloway (1999) presented
a three-dimensional model to study the effects of sward structure on animal intake during short
rotational grazingperiods. Intheirmodel,plantprocesseswereabsent, and patches only interacted
passively, i.e. through the selection between patches by the grazing animals.
Apartfrom drasticallyincreasingthenumberofrequiredcalculations,thedynamicsimulation
of detailed plant processes and of plant-animal interactions in a three-dimensional space would
require an adequate description of grass and clover morphology. Morphogenesis of perennial
ryegrasswassuccessfully simulatedbyVanLoo(1993).However, noexplicit morpho-physiological
models of white-clover were found in the literature.
Finally, inordertoproduce resultswhichreflectecosystembehaviourunderfield conditions,
the simulation model should include both structured and stochastic environmental fluctuations. It
was demonstrated that even under moderate stochastic fluctuations, the yield patterns of an
intrinsicallystableand an intrinsically unstable systemwerenearly identicalovertime,inspiteof the
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largelycontrastingbehaviourofbothsystemsinaconstantenvironment (Figure2.19).Insuchcases,
thesystem responsetoenvironmental fluctuations makesthebalance ofallother intrinsicprocesses
nearly irrelevant. Using a model which includes environmental variability, it is conceivable that
ecosystems are no longer classified bythe intrinsicstability level,but instead by either the extrinsic
stability level, or by the probabilities of actual stability levels, e.g. the number of simulation runs in
which a range of stability levelswere exceeded.

Itisenvisaged that such a simulation model as described above, combined with data from
long-term experiments, could bridge the gap between intrinsic ecosystem properties, which have
been revealed by simulation models to date, and actual ecosystem behaviour, as reported from
experimental studies. The definitions of the intrinsic, extrinsic, and actual stability levels presented
inthischapter, may aid the interpretation of model output inpractical terms, and the deduction of
intrinsic processes from field data, which would improve the information flows between both
approaches. This would not only aid the understanding of grass-clover dynamics, but could also
prototype entire management systems for grass-clover mixtures, taking into account all intrinsic,
spatial and environmental processes and interactions involved.
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Appendix Chapter 2
Table of state variables, rate variables and parameters used inthe model.
type

symbol

description

introduced
inequation:

time variable

f

time since start of simulation

2.6

plant state

Hi

Herbage mass

2.1

Pi

Herbage growth rate (temperature

default value
(parameters):

variable

plant rate

2.1

independent)

variables

Temperature dependent herbage

2.11

growth rate
Herbage senescence rate

2.2

(temperature independent)
Temperature dependent herbage

2.12

senescence rate.

plant

Relative senescence rateof

parameters

herbage

*„

2.2

8 (grass),
7 (clover)

Herbage mass atwhich the growth

2.1

0.5 (both species)

2.5

0.02

2.4

1 (grass),

rate is half-maximal
Clover herbage mass atwhich
grass growth rate ishalf-maximal.
Fraction of resources ofone

0.9 (clover)

species, also used bythe other
species
Pmax i

Maximum herbage growth rate

2.1

12(grass),
9 (clover)

Qtempi

Parameter controlling the linearity

2.11

ofthe growth response to
temperature.
Delay independence ofgrass
growth on clover
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2.6

0.3 (both species)

type

grazing rate

symbol

description

introduced

default value

inequation:

(parameters):

9i

Total intake rateof animals

2.7

c,

Fraction of herbage cut annually

-

0.9 (bothspecie:

f.

Fractionalpreference for species

2.9

0.3 (grass),

variable

grazing /
cutting
parameters

by grazing animals

0.7 (clover)

Maximum total intake rateof all

2.7

1

2.7

0.15

animals
Herbage mass atwhich thetotal
animal intake rate is half-maximal
Strength ofescape mechanism:

2.8

controls shape of intake response
to herbage mass

environmental

T

Temperature

2.10

variables

gt

Amplitude ofasinglestochastic

2.13

temperature fluctuation

environmental
parameters

as/ruc

Amplitude of structured
temperature fluctuations

3stochmax

Maximum amplitude of stochastic

temperature fluctuations
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2.10

2 (both species)

Chapter 3: A mathematical framework for the quantification
of production stability in grassland ecosystems
R.P.O. Schulte
Teagasc,Johnstown CastleResearch Centre, Wexford,Ireland
Department ofPlantSciences, Wageningen University, Wageningen, The Netherlands

Abstract
1)

Mixedgrasslandecosystemsarecharacterisedbyfluctuatingyields,causedbya combination
of intrinsic system oscillations and environmental fluctuations. The actual stability of a
grassland ecosystem isthe stability ofyieldsasobserved inexperiments, where ecosystems
are subjected to both seasonal and stochastic environmental fluctuations. The extrinsic
stability is defined by the yield stability in an environment which shows seasonal, but no
stochastic fluctuations. The intrinsic stability refers to itsstability of yields in a hypothetical
constant environment.

2)

Amathematical framework ispresented to deduct the actual, the extrinsic and the intrinsic
stability of grassland ecosystems from their yield patterns and the environmental patterns
during a long time-course.

3)

Intrinsically stable grassland ecosystems remain stable when subjected to structured
environmental fluctuations only, yet are destabilised by stochastic environmental
fluctuations. However, thesensitivity of stable ecosystemstothesestochasticfluctuations is
magnified by the structured fluctuations.

4)

In temperate climates, intrinsically oscillating grassland ecosystems are on average slightly
stabilised by stochastic environmental fluctuations. Structured environmental fluctuations
may fully stabilise these systems, when months with temperatures below zero occur on a
structural basis, as is the case in continental climates. However, in these climates these
ecosystems are destabilised by stochastic environmental fluctuations.

5)

Itisdemonstrated thatinenvironmentswithlargestochasticenvironmental fluctuations, the
actual variability of yields may be lower for an intrinsically oscillating system than for an
intrinsically stable system.

6)

Itisconsequently argued thatthestabilityofyields,observedduringshort-term experiments
isapoor reflection ofthe intrinsic ecosystem properties. Instead, long-term experiments are
required to elucidate the relation between these intrinsic properties and the grassland
management on the one hand, and the stability of yields on the other.
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3.1 Introduction
In the previous paper (Chapter 2) the internal and external processes regulating the
production stabilityofmixedgrasslandecosystemswerereviewed.Theintrinsicstabilityofgrassland
ecosystems was shown to depend on the sum and the interactions of species characteristics, soil
nutrientstatus,andmanagement.Asaresulttheherbageproductionofspeciesingrassland mixtures
may either be unstable (leading to a stable monoculture), stable, or show damped or sustained
oscillations.
Structured environmental fluctuations (i.e. seasonality of e.g. temperature and rainfall)
appeared to stabilise intrinsically oscillating ecosystems. The stability of such systems subjected to
seasonalclimaticfluctuationswasdefined astheextrinsicstability.Additionally, itwas demonstrated
that stochastic (i.e. daily or monthly) environmental events may either stabilise or destabilise the
ecosystem, depending on the timing of these events in relation to intrinsic system oscillations. The
stability of an ecosystem subjected to both structured and stochastic environmental fluctuations,
which isinfact the stability measured infield experiments, was consequently defined asthe actual
stability.
As a result of the dependence of the actual stability level on stochastic environmental
fluctuations, it may only be used for a comparison of ecosystems subjected to identical
environmental regimes, i.e. two adjacent systems which are measured simultaneously (e.g. two
treatmentsofoneexperiment).Theextrinsicstabilitydependsontheintrinsicsystemproperties, and
on the structured environmental fluctuations, but is independent of the noise caused by the
stochastic environmental events. Therefore it allows for a comparison of ecosystems which are
measured under identical structured environmental fluctuations, yet different stochastic
environmental fluctuations, e.g. twotreatments of one experiment, observed during different time
courses. The extrinsic stability remains constant over time for a particular system in a particular
climate, and ishence a more reliable indicator of system stability than the actual stability. Finally,
the intrinsic stability is also independent of the environment, and is consequently constant for a
particularecosystem inanygiven climate.However, consideringthelarge impact of environmental
fluctuations on system stability, the intrinsicstability may be a rather poor reflection of the stability
of yields, as observed in the field.
Whether usingtheactual,theextrinsicorthe intrinsicstability levels,comparing thestability
of ecosystems requires a quantification of stability which ismore precise than the qualifications of
unstable and stable ecosystems, and of damped oscillations and sustained oscillations, which are
frequently found intheliterature(e.g.Noy-Meir, 1975;Thornleyeta\.,1995;Schwinning&Parsons,
1996a,b;Thornley, 1998).Noquantification ofstabilitywasfound, however,otherthanthevariance
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of yields among years.

In this paper a quantification ispresented of the actual, extrinsic and intrinsic stability of
ecosystems, respectively. Using a simulation model, it was demonstrated in the previous paper
(Chapter 2) how the extrinsic and actual stability level of an ecosystem can be deducted from its
intrinsic stability level. Conversely, it will be shown here how the actual, extrinsic and intrinsic
stability of a grassland ecosystem can be consequently deducted from experimental yield data. In
the following paper (Chapter 4)thisquantification willbe exemplified by usingdata from twolongterm grassland experiments inthe UKand The Netherlands.

3.2 Materials and methods
In the previous paper (Chapter 2) a simple simulation model waspresented of a grassland
mixture, consisting of perennial ryegrass (Lolium pererme) and white clover (Trifolium repens),
undercontinuous grazing.Throughoutthispaper, thesetwospecieswillbereferred toas "ryegrass"
and "clover", respectively.First,thismodelwasused tostudythequalitativeresponse of ecosystem
stabilitytoarangeofintrinsicprocessesandsystemproperties.Thetemporalpatternsofthe herbage
massesofryegrassand clover,aspredictedbythemodel,werepresented inunitsonly, inwhich one
unit corresponded to the maximum herbage mass in the field of a perennial ryegrass monoculture
{sensuNoy-Meir, 1975).Fourtypesofecosystemsweredistinguished: 1)unstablemixtures, leading
to stable monocultures, 2) stable mixtures, 3) mixtures in which the herbage mass of both species
showed sustained oscillations, and 4) mixtures in which the herbage masses showed damped
oscillations, eventually leading to a stable mixture.
Additionally, both structured and stochastic environmental fluctuations were incorporated
into the model, by imposing a sinusoidally and a randomly fluctuating temperature, respectively.
Two of the ecosystem types were used to study the impact of the structured and the stochastic
environmental variability. These were: 1) an intrinsically stable mixture, obtained by setting all
model parameters to their default values, apart from the delay between the fixation of nitrogen by
clover and itsavailability to ryegrass,which wasset atzero;2) a system showing sustained intrinsic
oscillations,whichwasobtainedbysettingallparameters,includingthedelay,totheirdefaultvalues.
Thesame twotypesofecosystemswillbeused here,toillustratethequantification oftheactual, the
extrinsic and the intrinsic stability.
Inthepreviouspaper (Chapter2)itwasnoted thatthesimplicity ofthe model only allowed
for a qualitative study and illustration of ecosystem behaviour. Here, the quantitative model
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predictions are used to exemplify

the

quantification of stability. It should be stressed
that these model predictions are only used as a
"case study". The use of model output was
preferred over the use of experimental field data
as the former is void of experimental "noise",
and hence allows for a more unambiguous

5
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20

time (years )

illustration of the mathematical framework. The
framework will be applied to experimental data

Figure 3.1: Fluctuating yields oftwo hypothetical
grassland ecosystems. Although both systems
show equal variances of yields, the system
represented bythe bold line is more stable (for
explanation seetext).

inthe following paper (Chapter 4).

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Stability and variability
Throughout this paper, the term variabilityis reserved to indicate the inverse of stability.
Differences in the stability between ecosystems are quantified as differences in their variability.
Hencetheactual,theextrinsicandtheintrinsicvariabilityindicatetheinversesoftheactual, extrinsic
and intrinsic stability, respectively, while the environmental variability refers to the inverse of the
environmental stability.

3.3.2 Quantification of the actualstability
As explained in more detail in the previous paper (Chapter 2), the actual stability of an
ecosystem is in fact the stability of yields, or the stability of the annual mean herbage mass, as
measured in the field, in the face of both structured and stochastic environmental fluctuations. As
a result, the actual variability of a grassland ecosystem is obviously related to the variance of its
yields among years. However, thisvariance represents the absolute magnitude of the fluctuations
of yields. Figure 3.1 gives the fluctuating yields of two hypothetical ecosystems, which differ in
production level,yetshowthesamevarianceofyields.Astherelativeyielddifferences among years
aresmallerforthesystem represented bytheboldline,thisecosystem isarguably more reliable and
therefore more stable. Consequently, the actual variability of an ecosystem is more accurately
represented by the coefficient of variation (CV) of yields among a certain time period, i.e. by the
standard deviation divided by the mean yield of the same period:
V

yield act

CV{yield)

yield
yield
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Figure 3.2:Yieldpattern andactual variability of an intrinsically oscillating ecosystem, inthe face of
stochastic fluctuations (Chapter2:asu,chmmK- 1).Ina, b,and cthe actual variabilitywascalculatedfor
eachdecade, 20-year period, and3-year period, respectively.Inc,dashed areas indicateperiods with
lowactual variability (Vy,,Mart < 0.10),as these observationperiods coincidewiththe matimaorminima
ofthe intrinsic system oscillations. Shaded areas indicateperiodswith ahighactual variability(VyeU„t
>0.15),as these observation periods coincide with intermediate phases ofthese oscillations.
inwhichVslieUacl isthe actual ecosystem variability, syieUthestandarddeviation of theyieldsduring
theobservedtimecourse, and milkMtheaverageyieldduringthesameperiod.ThevariableVyie/dac,
infactscalestheaverageyearlyfluctuationtotheaverageyield.Thereforeithasnodimensionsand
ithasavalue between 0 and 1undernormalconditions.Whenyieldsareidentical betweenyears,
Vyteidoctequals0,whereas itequals 1whentheaverageyieldfluctuations areaslargeastheaverage
yield, i.e. when yearswith no yield alternatewithyearswith a highyield. Only under exceptional
circumstances (e.g. a series of years with no yield followed by a single high yield) may its value
exceed 1. Since V/,ieHac,has no dimensions, itisindependent of thequantities inwhich theyield is
expressed, be it in g rrf2, in kg ha'1, or in units as in this paper. The actual stability, Svieldact (no
dimensions) isthen defined by:
1
yield act

\j

XL<^. O.c.
yield act

The actual stability may vary over time, depending on the regime of stochastic
environmental fluctuations (Chapter2). Thismeans thatperiods inwhich the actual variability of
yields is high, are alternated by periods in with a lower variability of yields. This is graphically
exemplified inFigure3.2a.Theaverageyearlyherbagemassoftheintrinsicallyoscillatinggrassland
ecosystem isshown for50years, asproducedbythemodel inthepreviouspaper (Chapter2). No
structuredenvironmentalfluctuationswereimposed,whereasstochasticenvironmental fluctuations
were large (astochmax = 1).
InFigure3.2a, the length of the timeperiod overwhich the actual variability is computed
wassetatitsdefaultvalueof 10years.Ontheone hand,thisperiod isshortenough toallowforthe
expressionofchangesoftheactualstabilityovertime.Ifalongertime-coursewouldbeusedinstead,
thisisboundtoincorporatebothperiodswithlarge,andperiodswithsmallyieldfluctuations (Figure
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3.2b). In that case, differences in the actual variability, measured during different time-courses,
would become very small.
On the other hand, the 10-year period proposed here is long enough to exceed the
periodicity of possible intrinsic system oscillations of 2-7 years (Chapter 2), which have been
reported in the literature (Schwinning &Parsons, 1996a; Thomley, 1998; Fothergill et a/., 2000).
As a result, this 10-year period will incorporate at least one or more of these intrinsic cycles.
Therefore, the actualvariability isnotdependent on thephase ofthe intrinsicoscillationsduring the
observation period. Ifa shorter time-course would be used instead, the actual variability would be
low, when measured during a period inwhich the yield oscillations are at either their maximum or
minimum (dashed periods in Figure 3.2c). Instead, the actual variability would be high when
measurements coincidewithintermediatephasesoftheoscillations (shaded periods inFigure 3.2c).

The actual yield variability of the first decade isdisregarded, asthis isdecade incorporates
the response period of the ecosystem to a new management or environmental regime. Both in
simulated and experimental ecosystems, thisresponse period isfrequently associated with a sharp
increase or decline of yields or herbage masses from their initial values to their new ecuilibrium
values (Chapter 2; see also Wind et a/., 1993).This ecuilibrium (from eco-equilibrium: Oldeman,
1990) is thestageinwhichthemagnitude oftheyieldoscillationsdo notfurther increaseordecrease
in the longterm, but instead are a reflection of the intrinsic oscillations and the environmental and
management fluctuations only (Chapter 2). Here the actual variability during the response period
is disregarded, as it is a reflection of the system's response to the change of management or
environment, rather than itsresponse to the management or environment itself.

3.3.3 Quantification of the extrinsicstability
The extrinsic ecosystem stability was defined as the stability of yields or the herbage mass
intheface ofstructured, but intheabsenceofstochasticenvironmental fluctuations (Chapter 2). By
definition, structured fluctuations of e.g. thetemperature are identical between years (disregarding
possible climate changes). Consequently, structured temperature fluctuations do not lead to
differences between the mean yearly temperature values. Instead, these differences are merely the
result of the stochastic temperature fluctuations. Therefore, the extrinsic ecosystem variability
presumes a stochastic temperature variability equal to zero.
Here the stochastic variability of the temperature between years, Vtempsloch , is defined
similarly to the actual yield variability:
amual tem
temp)
utemp
toc , ==cvCV^(annual
P) ==-zr2mmP eetocn
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v
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temp
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inwhichs(empisthestandard deviation oftheyearlyaveragetemperature duringadecade, and mtemp
isthe average temperature during thissame decade.

Figure3.3illustratestheimpactofthestochasticenvironmentalvariabilityontheactualyield
variability of the intrinsically stable system (Figures 3.3a, b, c) and of the intrinsically oscillating
system (Figures 3.3d, e, f),which willbe referred to asthe intrinsically unstable system.
Each graph in Figure 3.3 wasproduced by running the simulation model presented in the
previous paper (Chapter 2) 50 times for a 50 year time period under a range of stochastic
environmentalfluctuations (i.e.arangeofvaluesforas(ochmax).Thisresultedin50x4decades = 200
data points for each graph, as the actual yield variability during the first decade of each run was
disregarded. In Figures 3.3a and 3.3d, the model was run in absence of structured environmental
fluctuations (astnjc= 0). In Figures 3.3b and 3.3e, these structured fluctuations were imposed with
astruc= 0.9, and inFigures3.3c and 3.3f withastruc= 1.Additionally the responses oftheactual yield
variability to the stochastic environmental variability were arbitrarily fitted using the following
regression model:
V
yield act

- cc V

+ B IV
temp etocb

" \j temp etocb

+v

Ea 3 4
'

^'

For both systems, the extrinsic yield variability in each climate is now given by the Yintercept of the regression line (y), whereV,empstoch equals zero. In case field data would be used
instead ofdataproduced bysimulation models,thisinterceptcanbe derived byextrapolation of the
actual yield variability.

Figures3.3a, b, and cshow thatthe intrinsically stable ecosystem isalso extrinsically stable
foralllevelsofstructuredenvironmentalfluctuations (i.e.inallclimates),astheinterceptsequal zero
inallcases.Althoughthestructuredenvironmentalfluctuations maycauseoscillationsofthe herbage
masswithin each year, theseoscillationsare identical between years.Therefore the average annual
herbage mass remains stable between years (Figures 2.16a,b in Chapter 2).
Contrastingly, this ecosystem is progressively destabilised by stochastic environmental
fluctuations, as the actual yield variability increases with the stochastic environmental variability.

Figures 3.3d, e, and f present the response of the intrinsically unstable system to the
stochasticenvironmentalfluctuations.AgaintheextrinsicyieldvariabilityisgivenbytheY-intercepts,
which are now significantly greater than zero (p < 0.0001) for allclimates. However, this extrinsic
variability is progressively reduced by increasing amplitudes of the structured environmental
fluctuations (increasing as!njc), i.e. inclimateswith a strongseasonality ofthe environment (see also
Figure 2.15 in Chapter 2).
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3.3.4 Quantification of the intrinsicstability

intrinsically unstable system

Theintrinsicyieldvariabilitywas defined
as the yield variability in absence of both
stochastic and structured

environmental

variability. It was shown that the structured
environmental variability only leads to herbage
mass fluctuations within years (Chapter 2).
Therefore

this structured

0

environmental

variability, Vtemps(ruc, ishere defined as:
V

= CV (monthly temp)

temp struc
_

x
^
S
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Figure 3.4: Response of the extrinsic yield
variability of an unstable ecosystem to
structured environmental fluctuations. The
ecosystem isunstableinaconstant environment
(Y-intercept), and is progressively stabilised by
increasingstructuredenvironmentalfluctuations.

inwhichs, 'tempmonthly;isthestandard deviation ofthe40-yearaverage temperature ofeachmonth, and
tempmonthly

istheaverageofthe40-yearaveragetemperatureofeachmonth.Thelatterinfact equals

the average temperature over the entire period. Vtemps(rucscales the average monthly temperature
deviation to the mean yearly temperature. Hence in temperate climates, in which months with
averagetemperaturesbelowzerodo notoccurstructurally,Vtemparucwilltakeavaluebetween 0 and
1.InWageningen,TheNetherlands,forinstance,V(erripslnlcequals0.58 (weatherdatakindlyprovided
by the Dept. ofMeteorology and AirQuality,Wageningen University).Only incontinental climates
structurally showing one ormore monthlytemperatures below zero,mayVtempsmicexceed the value
1.

Figure 3.4 shows the response of the extrinsic variability of the intrinsically unstable
ecosystem to the structured environmental variability. Thisgraph wasproduced by computing the
extrinsic stability of this system for a wide range of structured environmental fluctuations. The
intrinsic yield variability is now given by the Y-intercept of these extrinsic variabilities, at which
Vtempstruc equals zero. For this ecosystem, the intrinsic yield variability, V/,le,dlnt, equals 0.19.
When using field data instead of the simulation model output used here, the intrinsic yield
variability (the intercept of the extrinsicyield variabilities) maybe derived from extrapolation of the
extrinsic stability of identical ecosystems, measured in a range of climates (i.e. under a range of
structured environmental variability).

Figure3.4 alsoshowsthatimpactofthestructured environmentalvariabilityonthe extrinsic
yield variability is non-linear. Small structured fluctuations show little impact on the extrinsic
variability ofthe system.When subjected to alargestructured environmental variability {Vtempstruc >
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0.75), the intrinsicoscillationsofthesystem arestabilised tosomeextent.Onlywhen the structured
variability exceeds 1,the oscillations may be fully neutralised, i.e.when months with temperatures
belowzero occur on a regular basis,during which herbage production of the simulated ecosystem
isfully impeded.

3.3.5 Ecosystem sensitivity
Apart from the actual and extrinsic yield variability, the graphs in Figure 3.3 reveal some
additional features ofthe twoecosystems involved.Theshapesofthe regression linesrepresent the
sensitivity of the ecosystem to the stochastic environmental fluctuations. This sensitivity can be
regarded as the inverse of the combined resistance (reluctance to change) and resilience (capacity
to return to ecuilibrium) of the system. When an ecosystems is easily perturbed by stochastic
temperature fluctuations (low resistance) and shows a slow recovery after this perturbation (low
resilience), then its actual yield variability will show a sharp response to even small stochastic
environmental fluctuations (high sensitivity), and hence a "steep" regression line in Figure 3.3.

A comparison of Figures 3.3a, b, and c shows that this sensitivity is dependent on the
structured environmental variability. In other words: although the structured environmental
fluctuations do not lead to temperature differences between years, they do have an effect on the
actualvariability oftheyields.Intheintrinsicallystablesystem, strongerstructured fluctuations lead
to a progressively non-linear relationship.Ina climate with no structured environmental variability
(no seasonality: Figure 3.3a), the sensitivity is nearly equal for small and large stochastic
environmental fluctuations, astheslopeoftheregression lineisalmostconstant. Inthisclimate, the
actualyieldvariabilitywillbelowindecadeswithsmallstochastictemperaturefluctuations, andhigh
in decades with large fluctuations.
Contrastingly, in a climate with strong structured temperature fluctuations, the ecosystem
showsahighsensitivitytosmallstochasticfluctuations (sharpincreaseonthelefthandsideofFigure
3.3c). However, only a small further increase of the actual yield variability is observed when the
stochastic environmental fluctuations are progressively increased (flat slope on the right hand side
of Figure 3.3c). Hence inthese climates, the actual yield variability willbe high for the majority of
decades, in spite of the intrinsic stability of the ecosystem.

Thesensitivityoftheintrinsicallyunstablesystemshowsanevenmorepronounced response
to the environment (Figures 3.3d, e, and f). Inabsence ofstructured fluctuations, thisecosystem is
largely unstable (Figure 3.3d). However, itisinsensitive, oreven slightlynegatively sensitiveto the
extentofthestochasticenvironmental fluctuations. Infact, inthisclimatethe ecosystem is "caught"
in its own intrinsic cycle. It was shown in the previous paper (Chapter 2) that stochastic
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environmental fluctuations may eithermagnify orcompensate forthisintrinsiccycle,depending on
thetimingofthe individualtemperature fluctuations inrelationtothephaseofthecycle.Theslightly
negative slope of the regression line indicatesthat on average the system issomewhat stabilisedby
stochastic temperature fluctuations in this climate.
Whenthisunstablesystemisstabilisedbystructuredtemperaturefluctuations, simultaneously
itssensitivity is increased (Figures 3.3e and f). Under large structured environmental fluctuations
(Figure3.3e andf),theresponseofthesystemtothestochastictemperaturevariability progressively
approaches the response of the intrinsically stable system (compare Figures 3.3c and e). It was
shown inthe previous paper (Chapter 2, Figures 2.19a,b) that in such a strongly seasonal climate,
even the yield patterns over time may be nearly identical for an intrinsically stable and an
intrinsically unstable system.

Finally note that inallclimates,on averagea loweractualyieldvariability isobserved inthe
intrinsically unstable system than inthe intrinsically stablesystem, during decadeswith a very high
environmentalvariability (extremerighthandsidesofthegraphsinFigure3.3).Thisparadoxclearly
underlines the complexity of analysis of yield stability in mixed pastures.

3.3.6 Ecosystem predictability
Finally, the predictability of the ecosystem is defined by the "goodness of fit" of the
regressionline,i.e.bythevarianceaccounted for (R2).Thesmallpredictability ofthesystems above
is not the result of experimental noise, as the data points were produced by a mechanistic model
(Chapter 2).
Instead part of it is caused by the timing of the individual stochastic fluctuations. During
some decadesthe stochasticfluctuations may compensate for each otherwithin each year, leading
to small deviations of the annual average temperature (Figure 3.5a). In other decades, however,
high and low stochastic fluctuations may occur in different years, respectively, leading to large
deviations of the mean temperature between years (Figure 3.5b). As the mean amplitude of the
stochasticfluctuations isidentical inboth graphs (i.e.0.5),thegrowth and senescence ratesof plant
species may be assumed to be affected to more or less the same extent by each of temperature
regimes. However, since the apparent stochastic environmental variability differs drastically, this
leads to a "horizontal scattering" of the data points in Figure 3.3.
Additionally,thetimingofthehighandlowstochasticenvironmentalfluctuations inrelation
topossible intrinsicsystem oscillations iscrucial. Figure 2.17 in the Chapter 2 illustrated that these
stochastic fluctuations may either magnify or counteract these internal fluctuations, which either
destabilises or stabilises the system, respectively. This leads to a "vertical scattering" of the data
points in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.5: Two stochastic temperature patterns over a 10-year period.Single line: monthly mean
temperature;boldline:annualmeantemperature.TheaveragetemperatureoverlOyearsequals1 inboth
graphs, and the average amplitude of the fluctuations equals 0.5 in both graphs. Fluctuations
compensate for eachother within eachyear ingraph a, leading to a stable annual mean temperature.
Ingraph bhighand lowfluctuations occur indifferent years, leading to a highvariability of the annual
meantemperature.

Figures 3.3a, b, and c show that in an intrinsically stable ecosystem the predictability is
declining (smaller R2 ) under progressively increasing structured environmental fluctuations.
Conversely, Figures 3.3 d, e, and f show the opposite response from an intrinsically unstable
ecosystem. This, however, isthe result of the very low sensitivity ("flat slopes") of the systems in
graphs d and e, which leads to a small variance accounted for.
The small predictability of the intrinsically unstable systems may complicate the analysisof
field data. Inthese analyses, a small R2 may either show that an ecosystem isintrinsically unstable
with a low predictability, or simply indicate that not all environmental variables are appropriately
included.

3.4 Discussion
Thepreviouspaper (Chapter2) extensively explored and conceptualised the complexityof
theintrinsicproperties and processesofgrassland ecosystems,inparticularofmixturesof perennial
ryegrass and white clover.Additionally, the interactions of the modelled ecosystem withthe effects
of spatial scale, and environmental fluctuations were investigated. It was demonstrated how the
extrinsicandtheactualstabilityofmodelled ecosystemscanbecomputed from theintrinsicstability,
by imposing structured and stochastic environmental fluctuations, respectively, on the ecosystem.
In the current paper a mathematical framework has been presented, which conversely
enables thededuction oftheextrinsic and intrinsicstabilityfrom the actual stability, asmeasured in
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field experiments.Thisframework hasbeenexemplified byusing "fielddata",whichwere generated
by the model of the previous paper (Chapter 2). The use of these "modelled field data" was
preferred overtheuseof "experimental fielddata", inordertoillustratethemathematical framework
with clear and significant responses of the ecosystem to the environment, and to eliminate
experimental "noise".
It has been shown that the extrinsic ecosystem variability is defined by the extrapolated
intercept of a regression between the actual yield variability and the stochastic environmental
variability,assimultaneouslyobservedduringalargenumberofdecades(Figure3.3).Subsequently,
the intrinsic stability may be deduced from the extrapolated intercept of a regression between the
extrinsicyieldvariabilityandthestructuredenvironmentalvariability,asobserved inalarge number
of climates (Figure 3.4).
Furthermore,complexinteractionswereestablishedbetweentheintrinsicecosystemstability,
the regime of structured environmental fluctuations (seasonality of the climate), and stochastic
environmental fluctuations (e.g.daily,weekly, ormonthlytemperature deviations).Itwas predicted
thatinallclimates,intrinsicallystablemixedgrasslandsshowstableyieldsorherbage massesduring
"quiet" decades, i.e. decades in which the average temperatures of all years were similar. Only
duringdecadesinwhich "warm" and "cold"yearsalternated,willtheyieldsbedestabilised (Figures
3.3a, b, c).
Incontrast, the intrinsically unstable system showed largely fluctuating yields in temperate
climates.However, the fluctuations weremaximal during "quiet" decades.When the mean annual
temperature fluctuated, yieldsofthisecosystem wereon averageslightlystabilised (Figure3.3d).In
continental climates, the stability and the responses to the environment of the intrinsically stable
system approached those of an intrinsically stable ecosystem instead, with low yield fluctuations
during very quiet decades, and stronger fluctuations when differences between the mean annual
temperatures were larger (Figure 3.3f).
Inshort, intemperate climates, yield fluctuations of an intrinsically unstable ecosystem are
the result of the intrinsic properties and processes. In continental climates they are caused by a
combination of these properties and by the system's sensitivity to stochastic environmental
fluctuations. The yield fluctuations of an intrinsically stable system are always the result of this
sensitivity only.

Paradoxically, during decadeswithverylargetemperature differences between years,inall
climates the yields of intrinsically unstable systems were on average slightly more stable than the
yieldsof intrinsically stablesystems (Figure3.3).Thisparadox indeed challengesthe desirability of
intrinsically stable grassland systems in locations inwhich the environment shows large stochastic
patterns. Additionally, it stresses that the yield fluctuations observed in experiments of a short
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duration (e.g. five years), are hardly, if any, a reflection of the intrinsic properties and the
management of the ecosystems studied in these experiments. In this paper, the simulation of two
ecosystemsduring200decades inthreeclimateswasrequiredtoderivetheextrinsicandthe intrinsic
stability levels from the "observed" yield patterns. Clearly, the use of long-term experiments is a
prerequisite for the analysis of ecosystem stability.

It should be stressed that the high complexity of ecosystem behaviour, presented in this
paper, wasproducedbyaverysimplesimulation model (Chapter2).Onlytwoplantspecies{Lolium
pererme and Trifoliumrepens)weresimulated,whichweremanaged undercontinuousgrazingonly.
Most importantly, the ecosystemswereconfronted with thefluctuations of only one environmental
variable, i.e. of the temperature. In contrast, "real" ecosystems may consist of a variety of plant
species, showing extinctions and invasions, and may be subjected to complex and variable
management regimes.Moreover, the environment of grasslands isdefined by more variables than
the temperature only. Therefore, drastically more complex dynamics may be expected from these
real grassland ecosystems. Inthislight itisnot surprising that a largevariety of system dynamicsof
mixed swards has been reported in the literature.
Nonetheless, the mathematical framework presented inthispaper may equally be applied
to experimental field data, in order to deduct the extrinsic as well as the intrinsic stability of
ecosystems from theiractual stability patterns overtime.The large quantities ofyield data required
for this deduction compels the use of long-term experiments, however. In the following chapter
(Chapter4),theframework willbeappliedtotwoofsuch long-term experiments, i.e.the Park Grass
Experiment inthe UK(Anonymous, 1991) and theOssekampen inThe Netherlands (Elberseeta/.,
1983).
Rather than taking "snapshots" of ecosystem stability in short-term experiments, the
application of the current framework to theselong-term experiments provides an improved insight
into the effects of grassland management on the intrinsic, the extrinsic and intrinsic stability,
respectively.Therefore thisframework enablesthetestingofmodelpredictionsagainst experimental
data. Conversely, itcan equally aid the identification of ecosystem properties and processes, which
play an indispensable role in "real" ecosystems, yet which have not been incorporated into
simulation models to date. Indeed the mathematical methodology presented in thispaper may as
a result bridge the gap between the theoretical ecological studies on the one hand, and the
experimental agronomic studies on the other.
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Chapter 4: Identification of stable and unstable ecosystems
in two long-term field experiments
R.P.O. Schulte
Teagasc,Johnstown CastleResearch Centre, Wexford,Ireland
Department ofPlant Sciences, Wageningen University, Wageningen, The Netherlands

Abstract

1)

The analysis of the intrinsic properties and processes of ecosystems, which regulate the
production stability ofmixed grasslands, hasbeen complicated bythe environmental noise
caused by stochastic weather fluctuations. Asa result, ecosystem stability has been mostly
studied using simulation models.

2)

In thispaper, the mathematical framework presented in Chapter 3, isapplied to a number
ofexperimental ecosystemsintheParkGrassExperiment (UK)andattheOssekampen (The
Netherlands), which were subjected to various fertiliser and lime applications, and to a
regime of either cutting or grazing, respectively. This framework enables to differentiate
betweentheeffects ofecosystem propertiesand theeffects ofenvironmental fluctuations on
the stability of yields.

3)

In the Park Grass Experiment, the yields of all plots studied appeared to be extrinsically
unstable.Onlysmalldifferences werefound betweenvariousfertilisertreatments. However,
for all fertiliser treatments, plots receiving lime showed a higher extrinsic stability than
unlimed plots.The extrinsicstability of theplot receiving farmyard manure waslower than
thatoftheplotreceivinganequivalent ofmineralnitrogen.Onlypartofthisinstability could
be explained by the four-yearly applications of farmyard manure.

4)

Alsoatthe Ossekampen, onlysmalldifferences arosebetween the extrinsicstability of plots
receiving various fertiliser treatments. Instead, the grassland management of the plots had
anoverridingeffect onthesestabilitylevels.Whereastheextrinsicstabilityofallcutplotswas
low, all grazed plots were nearly entirely stable.

5)

Itisargued thatthe nitrogendynamicsingrassland ecosystemshaveonlyasmallimpact on
their extrinsic stability levels, in spite of the predictions by simulation models. Instead, pHrelated soil processes and the grassland management play an overriding role in the
maintenance of the production stability of mixed grassland.

6)

Itisconceivable that a largenumber ofotherprocesses,which regulate ecosystem stability,
couldbe identified inotherplotsandexperiments,usingthesamemathematical framework.
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4.1 Introduction
Mixed grasslands, and especially mixtures of grass species and white clover (Thfolium
repens), havefrequently been associated withfluctuating, and hence unreliableyields. (Curllet al,
1985a,b; Evans et al, 1990; Orr et al, 1990; Laws & Newton, 1992; Schwinning & Parsons,
1996a,b; Fothergill et al, 2000). The effects of single management factors on short-term clover
performance (<5 yrs) have been well studied (e.g. Curll etal, 1985a,b; Grant et al, 1985; Evans
et al, 1990; Frame, 1990; Orr et al, 1990; Parsons et al, 1991a; Barthram et al, 1992; Evans et
al, 1992; Gilliland, 1996; Nassiri, 1998). However, the identification of the processes and
interactionswhich underliethe fluctuating yieldsofmixed grasslands, hasbeen complicated by the
variable environment in field experiments. The segregation of the effects of internal ecosystem
processesand theeffects ofenvironmentalfluctuations onthestabilityofyieldshasbeen a challenge
to date. Some interesting conclusions were drawn indirectly from the yield fluctuations inthe Park
Grass Experiment, which confirmed the destabilising effects of competition for light (Silvertown &
Dodd, 1994),and thestabilisingeffects ofcompetitionfornutrients(Silvertown, 1980),aspredicted
by the simulation model in Chapter 2.
The stabilising or destabilising nature of intrinsic ecosystem processes has been mostly
studied in theoretical ecological studies, using simulated grassland systems in a mostly constant
environment (e.g.Noy-Meir, 1975;Parsonsetal 1991b;Parsonsetal, 1994;Thornleyetal, 1995;
Schwinning &Parsons 1996a, b).However, ithasbeen argued intheprevious chapters (Chapters
2 and 3), that the temporal yield patterns of grassland ecosystems which are predicted by these
models, may differ largely from those observed in field experiments, as these models do not only
omitthedirecteffects oftheenvironment onyieldvariability,butalsothemorecomplex interactions
between the intrinsic ecosystem processes and the environmental variability.

In an attempt to bridge the gap between the results of experimental studies and theoretical
studies, a conceptual framework was presented in the Chapter 2, which defined three concepts of
stability. First the actualstability was defined as the stability of yields in a "real" environment, in
which fluctuations of environmental variables (e.g. rainfall, temperature) consist of seasonal
(structured) componentsandstochasticcomponents.Astheenvironmentalvariabilitymayvaryover
time,theactualstabilitylevelofan ecosystem islimitedtothelocationandtothetime-course during
which it has been observed: a different level may be expected when the same system is observed
on either a different location, or during a subsequent observation period.
Contrastingly, the stability of an ecosystem in a hypothetical, constant environment, such
as that applied in most simulation models, was defined as the intrinsic stability level.This intrinsic
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stability level is dependent on internal ecosystem properties only. Therefore, it is independent of
environmental fluctuations, and will remain constant over time and between locations.
Finally, theextrinsicstability of an ecosystem wasdefined asthestability in a climate which
showsseasonal (i.e.structured) fluctuations, yetno stochastic environmental fluctuations. Ignoring
possibleclimatechanges,theseasonalenvironmentalfluctuations arebydefinition identicalbetween
years.Therefore, theextrinsicstabilitylevelwillremainconstantovertime.However, itdoes depend
on the climate, and hence the location of the ecosystem.
Itwas consequently argued that the extrinsicstability isa more reliable indicator of system
stabilitythantheactualstability,asitdoesnotdepend onthecoincidentalweatherconditions during
theobservation period.Atthesametime,astheextrinsicstabilitydoesdepend onthemore complex
effects of the climate on the variability of yields, the extrinsic stability isa more genuine reflection
of the stability of yields, experienced in the field, than the intrinsic stability.

In Chapter 3, itwas explained that in theoretical studies, the extrinsic and actual stability
levels of ecosystems can be derived relatively easily, i.e. by imposing structured and stochastic
environmental fluctuations onthemodelled ecosystems, respectively.Additionally, a mathematical
framework waspresented,withwhichtheactual,extrinsicandintrinsicstabilitylevelscanbe derived
from field experiments, instead. It was argued that this framework enables the testing of the
predictionsbysimulation modelsagainstfield data, aswellastheidentification from thesefield data
of essential factors regulating stability, that have not been incorporated intosimulation models to
date.

In this chapter, the mathematical framework isapplied to the yield data of two long-term
experiments. First the stability is studied of a number of experimental plots of the Park Grass
Experiment (Rothamsted Experimental Station, UK),which differ infertiliser and liming treatment.
Secondly,plotsoftheOssekampenExperiment (PlantResearchInternational,TheNetherlands) are
studied, which differ in fertiliser treatment, and grassland management regime.

4 . 2 The Park Grass Experiment

4.2.1 Materials and Methods
Experimental lay-out and treatments
The Park Grass Experiment isthe oldest existing long-term grassland experiment, as itwas
initiated in 1856 and has been run continuously to date. It involves a large number of plots with
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Table 4.1: Fertiliser and lime treatments of the Park Grass Experiment plots selected for analysis
(Anonymous,1991).
Acronymused

Plot
number

inthispaper

N application

P application
1

ammonium

Kapplication

1

1

(kgha" yr )

Limed

1

(kgha" yr )

Other
nutrients

sulphate)
(kgha'1yr1)
3U-3d

controlunlimed

-

-

-

no

-

3L-3a

controllimed

-

-

-

yes

-

1U-1d

N unlimed

96

-

no

-

1L-1a

N limed

96

-

yes

-

7U-7d

PKunlimed

_

7L-7a

PKlimed

-

35

225

yes

Mg

9U-9d

NPKunlimed

96

35

225

no

Mg

9L-9a

NPKlimed

96

35

225

yes

Mg

35

225

no

Mg

different fertiliser treatments, which are all cut for conservation twice yearly. For full details on
treatments and plot lay-outseeAnonymous (1991) and Warren &Johnston (1963).Three timesin
itslife span has the experiment been changed: first in 1903,when all existing plots were split into
halves.Fromthatmoment, onehalfreceivedlimeeveryfouryears,whereastheotherhalf remained
unchanged. In 1965,each fertilisertreatmentwassplitintofour quarters, threeofwhichwere limed
to maintain soil pH levels of 5, 6, and 7 respectively, the fourth quarter receiving no lime. Until
1960, drymatterproduction wasmeasured bytheamount of haymade from each plot. From 1960
onwards fresh herbage was cut at the hay-making stage, using a flail harvester.

InChapter 2,the importance ofthesoilnitrogen status on theproduction stability of mixed
grasslands wasstressed, and the importance ofthe soilmineralisation processes was hypothesised.
Therefore thefollowing fertilisertreatmentswereselectedforanalysis:nofertiliser (control), nitrogen
only, nitrogenwithphosphorus and potassium (allmajor nutrients) andphosphoruswith potassium
only (nitrogenisthelimitingfactor).Withineachfertilisertreatmenttheunlimed quarterwaschosen,
and the quarter which has received limeapplicationssince 1903and hasbeen maintained at a soil
pH 7 since 1965. Details of each treatment are summarised inTable4.1.

Data analysis
Within each year, first and second cut yields weresummed for each plotto obtain annual
plot yields. In Chapters 2 and 3, the actual yield stability was related to stochastic temperature
fluctuations only, which were produced bythe simulation model. However, itwas alsoshown that
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in temperate climatesthe temperature pattern generally shows a large structured component, and
only a small stochastic component. Conversely, rainfall shows a more stochastic pattern overtime,
leading to larger between-year variations. Therefore the actual variability of rainfall during each
decade isincluded here to explain the actual yieldvariability within each decade. Monthly rainfall
data were summed from October to September the following year, to obtain the total precipitation
duringthe growing season of each grasscrop.Temperature datawere alsosummed forthe months
October to September.

Rainfall and temperature data were incomplete until 1915. Furthermore, the change in
harvesting methodology in 1960 and the new liming scheme in 1965 may be expected to have
increased thevariability ofyieldsatleasttemporarily, untila new ecuilibrium (Chapter 2) had been
reached (Chapter 3). Therefore, data were disregarded between 1960, when the harvesting
methodology was changed, and 1975, ten years after the liming scheme was altered. As a result
onlyfourfull decadesbetween 1915and 1959,andtwofulldecadesbetween 1975and 1999could
be taken into account. In Chapter 3 itwas shown that more than six data points are required to
providesignificantrelationshipsbetweentheactualyieldvariabilityandthestochasticenvironmental
variability, due to the low "predictability" of some ecosystems. For this reason, each progressive
decade wastaken into account inthe current study, e.g. 1915-1924, 1916-1925, 1917-1926. This
resulted in 52 actual variability values for each plot. Note that successive "decades" have 9 years
incommon, and cantherefore nolongerbeconsidered tobe independent. Nonetheless, theuseof
progressive decades isrequired asother suitable grassland experiments older than 60 years do not
exist.

The change ofthe harvesting method in 1960 caused different yieldlevelsbefore and after
thisdate. However, the actual yield variability, as defined inChapter 3, isindependent ofthe yield
level, as itscales the yield fluctuations to the average yield.Therefore the actual yield variability of
decades before and after 1960 were treated identically.

The actual yield variability ofeachplot, aswellasthestochastic temperature variability and
the stochastic rainfall variability, were allcomputed for each progressive decade, according to the
mathematical framework presented in Chapter 3. Multiple linear regressions were performed to
explaintheactualyieldvariabilitybythestochasticvariabilityofbothprecipitation and temperature.
Incaseswhereeitheroftheexplainingvariablesdidnothaveaslopesignificantly different from zero,
single linear regressions were performed, explaining the actual yield variability with either the
stochastic precipitation variability or the stochastic temperature variability.
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Table4.2:Results ofmultipleand singlelinearregressions oftheactualyieldvariabilityofeightplotsof
the Park Grass Experiment explained by the stochastic precipitation and temperature variability.
Asterisks indicate significancelevel at which the intercept andthe slopes are different from zero: *:
p<0.05.**:p<0.01,***:p<0.001.Fullysignificantregressions,withallslope(s)significantlydifferent from
0 (p < 0,05) are indicated in bold.
Treatment

Independent
variables

Extrinsic
variability
(intercept)

stochrain

Control limed

stochrain

N unlimed

< 0.001

0.23 ***

0.90 ***

0.28

< 0.001

0.03

n.s.

-0.32
0.48 ***
0.08
-0.32

0.03

n.s.

stochtemp

0.44 ***

-0.15

0.00

n.s.

0.07

n.s.

0.22
0.32 ***
-1.09

* stoch temp
stochrain

0.27

0.18

0.02

n.s.

* stoch temp

0.36

-0.94

0.04

n.s.

0.25

< 0.001

0.19

<0.01

0.19

<0.01

0.23

<0.01

0.23

< 0.001

0.46

< 0.001

0.63

< 0.001

1/
stochrain

stochrain

PK limed

-0.67*
0.82 ***
-3.24**
0.49 **
0.16***
-0.18

stoch temp
stochrain
''stoch rain

PK unlimed

0.15***

0.48 **
-0.79 ***

0.44 ***
0.24

stochtemp
W
' stoch rain
1/
"stoch rain
U
w

0.45 ***

-0.78***
0.84 ***

0.23 ***
-3.73***

stoch temp

1.47***

1/

NPK unlimed

0.31
-1.30

0.49 ***

W
stoch temp

NPK limed

P

stoch rain

''stoch rain

N limed

(R2)

0.95 ***

stoch temp

Control unlimed

Predictability

0.29 ***

stochtemp
1/
w
stoch rain

Sensitivity
(slope)

stochrain

1/

0.34 ***
-6.06***

" stoch temp

Finally, in Chapter 3 the extrinsic yield variability was quantified as the intercept of the
regressions, when the stochastic variability of both rainfall and temperature equal zero. The
sensitivity oftheecosystem tothestochastic environmental variabilitywasdefined bytheslopesof
the regression, and the system's predictability was defined by the variance accounted for by the
multiple regression.
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4.2.2 Results
Asummary of the regression statistics isgiven inTable 4.2.The actual yield variabilitiesof
the unlimed Nplot, and ofboth the limed and the unlimed NPKplotshowed significant responses
toboththestochasticrainfall andtemperaturevariability.Thelimedcontrolplotand boththelimed
and the unlimed PK plots responded only to the stochastic rain variability. The actual yield
variability ofthe unlimed control and ofthelimedNplotcould notbeexplainedbyeitherofthe two
independent variables.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the impact of the stochastic rainfall variability and the stochastic
temperature variability ontheactualyieldvariabilityoftheParkGrassExperimentplots.Bestlinear
fitsareshownbytheplanes.Zeroslopesoftheplanesindicatesensitivitieswhicharenot significantly
different from zero. "Peaks" and "valleys" intheseplanes indicatedata pointswithlarge deviations
from these fits. The remaining data points are located on the surfaces of the planes. These threedimensional graphs allow the prediction of the actual yield variability under a wide range of
conceivable environments, e.g. an environment with no stochastic rainfall variability (left wall of
graphs), an environment with no stochastic temperatures fluctuations (back wall of graphs), or a
structured environment with neither stochastic rainfall nor temperature fluctuations (y-axis in the
"back corner" of the graph).

Moststrikingly, allplotswhich received limeshow lowerextrinsicvariabilities (y-intercepts)
thantheunlimedplots.However,allinterceptsaresignificantlylargerthanzero,indicatingthat none
of the plots are intrinsically stable. Two of the limed plots, i.e. the control and the PK plot show
positive or insignificant sensitivities (Chapter 3) to stochastic rainfall fluctuations, and insignificant
sensitivities to stochastic temperature fluctuations. The limed NPK plot also shows a positive
sensitivity to the rainfall variability, but a significantly negative sensitivity to the temperature
fluctuations.Thelimedand unlimedNPKplotsaretheonlyecosystemswhich haveatleastalimited
"environmental window", in which the yields would be stable, i.e. in environments with low
stochastic rain variability, combined with high stochastic temperature variability.
This evidence suggeststhat the limed plots are intrinsically unstable, yetstabilised to some
extent by structured rainfall and temperature fluctuations (compare with Figures 3.3e,f in Chapter
3).Alternatively, itisconceivablethattheseplotsareinfactintrinsicallystable,butshowa non-linear
response to the stochastic fluctuations (see Figures 3.3a, b, c in Chapter 3). Note that most data
pointsareconcentrated inthe "front corner" ofthegraphs,asdecadeswithasmallstochastic rainfall
variability rainfall as well as a small temperature variability are rare.The absence of data near the
y-axismakestheextrapolation oftheactualvariabilityahazardousundertaking (seealsothe graphs
in Figures 3.3 in Chapter 3).
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Figure 4.1: A c t u a l yield variability of P(SE plots against t h e s t o c h a s t i c rainfall and

stochastic
temperature
variability

temperature

variability. Planes indicate best linear f i t s . Insignificant relations are shown by zero slopes. D a t a with
large deviations are indicated by "peaks" and "valleys".
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Contrastingly, the unlimed control, the unlimed N and the unlimed PK plot show large
extrinsic variabilities (intercept > 0.4) and negative or insignificant

sensitivities to both

environmental variables, indicating that these plots are intrinsically unstable, and hardly stabilised
by structured environmental fluctuations (compare with Figure 3.3d in Chapter 3).

4.3 A special case: farmyard manure vs. fertiliser applications

Inadditiontotheimpactofthenitrogendynamicsonthestabilityofgrass-cloverecosystems,
the importance ofspatial disturbances ofgrasslandswasconceptually explored inChapter 2. Itwas
shown that local disturbances at a patch-scale leading to spatial heterogeneity, could stabilise
intrinsically oscillating ecosystems, whereas these systems could be further destabilised by uniform
disturbances atafield-scale. Itwasconsequently hypothesisedthatapplicationsoffarmyard manure
(FYM)wouldstabiliseintrinsicallyoscillatingsystems,presumingthattheFYMdressingswould lead
to spatial heterogeneity. Itwas also argued that fertiliser applications would instead lead to spatial
homogeneity, and therefore have a negative effect on system stability.To investigate the effects of
the scale of disturbances, two additional plots of the Park Grass Experiment were selected for
analysis. These were plots 19-19/2 ("FYM treatment") and 16L-16b ("fertiliser treatment").

4.3.1 Materialsand Methods
Plot 19-19/2had received 35tonnes ha"1ofFYMofbullocks,aswellasapproximately 3150
kgof lime (CaO) ha"1, every fourth year since 1905 (except FYM in 1917).On average each FYM
application supplied theequivalentof240kgnitrogen,which equals60kgnitrogen ha'1year"1 (P.R.
Poulton,pers. comm.). Limeapplicationsonthisplotwereonlycommenced in 1920,and therefore
only the herbage yields from 1930 were taken into account.
The fertiliser treatment of plot 16L-16b was similar to the treatment of plot 9L-9a ("limed
NPK", section 4.2.1), exceptfor thenitrogen dressings,which equalled 48kgha'1year"1,and which
were applied in the form of sodium nitrate.
The data analysis of the "FYM" and the "fertiliser" plot was identical to the analysis of the
plots in section 4.2.1.

4.3.2 Results
Table 4.3presents the resultsofthe multiple linearregressions of the actualyield variability
oftheFYMand thefertiliserplot,withthestochasticrainandtemperaturevariabilityas independent
variables.These results are illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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Table4 . 3 : Results of multiple and single linear regressions of t h e actual yield variability of the "fertiliser"
and t h e " F Y M " plots of t h e Park G r a s s Experiment explained by t h e s t o c h a s t i c precipitation

and

t e m p e r a t u r e variability. Asterisks indicate significance level at which t h e intercept and the slopes are
different from zero: *: p<0.05. **: p<0.01, ***: p < 0 . 0 0 1 . Fully significant
significantly

Independent
Treatment

variables

Extrinsic

*stoch rain

"stoch rain

FYM

Predictability

(slope)

(R2)

p

0.69 ***
0.10***

0.52

< 0.001

0.50

< 0.001

0.12

n.s.

-0.47

*stoch temp
stochrain

Sensitivity

variability
(intercept)

Fertiliser

regressions, with all slope(s)

different from 0 (p < 0 . 0 5 ) are indicated in bold.

0.07 ***

0.67 ***
0.36

0.25 ***
-0.07

* stochtemp
* stoch rain

0.24 ***

0.36*

0.12

<0.05

* stochtemp

0.32 ***

-0.43

0.01

n.s.

Fertiliser

03 0.08

stochasticrainvariability

FYM

^0.06
03 0 0 8
stochasticrainvariability

stochastic
temperature
variability

stochastic
temperature
variability

Figure 4 . 2 : A c t u a l yield variability of t h e "fertiliser" and "FYM" plots of t h e P(5E against t h e s t o c h a s t i c
rainfall and temperature

variability. Planes indicate best linear f i t s . Insignificant relations are shown by

zero slopes. P a t a with large deviations are indicated by "peaks" and "valleys".

Table 4.3 and Figure 4.2 show that both plots responded significantly to the stochastic
rainfall variability only. The fertilised plot had a lower extrinsic yield variability (Y-axis), and a
stronger sensitivity (slope) to the stochastic rainfall variability than the FYM plot. Therefore, the
fertilised plot had a higher extrinsic stability.

4.3.3 Correction for jour-yearly applicationsof FYM
Itisconceivable that the difference between the yield fluctuations of the fertilised plot and
the FYM plot were partly caused by the fact that the fertilised plot received constant quantities of
nutrients each year, whereas nutrients were supplied to the FYM plot only every fourth year.
Therefore the yields of the FYMplot were plotted against the number of years since the lastFYM
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application (Figure 4.3). Note that due to the
change of the harvesting method in 1960, the
yield level (as opposed to the actual yield
variability)before andafterthisdateare different,
and are therefore treated separately.

1

Figure4.3showsthatbefore 1960,yields
showed no significant correlation with the
0

number of years elapsed since the last FYM
manure application. However, after 1960,yields

1
2
years since last FYM application
• after 1960

3

A before 1960

show a weak but significant negative correlation
(R2 = 0.21,p < 0.05) with the number of years

Figure4.3:TherelationbetweenyieldsoftheFYM
plot inthe PGE,andthe time elapsed since the.
last FYM application.

since the last dressing. This correlation was
absent for the fertilised plot, and is therefore

unlikely to be the result of coincidental 4-yearly cycles of the environment.
Inordertoseparatetheeffects ofthe4-yearlydressingsfrom theeffects ofFYM applications
per se on the system stability, theyields ofthe FYMplotafter 1960were corrected for this 4-yearly
cycle, using Owen & Jones (1990) (their Chapter 7: "deseasonalisation"). A multiple linear
regression was again performed, explaining the actual variability of these corrected yields by the
stochastic rainfall and temperature variability (Table 4.4).

Table 4.4 and Figure 4.4 show that the variability of the corrected yields of the FYM plots
showed a slightly lower extrinsicvariability and a more positive sensitivity to the stochastic rainfall
variabilitythanthevariabilityoftheuncorrectedyields(comparewithTable4.3andFigure4.2).This
indicates that at least part of the yield fluctuations on the plot receiving FYM, were caused by

Table4.4:Results of multiple and singlelinearregressions of the actual variability of theyields of the
"FYM" plot in the PGE, corrected for the variability caused by the 4-yearly FYM applications, and
explainedbythestochastic precipitationandtemperaturevariability.Asterisksindicatesignificancelevel
a t whichthe Intercept andthe elopesaredifferent fromzero:*:p<0.05. **:p<0.01,***:p<0.001. Fully
significant regressions, with all slope(s) significantly different from 0 (p <0.05) are indicated In bold.
Independent
Treatment

variables
"stoch rain

FYM (corrected)

Extrinsic
variability
(intercept)

Sensitivity

Predictability

(slope)

(R2)

p

0.51
0.21 **

0.21

<0.05

0.00

* stoch temp
Vstoch rain

0.21 ***

0.51 **

0.21

<0.01

stoch temp

0.33 ***

-0.61

0.01

n.s.
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thefour-yearly nutrient applications, as opposed

FYM corrected

to the fertilised plot, which received annual
dressings of nutrients. Nevertheless, even when
corrected for this discrepancy, the FYM plot
showed a larger extrinsic variability than the
fertilised plot.Asaresult, thefertilised ecosystem
was more stable than the system receiving FYM,
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^^0.04
of === =*ro8 0 6 stochastic
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in spite of the assumed larger spatial

variability

heterogeneity of the latter.
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of t h e

"FYM" plot in the PGE, corrected for the
variability caused by the four-yearly FYM
applications, and explained by the stochastic

4 . 4 The O s s e k a m p e n Experiments

rainfall and

temperature variability. Plane

indicates best linear fit. Insignificant relations
are shown by zero slopes. Data with large

4.4.1 Materials and Methods

deviations are indicatedby "peaks"and"valleys".

Experimental lay-out and treatments
The Ossekampen experiments are located on a river clay soil near Wageningen, The
Netherlands. Two experiments were conducted since 1958: 1)a cutting experiment, inwhich plots
receiving various combinations of fertiliser were cut twice yearly, and 2) a grazing experiment, in
which plotsreceivingthesame fertiliser combinationsweregrazed rotationally withcattle.On these
grazed plots, yields were measured three times a year under cages, which were moved annually.
The fertiliser treatments in the cutting experiment were laid out in 2 replications. The
treatments selected for the current study were:the unlimed controlplot, the limed control plot, the

Table4.5: Fertiliser treatments, limetreatments and managementoftheOsseka
for analysis.
treatment

# plots

start

mpen plots selectee

N application

P application

K application

(kg ha'1 y r 1 )

(kg ha-1 y r 1 )

(kg ha-1 y r 1 )

limed

cut unlimed control

2

1958

0

0

0

no

cut limed control

2

1958

0

0

0

yes

cutN

2

1966

160

0

0i

no

cutPK

2

1958

0

25

cut NPK

2

1958

160 j

grazed unlimed control

2

1958

0:

grazed limed control

1

1958

0

0

0i

yes

grazed PK

1

1958

0

17

50 |

no

grazed NPK

2

1958

60

17

50

no
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175

no

35

300

no

0

0

no

unlimed nitrogen plot, the unlimed PKplot, and

1000O

the unlimed NPK plot. Theunlimed nitrogen

8000

treatment was only commenced in 1966. In the

,6000

grazingexperiment, onlytheunlimedcontroland

V 4000

the unlimed NPKwere laidout induplicate. The

2000

limed control and the unlimed PKplots, which

0 •!• •
1950

werealsoselected, had noreplications.Detailsof

1970

1980

1990

2000

Year

the treatments in both experiments are givenin

Figure 4.5: Annual yields of the duplicated
unlimedcontrol plotsofthecuttingexperimentof
the Ossekampenfrom 1953 until1997.

Table 4.5. For more information on the
experiment, see Elberse et al.(1983).

Data analysis
Yield and environmental data were dealt with inamanner identical tothose ofthe Park
Grass Experiment. The first decade of the experiment was disregarded to allow the ecosystemsto
reach their ecuilibria, as the declining yields at the start of experiment (see Figure 4.5) would lead
tohighactualyieldvariabilities,whichwouldberelatedtothechangingfertiliser regime,rather than
to the stability properties ofthe plots (Chapter 3). The data from 1969 until 1997 resulted in 20
progressive decades. Inthe replicated plots,yield patterns over timewere nearly identical between
duplications (R2=0.88) inspiteofthefluctuating yieldsbetween years (Figure4.5).Therefore, data
of replications were pooled within treatments, resulting in40 observations per treatment.

Table4.6:Results of multiple linear regressions ofthe actualyieldvariability ofthefivecut plots of the
Ossekampencutting experiment,explainedbythe stochastic precipitation andtemperature variability.
Asterisks indicate significance levelatwhich the intercept andtheslopes are different from zero:*:
p<U.Ut>.":p<0.( J],"•: p<O.UU].
Treatment

Independent

Extrinsic

Sensitivity

Predictability

variables

variability

(slope)

(R2)

Cut control

stoch ram

unlimed

stoch temp

Cut control

stochrain

limed

''stoch temp

CutN

stochrain

unlimed
CutPK

-0.73 ***
0.54 ***

unlimed

''stoch temp

Cut NPK

''stoch ram

unlimed

"stoch femp

0.44

< 0.001

0.59

< 0.001

0.49

< 0.001

0.64

< 0.001

0.40

< 0.001

-2.27 ***
-0.55 **
0.56 ***

-3.84 ***
-0.38 **

0.55 ***
-1.85"

''stoch temp
stoch rain

P

-0.66**
0.68 ***
-5.09 ***
-0.49*
0.49 ***
-3.09 ***
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Figure 4 . 6 : A c t u a l yield variability of cut plots a t t h e Ossekampen, against t h e s t o c h a s t i c rainfall
and temperature

variability. Planes indicate best linear f i t s . All relations are significant. Data with

large deviations are indicated by "peaks" and "valleys".
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4.4.2 Results (cutting experiment)
For the cutting experiment, the results of the multiple linear regressions of the actual yield
variability against the stochastic rainfall and temperature variability are given inTable 4.6. For all
plots the actual yield variability was significantly related to both the stochastic rainfall and
temperature variability. All treatments showed similar responses to the stochastic rainfall and
temperature fluctuations: allplots showed a large extrinsic variability and a negative sensitivity to
both rainfall and temperature variability. Figure 4.6 illustrates these responses. Again, the planes
indicatebestlinearfits,whiledatawithlargedeviationsfrom theseplanes aregiven by "peaks" and
"valleys". These results indicate that all cut ecosystems at the Ossekampen experiment are
intrinsically unstable, and not stabilised by structured environmental fluctuations (compare with
Figure 3.3d in Chapter 3). The predictability of all systems ishigher than the predictability of the
plots at the Park Grass Experiment.
The NPK plots showed the smallest extrinsic variability. During the 40 years of the
experimenttheseplotshaddeveloped from amixtureofgrassesand legumes(legumecoverof 48%
in1958) intoagrassmonoculture (legumecoverof 1%in1997).However,thisecosystem's extrinsic
variabilitywasstillsignificantly largerthanzero,andtherefore theecosystemwasnotentirelystable.
The limed control plot showed an extrinsic variability similar to the unlimed control plot,
despite the differences between the pH between the treatments in 1997 (pH = 6.25 and 3.75 for
the limed and unlimed control, respectively). However, the limed control plots showed a stronger

Table4.7:Results of multiple linear regressions ofthe actualyieldvariability ofthefourgrazed plots of
the Ossekampen grazing experiment, explained by the stochastic precipitation and temperature
variability. Asterisks indicate significance levelat whichthe intercept andthe slopesaredifferent from
zero: *: p<0.05. **: p<0.01, ***: p<0.001. Fully significant regressions, with all slope(s) significantly
different from 0 (p <0.05) are indicated inbold.
Independent

Extrinsic

Sensitivity

Predictability

variables

variability

(slope)

(R2)

Treatment

Grazed control
unlimed

stochrain

Grazed control

"stoch rain

limed

"stoch temp

Grazed PK
unlimed

"stoch ram

unlimed

stoch rain

0.36

< 0.001

0.33

< 0.001

0.78

< 0.001

0.88

< 0.001

0.88

< 0.001

0.74

< 0.001

-1.76**
0.32 ***

-2.15***
0.44*

0.25 ***
-2.50 ***
0.92 ***
0.01
-0.13

"stoch temp
"stoch rain

Grazed NPK

0.22
0.27 ***

"stoch temp
stochtemp

P

0.94 ***

0.003

0.44 ***
0.15***
-1.19***

"stoch temp
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Figure 4.7: A c t u a l yield variability of grazed Ossekampen, plotted against t h e s t o c h a s t i c rainfall and
temperature

variability. Planes indicate best linear f i t s . Insignificant relations are given by zero slopes.

Data with large deviations are indicated by "peaks" and "valleys".
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negative sensitivity to the stochastic temperature variability, resulting in a lower actual yield
variability.

4.4.3 Results (grazing experiment)
Table 4.7 presents the results of the multiple and single linear regressions of the grazing
experiment at the same site. In the grazing experiment, the limed control plot and the NPK plot
showed significant multiple regressions, with high predictabilities (Chapter 3).Multiple regressions
on the unlimed control plotand the PKplotweresignificant, butthe slopesofthe stochastic rainfall
variability and of the stochastic temperature variability were not significantly different from zero,
respectively. However, theunlimed controlplotwassignificant related tothestochastic temperature
fluctuations, whereas the PKplot was significantly related to the rainfall variability.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the response of the actual yield variability of the grazed plots to the
environmental fluctuations. Allplots show qualitatively similar responses, which clearly differ from
the responses shown by the cut plots (compare with Figure 4.6). Most strikingly, the extrinsic
variability of each of the grazed plots is much lower than its cut counterpart, indicating a larger
extrinsicstability.Secondly, eachplotshowsapositiveorinsignificantsensitivitytostochastic rainfall
fluctuations, and onlya small negativesensitivitytostochastictemperature fluctuations. This means
that these ecosystems are almost extrinsically stable.

4.5 The Park Grass Experiment vs. the Ossekampen
Itwaslaidout inChapter3,thattheintrinsicstabilityofan ecosystem maybededucted from
the extrinsic stabilities of identical systems in a range of climates (i.e. structured environmental
fluctuations). The cutting and fertiliser regimes of the Park Grass Experiment are to some extent
comparable to the cutting experiment of the Ossekampen. However, many other environmental
variables (e.g. soil type) are different, which complicates a proper comparison of the extrinsic
stabilities. Besides, observations under a larger range of climates would be required to enable
extrapolation of the intrinsic stability. Table 4.8 lists the extrinsic variabilities of the plots in both
experiments with comparable fertiliser regimes.
The emerging picture is unclear as three plots show a higher extrinsic variability in the
Ossekampen experiment, i.e.the limed control, the PK-treatmentand theNPK-treatment, whereas
theN-treatment wasmorestable intheOssekampen. The lackof consistent responses here may be
explained by the small differences between the structured environmental fluctuations between the
twoclimates,givenbyequation3.5inChapter3.WhereastheclimateintheParkGrass Experiment
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Table4.6:Extrinsicvariabilityofcut plotswithcomparable
fertiliser treatments in the Park Grass Experiment and
the Ossekaimpen.
Extrinsic variability
Fertiliser

Park Grass

treatment

Experiment

Ossekampen

unlimed control

n.s.

0.54

limed control

0.23

0.56

unlimed N

0.82

0.55

unlimed PK

0.45

0.68

unlimed NPK

0.34

0.49

showed structured rainfall and temperature variabilities of 0.13 and 0.51,respectively, the climate
inthe Ossekampen showed values of 0.13 and 0.58 respectively. Figure 3.4 in Chapter 3 showed
that these differences in climate will only have a minor impact on the extrinsic variabilities of the
ecosystems. Therefore itmay be concluded that the differences between the extrinsic variabilities
here may rather be caused by intrinsic ecosystem differences.

4.6 Discussion
4.6.1 Limitations of the methodology
The mathematical framework presented inChapter3 hasbeen successfully appliedto longterm experimental yield data, in order to derive the extrinsic variability of a range of grassland
ecosystems from their temporal yield patterns. For most ecosystems studied in this paper, it has
separated theeffects ofecosystem management and ofenvironmental noiseon thesystem stability.
Therefore it has enabled the testing of various hypotheses, derived from theoretical studies.
Additionally, intrinsic ecosystem properties have been identified which regulate stability, yet have
notbeen incorporated intograssland simulation modelstodate.Nevertheless,thelimitationsofthis
framework should be reflected in the interpretation of the results.
Firstly,theframework makesuseofyieldsand environmental conditionsduring progressive
decades, as a result ofwhich the data are not mutually independent. Nevertheless, in Chapter 3 it
was concluded that data of a large number of decades are required, in order to obtain significant
relationships between the actual yield variability and the stochastic environmental variability. The
six independent decades of the Park Grass Experiment for which data were available, were
insufficient toelucidatetheserelationships.Therefore theuseofprogressivedecadeswasasine qua
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non in the current study. Considering the mutual dependence of these progressive decades,
however, the results of the multiple regressions should preferably be interpreted as indicators of
stability only.
Secondly,allregressionsassumedlinearrelationshipsbetweentheactualyieldvariabilityand
the stochastic environmental variability. The scarcity of "quiet" decades, i.e. decades with small
temperature and rainfall differences between years, complicated the validation of alternative (e.g.
quadratic) relationships. Moreover, this scarcity decreased the accuracy of the estimated extrinsic
yield variability of each ecosystem, which was defined by the extrapolated Y-intercepts of the
regressions. Nonetheless, low extrinsic variabilities were commonly found to be accompanied by
positivesensitivities (regression slopes),whereas ecosystemswithhighextrinsicvariabilities showed
insignificant or negative sensitivities in all cases. These observations are in line with the model
predictions made in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.3). Consequently, the stability levels of the observed
ecosystems can be characterised with reasonable accuracy, by taking into account both the
extrapolated extrinsic yield variability and the sensitivity.
Finally, inChapter 3 itwasdemonstrated that even a mechanistically simulated ecosystem
mayshowan actualyieldvariabilitywhich istosomeextentunpredictable.Asaresult,thestochastic
environmental variability, produced by the same simulation model, accounted for only part of the
variance of the actual yield variability. The proportion of the variance accounted for by
environmental fluctuations was consequently designated as the "predictability" of the simulated
ecosystems.Incontrasttothesemodelled ecosystems,however,the "real"ecosystemsstudied inthe
currentpaper were mostlikelysubjected toa wide range of environmental variables, instead. Only
two of these variables, i.e. the temperature and precipitation, have been used here to explain the
yield variability ofthese real ecosystems. Therefore the variance accounted for inthe regression in
this study, does not only reflect the predictabilities of the ecosystems. Additionally it depends on
whether all environmental variables, as well as their mutual interactions, have been properly
included inthe regression analysis.Inspiteofthisuncertainty, again the observed predictabilitiesof
extrinsicallystableand unstableecosystemsmatched closelytothepredictabilitiesoftheir modelled
counterparts in the previous Chapter (Chapter 3:Figure 3.3).

4.6.2 Stable and unstable ecosystems
Clearly the concept of stability in grassland is ultimately complex, as it depends on the
dynamic interplaybetween internalecosystem properties,themanagement, thefertiliserregime,the
climate, and on random environmental events. Hundreds of yield measurements are required to
cometocredibleconclusionsonthefactorswhichstabiliseand destabiliseecosystems.Although the
field data discussed in this chapter leave many questions unanswered, the following universal
processes appear to play an important role in grassland ecosystem stability.
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Ecosystems under a cutting regime appeared to be extrinsically unstable. Both in the Park
Grass Experiment (Figure 4.1) and the Ossekampen (Figure 4.6), the structured environmental
fluctuations appeared to be not strong enough to stabilise these systems into extrinsically stable
ecosystems. The cause of the extrinsic instability isnot fully clear. Part of the internal fluctuations
maybe caused bythedelayed nitrogendependence ofgrassesonlegumes, asdiscussed in Chapter
2, and as predicted by Thornley et a\.(1995) and Schwinning&Parsons (1996a). However, plots
receiving nitrogen, in which the delayed nitrogen dependence should not occur (Schwinning &
Parsons, 1996a), were neither extrinsically stable, even though the extrinsic variability was lowest
for the NPKplotsinboth experiments. Infact differences between fertiliser treatments were smaller
than differences between limingtreatmentand management. Apparently other internal fluctuations
play an important role, the nature of which needs to be elucidated. Thornley (1998) modelled a
grass monoculture in a constant environment and found biennial yield fluctuations which were
related tothe interaction between plant and soilwater status.Other conceivable delayed processes
giving riseto internal fluctuations arethe mutual dependence of species on other nutrients or trace
elements, or maturity and reproduction processes (e.g. Dodd eta/., 1995).

IntheParkGrassExperiment, ecosystemsonsoilswitha highpH (limedplots) had a higher
extrinsicvariability than ecosystems on unlimed soils,which had been progressively acidified over
time (Figure 4.1).The limed controlplot inthe Ossekampen showed an extrinsic variability similar
to the unlimed control plot (Figure 4.6). However, the limed control had a lower (more negative)
sensitivity than the unlimed plot, which resulted in a lower actual yield variability throughout the
duration of the experiment.
Apparently the pH plays a crucial role in maintaining the stability of the ecosystem. In
Chapter 2 it was suggested that a high pH may stimulate soil life and increase the nitrogen
mineralisation rate. This would reduce the delay in nitrogen availability, and hence lead to an
increasedintrinsicstability.IndeedBathetal. (1980)assumedthatnitrogenmineralisation isreduced
at pH levels below 4.5, while Rijtema & Koers (1991) suggest that these reductions occur at pH
levelsbelow 4.

The importance ofsoilprocesseswasfurther confirmed bythelowerextrinsicstability of the
plotwhich received FYM,compared to theplotwhich received mineral nitrogen at approximately
similar rates in the Park Grass Experiment (Figure 4.2). Part of the yield fluctuations could be
explained bythefour-yearly applicationsofFYM,asopposed totheyearlynitrogen applications on
the fertilised plots (Figures4.3 and 4.4). Itremains unclearwhy these four-yearly yield fluctuations
only occurred after 1960. It is conceivable that the changed methods of harvesting and yield
measurements, from theweightofhaymade tothedrymatterweightofherbage atthe hay-making
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stage,ledtoa moreaccurate recording ofyields,which allowedforthedetection oftherathersubtle
four-yearly cycle.
Inany case, even when the yieldsafter 1960werecorrected for theeffect ofthe four-yearly
nutrientapplications,theextrinsicstabilityoftheFYMremained considerablylowerthanthestability
ofthefertilised plot (Figures4.4and 4.3),inspiteoftheassumed largerheterogeneity ofthe former.
Silvertown (1980), studying the botanical equilibria in the Park Grass Experiment, found that the
yields of plots which did not receive mineral nitrogen, showed a more pronounced response to
spring rainfall, than the yields of plots under a nitrogen regime. He suggested that the herbage
production ontheunfertilised plotswasdepended onthenitrogen mineralisation rate,which inturn
was dependent on rainfall. In the current analysis, the yields of the FYM plot indeed showed a
stronger response to the rainfall during the growing season than theyields ofthe fertilised plot (not
shown).Therefore thesoilprocesses involved inthemineralisation oftheorganicnitrogen arguably.
had a larger impact on the stability of the FYM plot, than the spatial heterogeneity, which was
assumed tohave arisen from the FYMdressings.These findings further emphasise the large impact
of the soil processes on the ecosystem stability.

Interestingly, soilprocesses have received little attention ingrassland simulation models to
date (e.g. Parsons et a/., 1991b; Thornley et a/., 1995; Schwinning & Parsons, 1996a). Although
Thornley's (1998)model ofagrassmonoculture containsamoredetailed accountofsoilprocesses,
these are assumed to be independent of the acidity of soils. The evidence from the Park Grass
Experiment presented here, instead suggests that it is mandatory to include the acidifying and
alkalifying soilprocessesintograsslandsimulation models,aswellastheirimpactson mineralisation
rates.

The management of grassland ecosystems also has a crucial impact on their stability. The
permanently grazed systems in the Ossekampen experiment (Figure 4.7) showed much lower
extrinsic variabilities than their cut counterparts (Figure 4.6). This higher stability could be related
to a range of factors.
Firstly, the average biomass on the grazed plots may be expected to have been lower than
theaveragebiomassontheplotswhichwerecuttwiceyearly.Thiswillhavereduced the probability
of speciesfully shading each other, and therefore thismay have reduced the competition for light.
In Chapter 2 this light competition was shown to destabilise ecosystems.
Secondly, if species with lower production levels had escape mechanisms from grazing,
grazing will have lead to a proportionally larger animal intake of the taller, i.e. most productive
species, thereby stabilising the mixture (Chapter 2).
Thirdly, the intake of legume tissue by animals, and the excretion of excess nitrogen will
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have lead to an accelerated recycling of nutrients (Schwinning &Parsons, 1996a). This will have
reduced the time-delay between nitrogen fixation by the legumes and its availability to the other
species. The delayed nitrogen dependence in the cut plots may have been responsible for a large
share of the intrinsic instability of ecosystems under a cutting regime.
Finally, cutting isa "sweeping event" (Chapter 2), which setsthedevelopment of allplants
within each plot "in phase". Therefore all these plants and species may be expected to show
identical intrinsicfluctuations. Moreover, itisconceivablethatallspeciesrespond insimilar manners
to environmental events. In contrast, grazing leads to local tissue removals and faeces and urine
depositions, which are all "buckshot events". Itwasshown inChapter 2thatthesebuckshot events
may set patches "out of phase", which means that these patches may compensate for each other
in respect to their intrinsic fluctuations and to environmental events.

Insummary, to date the intrinsicstability properties of ecosystems hasmainly been studied
using simulated, i.e. modelled ecosystems. In field experiments, these intrinsic properties are
commonly "obscured" byenvironmentalnoise.Themathematical framework presented in Chapter
3 provides an analytical tool to "filter" this environmental noise from yield patterns of long-term
experiments.Herewith itallowsforagenuinecomparisonoftheextrinsicstabilitypropertiesof"real"
ecosystems.
In theoretical studies of mixed ecosystems, instability has mainly been related to the
destabilising effects ofthe inter-species competition forlight(e.g.Parsons etal.,1991b;Chapter2),
and of delayed nitrogen dynamics (e.g. Thornley et al, 1995; Schwinning & Parsons, 1996a;
Chapter 2). Instead, plant escape mechanisms from grazing (e.g. Noy-Meir, 1975, Parsons et al,
1991b, Schwinning & Parsons, 1996a, Chapter 2) and the spatial heterogeneity resulting from
grazing (Schwinning & Parsons, 1996b), have been identified to stabilise mixed ecosystems.
Although these findings are not contradicted by the new analysis of the yield patterns of the real
ecosystems intheParkGrassExperimentandtheOssekampen, presented inthischapter, the results
from this study suggest that soil processes, in particular pH-dependent soil processes, and the
grassland management have an overriding effect on ecosystem stability.
Considering the large number of grassland ecosystems in the Park Grass Experiment and
theOssekampen, which have notbeen analysed inthisstudy, andtakingintoaccountthe existence
of other long-term grassland experimentsacrossEurope,many more intrinsicecosystem properties
and processescouldbereadily identified, byusingthemathematical framework ofthisstudy. When
identical ecosystems are identified ina range of climates, the intrinsicstability level of each of these
systems may also be quantified, in addition to their extrinsic stability level.
Finally, in Chapter 2 itwas tentatively suggested that grassland ecosystems share features
with forest ecosystems. The application of the current framework is not necessarily restricted to
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grassland ecosystems. Instead, its application to other types of ecosystems would indeed be an
interesting challenge.
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Spatial aspects of grassland stability

Chapter 5: Mechanistic simulation of the vertical structure of
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Abstract

1)

The vertical structure is an important feature of mixed swards, as it influences the interspecies competition for light, as well as the patterns of grazing.Although the experimental
measurement of the vertical sward structure isrelatively straight-forward, the mechanistic
and dynamicmodellingofthebulkdensityand laminadensityprofiles iscomplicated by the
unpredictability of leaf angles. Therefore only static, descriptive profiles have been
incorporated in grassland simulation models to date.

2)

Two mechanistic models are presented which predict the bulk density profiles and the
lamina densityprofiles ofperennialryegrassandwhiteclover,based onvariableswhich can
readily be measured orproduced by simulation models.

3)

The "basic model" forgrassrequiresonlythree inputvariables:the average leaf length, the
averagesheath length, and eitherthetotalherbagemassortheLeafAreaIndex.For clover,
only the average petiole length, and either the total weights or areas of petiole and lamina
materialarerequired. Useofthisbasicmodel isrestrictedtothesimulationof homogeneous
swards inwhich all herbage material shows a random spatial orientation.

4)

The "extended model" ismore flexible and capable ofsimulating a wide range of different
sward types. However, it requires variables which have not been produced by simulation
so far, such as the distributions of leaf top heights, sheath top heights, and petiole top
heights.

5)

Both models were evaluated against a measured profile of a grass-clover sward. The bulk
density and laminadensityprofiles ofbothperennialryegrassandwhiteclover, aspredicted
bythe extended model, closelymatched the observedprofiles. However, thepredictionsof
the basic model were significantly inaccurate for both ryegrass and clover.

6)

Theextendedmodelcanbeincorporated asasub-modelintodynamicgrassland simulation
models, in orderto enhance the accuracy of simulation ofboth competition forlightand of
grazing.
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5.1 Introduction

Over the past two decades grass growth has been simulated dynamically by various
physiological and morpho-physiologicalsimulation models,inwhich grassgrowth isdetermined by
light,temperature, nitrogen, oracombination ofthesefactors (Thornley&Verberne, 1989;Parsons
et al, 1991b; Van Loo, 1993; Thornley, 1998). Although some of these models incorporate
descriptions of grass morphology, the vertical bulk density and lamina density distributions are
usually simplified, and simulated statically, by using profiles with fixed shapes for the duration of
the simulation. Itcan be argued that the vertical lamina density profile isonly of minor importance
tothe C 0 2 assimilation ofgrassland monocultures, inwhich allintercepted radiation isabsorbed by
the one species, regardless of the vertical distribution of its leaves. Yet in mixtures of grassland
species, and particularly in mixtures of perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne) and white clover
(Trifolium repens), the heights of assimilatory leaf material of both species is decisive in the
competition for light (Lantingaet al.,1999). Inmixed swards, differences inthese heights can lead
to asymmetric light competition, in which one species progressively overshadows its companion
species (Nassiri, 1998).
Additionally, the grazing characteristics and the ingested diet are also dependent on the
verticalswardstructure.Theherbage intakerateisafunction ofswardpropertiessuchasthevertical
and horizontal dispersion of plant material, as well as of animal properties such as bite area, bite
depth,handlingtimeandmaximumgrazingtime(e.g. Parsonsetal.,1994;Brereton&McGilloway,
1999).Brereton &McGilloway (1999) successfully simulated grazingofa ryegrassmonoculture by
assuming that grazing animals show a within-species selectivity for lamina material over sheath
materialintheavailableswardlayer.Parsonsetal.(1994)found thatinmixturesofgrassand clover,
the animal'sdesiretomaximise cloverintakemay be compromised bythe requirement to optimise
total energy intake, depending on both the lateral and vertical structure of the sward.

Even though theexperimental measurement ofthebulkdensity and lamina density profiles
of both perennial ryegrass and white clover isrelatively straightforward (Nassiri, 1998; Lantinga et
al.,1999),theanalysisandthemechanisticmodellingoftheverticalswardstructureare complicated
by the limited predictability of leaf and petiole angles. Direct measurements of these angles are
labourious, and only few examples can be found inthe literature (e.g.DeWit, 1965; Coughenour,
1984; Gibson era/., 1992).
As a consequence, most dynamic grassland simulation models simply assume either a
uniform vertical distribution of lamina material from ground level tosward surface (e.g. Parsons et
al., 1991b) orlog-normal distributions (e.g.Coughenour etal.,1984).Parsonsetal.(1994) used a
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symmetric parabola and a skewed parabola to describe the vertical lamina density distributions of
perennial ryegrass and clover, respectively. Even the comprehensive ecosystem simulation model
of Thornley (1998), containing a detailed simulation of leaf C 0 2 assimilation, uses a uniform
distribution for perennial ryegrass. Infact, uniform distributions are inconflict with observations by
Milneet al (1982), Parsons et al (1988), Parsons etal.(1991a), Nassiri (1998) and Lantinga etal.
(1999), who all empirically established non-uniform vertical lamina distributions of perennial
ryegrass and white clover. Nassiri (1998) and Lantinga et al. (1999) fitted their observed lamina
densityprofileswithtriangulardensityfunctions, inwhichtheheightofthemaximum lamina density
wasstrongly correlated to the plant height.Additionally, they used a variable extinction coefficient
for different sward layers,which depended on the leaf dispersion within these layers.This enabled
accurate simulation of light interception throughout the sward profile. However, their approach
presumedtriangularlyshapedlaminadensityprofilesofbothgrassandclover,whichmayonlyapply
to a limited range of sward types.Allswards of theirstudy weresubjected to a cutting regime, and
different profiles and different relationsbetween plant height, maximum lamina density height, and
leaf dispersion may be expected under a grazing regime or under a management regime of
alternating cutting and grazing.

In conclusion, the vertical sward structure defines both the light interception of mixed
pastures, and grazing factors such as bite depth, handling time, and the selectivity between and
within species by the animals. Current pasture simulation models show detailed accounts of both
grazing and C 0 2 assimilation processes (e.g. Parsons et al, 1994; Thornley, 1998; Brereton &
McGilloway, 1999). Nevertheless, the vertical sward profiles used for these simulations are either
simplified (e.g.Thornley, 1998),observed (e.g.Brereton &McGilloway, 1999),static (e.g. Parsons
et al, 1994), or limited to a particular pasture management (Nassiri, 1998; Lantinga et al, 1999).
Thedevelopment ofaccuratesimulation modelswhich arecapableofdynamicsimulation of mixed
swardsunderarangeofmanagement regimes,requiresasub-modelwhichdynamicallypredictsthe
amounts of lamina, sheath, and bulk of each species over the full vertical profile, based on inputvariables which can be produced by the overall simulation model.

This chapter presents such a mathematical model predicting the vertical distributions of
lamina material and of the total leaf material of both perennial ryegrass and white clover. For the
simulation ofa perennial ryegrasssward inwhichtheleavesshow arandom spatial orientation, the
only input variables required are the mean leaf length, the mean sheath length and either the total
dry matter yield or the total leaf area index.These variables can already be produced by dynamic
grassland simulation models (e.g. Van Loo, 1993). The present model can calculate the vertical
swardprofiles, asaffected bygrowthandgrazing,foranymomentduringthesimulationperiod.This
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"basic model" is then extended to account for
variation of the leaf and sheath length, and to
enable simulation of swards which show a
prevailing orientation of leaf material. Finally,
modifications of both models are presented

Figure 5.1:Assumed morphologyofa)aperennial
ryegrass leaf, b)a white clover leaf, as usedby
the basic andextended models. Shaded areas:
sheath (ryegrass) / petiole (clover),white areas:
lamina.

which mechanistically predict the same profiles
for white clover.

5.2 The basic model (perennial ryegrass)
The basic model simulates the vertical sward structure of a homogeneous vegetative
perennial ryegrass sward. Thepresence ofgenerative tillersisdisregarded. Itisassumed that there
isnovariation inleaflengthsorsheath lengths,andthatleaf areaandleafweightareboth uniformly
distributed over thefull length oftheleaf.Asa resultanypossible differences between the specific
areas (area perunit mass) oflamina andsheath areneglected. Allleavesareconsidered linearand
stiff, thelower part consisting ofsheath material andthetoppart oflamina material (Figure 5.1a).
Most important,pro tem. leaf anglesareassumed toberandom inthree dimensions.Although this
isamajor simplification, itappears tobeabetter first order approximation than theassumptionof
theconstantleaf anglewhich leadstotheoften assumed uniform leafareadistributions (Goudriaan,
1988).

5.2.1 Simulation of the verticalleafareaandbulk density distribution
From theassumptions above itfollows that theleaf tops willbeequally distributed onthe
surface ofa virtual hemisphere with a radius equal tothetotal leaf length Xleaf (m) (Figure 5.2a).
Therefore, the vertical distribution of the leaf tops is identical to the vertical distribution of the
hemisphere surface. Thissurface isuniformly distributed overthe height ofthe hemisphere, asthe
decreasing circumference of latitudes at the top of the hemisphere is fully compensated by the
increasingly horizontal orientation ofthesurface. Consequently, with random leaf angles, theleaf
tops show a uniform vertical distribution from ground level tothemaximum leaf height [Akaf).
Let h(m) bethemeasuring height, i.e.theheightunderwhichthetotalcumulative leaf area
is calculated. Letx (m)be the height of thetopof an individual leaf, andfh (no dimension) the
fraction ofthis leaf which islocated under measuring height h.Ifthe leaf topappears under height
= h, then fh —1, i.e.theentire leaf islocated under the height of measuring. From Figure 5.2bit
follows that forleaves with their tops higher than height =h:
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leaf

Figure 5.2a: The basic model
assumes t h a t the leaf tops are
uniformly distributed on the
surface of a hypothetical
hemispherewith radius /Jfeaf.

Figure 5.2b:fh is the fraction of Figure 5.2c: The probability of a
an individual leaft h a t is located leaf top occurring under h
under the measuring height h. (shaded area) and t h e
The leaf length is Akaf and the probability density of a leaf top
leaftop height isx.
occurring at a particular height
betweenhand /Jteaf(dashedline),
assuming a uniform distribution
of leaftops acrossthe maximum
height ofthe sward.

E^. 5.1

The probability ofa leaftopappearing underthemeasuring height isgivenby P(x<h). For uniform
distributions of leaf top heights (Figure 5.2c), thisprobability isgiven by :
P(x</i)

Ecj. 5.2

The probability density of a leaf top appearing at any height between h and i /ra/ is given by the
probability density function p(x).Sincex isuniformly distributed between x = 0 and x = Aleal, this
function p(x) isgiven by:

Fix)

1

E^. 5.3
leaf

Atlarge numbers of leaves, the expectation value of fh represents the cumulative fraction V(h) (no
dimension) ofthe massorthe leaf area under heighth.Thisexpectation value E(/h)can be derived
from the products of the fractions fh and the probabilities of the corresponding leaf top heights:
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V(h) = E(fh) = 1 • P(x<f7) + f K-

fh• p(x) dx

E..5.4

J x-h

Substitution of equations 5.2, 5.3 and 5.1 into equation 5.4 gives:
,„, •>

h

r >-, ,

leaf

h

1
leaf

This integral can be solved algebraically, resulting in:

leaf

/ear

fear

The leaf weightWkall_2 (gm'2) and the leaf area L,eafl2 (m2m"2)in the sward layer from height = h1
to height = h2 isnow given by:
W^,-,, = [ V(hz) - K h , ) ] • W ^

Eol .5.7 a

and:
L

t e a n- 2

= [ ^ 2 ) - Kh,)] - ^ a f t o t

E^.5.7b

respectively, in which M/,eo/totand LlmfM are the total weight and the total leaf area of the crop.

5.2.2 Simulation of the lamina distribution
Subsequently, lamina and sheath material within the leaves are discriminated, in order to
obtain theverticallamina distribution profile.Someauthors (e.g.VanLoo, 1993) ignore differences
between laminae and sheaths, and simulate the assimilatory activity of entire leaves only. Others
(e.g.Parsonsetal.,1991b) assume that C0 2 assimilation isrestricted tothe lamina. Coughenour et
al.(1984) simulate C0 2 assimilation by attributing sheaths with a assimilatory capacity of a fifth of
thelamina activity.Eitherway, itisessential todiscriminate thevertical lamina distribution from the
verticaldistribution ofentireleaves.Apartfrom this,Brereton &McGilloway(1999)showed that the
fraction of the herbage in a sward layer consisting of lamina material determines the quantity and
quality of grazing and of the animal diet.

The simulated leaves are assumed to be linear and stiff, and to consist of two components:
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sheath material atthe lower part, a n d lamina material atthe toppart (Figure 5.1a). Asa resultall
sheaths are, similarly tothe entire leaves, considered tohave identical lengths, tob estiff a n d linear,
a n d to b e distributed randomly in three dimensions. Therefore thevertical distribution of sheath
material c a n b e obtained by using the s a m e equations used for the vertical leaf distribution,
substituting Aleaj with the m e a n sheath length Asheath, a n d W/,e<,/(otand L /e0/to(with the total sheath weight
a n d sheath area, Wsheathtot a n dLsheathtot,

respectively. T h elamina mass inthelayer from h1 to h2 ,

2

W/Qm2 2 (gm" ) isthen given bythedifference between thetotal leaf mass (W/eo/1.2) a n dt h e sheath
m a s s (Wsheathl2)

inthis layer:
^ 1 - 2

=

^ 1 - 2

~ ^ t M - 2

E<*5.0a

And the s a m e procedure applies tothelamina area inthis layer L tam,_2(m 2 m~2), using a n obvious.
notation:
lam 1-2 ~

leaf 1-2 ~

shsatf.1-2

The required values of the n e winput variables Ashealh, Wsheothlota n d Lsheath

Eq. 5.8b

tol can either be

measured directly, obtained from simulation, or assumed to be a constant fraction of the total leaf
length, leaf weight and leaf area, respectively. Parsons et al. (1991a) found that the incremental
sheath weight ratio was constant at 0.35 for perennial ryegrass, irrespective of total leaf size. The
actual sheath weightratiowillobviously increase undera grazingregime,when laminaweight and
length are progressively reduced.

5.3 The extended model (perennial ryegrass)
The transparent structure of the basic model istheresult of two major simplifications, t h e
assumptions that a)the leaf tops a n d sheath tops are uniformly distributed over the height, a n d b)
all leaves a n d sheaths have equal lengths. Nevertheless a wide range of grassland conditions is
conceivable inwhich these assumptions may not apply. In grazed swards, a considerable variation
in leaf lengths m a y b e expected. Schulte (unpublished data) found that grass seedlings orientate their
leaves vertically fora limited period oftime. DeWit (1965) also found mostly erect leaves in silage
swards after a cutting event. In contrast, amainly horizontal orientation of the herbage was observed
in heavy, lodging swards. Therefore the basic model isextended toaccount for a) dispersion of leaf
lengths, a n d b)a prevailing orientation oflamina a n d sheath material (Figure 5.3a).
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leaf

Figure5.3a:Theextendedmodel
caters for swards in which
leaves show a prevailing spatial
orientation anddiffer inlengths,

Figure5.3b:Theextendedmodel Figure5.3c: Theextended model
groups leaves into leaf length assumes t h a t within each leaf
classes, three of which are length class, leaf top heights
illustrated.Classes aretreated show a normal distribution.
identically. Legend as in figure Legendas infigure 2c.
2b.

5.3.i Leaf length variation
Theassumption ofthebasicmodelthatallleaveshaveequal lengths isnowreplaced bythe
assumption thattheleaflengthisnormallydistributed withamean valueof,u,tea/,andwitha standard
deviation of aleaf.The maximum leaflength isarbitrarilysetat0.4 m.Ifpreferred, an othervalue can
be applied. This maximum length is required as otherwise the normal distribution will give a
probability, howeversmall,tounrealisticallylargeleaflengths.Thefrequency densityfunction <p(^ieaj)
ofleaf lengths isgiven bythefrequency densityfunction of a normal distribution with a mean value
°f Miea/ ( m )i a r ) d w 'th a standard deviation of crleaf (m):

cj>a j = — ] — • e

'**

£<\- 5.9

In the extended model, leaves are grouped into virtual leaf length classes, the boundaries
of which are infinitively narrow, and which are treated identically. Firsteach class isallocated with
a fraction of the total leaf area and leaf weight. Next the vertical distributions of each class are
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calculated separately, and subsequently the distributions of allclasses are integrated.

5.3.2 Mass and areaallocation between classes
Obviously, largeleavescontribute more massand area tothetotalverticalstructurethan do
small leaves. Here it isassumed that the relative contribution of each leaf length classC (Aleaf)(no
dimension) is linearly related to a) the frequency density of the leaf length class <p(Aleaf) (equation
5.9), and to b) the leaf length, relative to the sum of allleaf lengths:

The assumed linear relationship between the contribution and the leaf length presupposes that the
leaf width is constant for all leaf length classes. If preferred, the leaf width may be assumed to
increase inlargerleaves,whichwouldleadtoaquadraticrelationshipbetweenthecontribution and
the leaf length of each class:

C

(hJ

- ^XieJ

'7 ^

-

Eq. 5.10b

5.3.3 Non-uniform leafand sheath top distributions withinclasses
Theassumption ofrandom leafanglesinthebasicmodelresultedintheuniform distribution
of both leaf tops and sheath tops.The extended model assumesthatthe leaves and sheaths show
a prevailing orientation, which isidentical for allleaf length classes. Itisassumed that within each
classof leaflengths, theleaf top heightx isnormally distributed with amean equal tomkof • Aleaf and
a standard deviation equal to s/ea/ • Akaf (Figure 5.3c). mleaf (m m"1) and steo/(m m"1) are constants
representing theaverageleaftopheight,andthestandarddeviation oftheleaftopheight, expressed
relatively to the leaf length. Note that the leaf top height distribution of the entire crop differs from
leaf top height distribution of each class,asthe former isalsodependent on the distribution of leaf
lengths.Theprobability that a leaf withlength Aleai isentirely located under the measuring height,
i.e. P (x<h) (eq. 5.2) isnow replaced by:
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Figure 5.4a: Two hypothetical leaf top height
probability density functions (equation 5.11
withoutdenominator).Solidline:largevariationof
leaf top heights, slmf = 1, dashed line: small
variation of leaf top heights sleaf= 0.1.Asthe
first distribution alsoreturns probabilitiestoleaf
top heightseither >1 or<O,thetotal probability
of realistic leaf top heights between O and1
times theleaf length,isonly 0.38.

1 2
3
4
5
relative probability density

Figure5.4b:Bothfunctions havebeendividedbythe
probability ofrealistic leaftop heights,i.e.leaftop
heights between 0 and1times theleaf length,t o
yield the relative probability density functions
(equation 5.11). The total relative probability of
realistic leaf top heights now equals 1for both
functions.

inwhich the denominator isapremultipliergivingthetotalprobability ofaleaf top height between
0 and i/eo/. Its value issmaller than 1and depends on thevalues of mteo/ands,ea/, asthe normal
distribution itself will return unrealistic leaf top heights smaller than 0 and higher than Aleaf fora
certain amount of leaves. Therefore theprobability of leaf tops under height h isexpressed asa
fraction ofall realistic leaf top heights.Theabove isexemplified inFigure5.4.
Similarly, theprobability densityfunction ofleaftop heightsbetween handAleaf in equation
5.3 isreplacedby:
1/2 /«-"

g

W *fa»2

s

haf'A/ea/

Si„( • * i „ ( V 2 J I

P(x) =

Eq. 5.12
*"'•*'•""

*=°

dx

s

feo/ ' ^feo/ V ^ n

Note that p(x) returns toa uniform probability density function fors/e<1/—•».

Identicallytothebasic model,/ h isthefraction ofanindividual leafwith length Aleaj withleaf
top height x, that is located under the measuring height h, and defined by h Ix (eq.5.1). The
expectationvalueoffh, represented byE(/J (nodimension),isagainthemeanfraction ofthe leaves
of this leaf length classthat islocated under measuring height h (eq.5.4),andisgiven byF(h)(no
dimension):
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F(h) = E(fh) = 1• P(x<h)

+ f^"

fh • p(x) dx

Eol.5.13

In the extended model, the terms are substituted with equations 5.11, 5.1,and 5.12, respectively.

3.4 Total verticalleafareaand leafmass distributions .
Thecumulativefraction ofleaf material ofallclassesofleaflengthsundermeasuring height
h, V(h) (no dimension), is now derived by integrating the product of the leaf fraction under
measuring height h of individual classes, and the area / mass contribution of each leaf length class:

m =

m
/:
C-o
'

CiKJ dK f

»

E01514

--

Its terms are can consequently be substituted with equations 5.13 and 5.10a, respectively. This
equation cannot be solved algebraically, yet itcan be approached by numerical iteration.
The leaf weight Wlmfl2(g m"2) and the leaf area LkalU2 (m2 m"2) in the sward layer from
height = h, to height = h2 isnow given by (compare with equations 5.7a and 5.7b):
^ , - 2 =[ Wz) " W - I V ^

Eel. 5.15a

and:
Ltaf1_2 = [ K h z ) " W

ileaftot

Eq. 5.15b

Thesameprocedure isrepeated forthesheaths,andtheverticallaminadensitydistribution and the
vertical lamina weight distribution are obtained following equations 5.8a and 5.8b of the basic
model.

5 . 4 Modification of t h e b a s i c and t h e e x t e n d e d m o d e l for w h i t e clover

The morphology of white clover leaves differs largely from the morphology of perennial
ryegrassleaves.Therefore simulation ofthebulkdensity,laminadensityand laminafraction profiles
of white clover requiresmodification tothe equationspresented above.White cloverleaves consist
of two components: the petiole and the lamina. In contrast to the lamina material of ryegrass, the
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clover lamina is located entirely at the top of the petiole, and assumed to show a fully horizontal
orientation (Figure 5.1b). The "folded" lamina of growing clover leaves (Parsons et al., 1991a) is
ignored here.

5.4.1 The basicmodel (white clover)
Forperennial ryegrass,theverticaldistributionsofentireleafmaterial and ofsheath material
were calculated first, and the lamina distribution was obtained by the difference between these in
each sward layer. For clover, the order is reversed: first the distributions of petiole material and
laminamaterialarecalculated, after whichthedistribution ofentirecloverleavesisgivenbythesum
of these.

Distribution of petiole material
The basic model for white clover assumes that allpetiolesare ofthe same length Ajrpet (m),
and thatthesepetiolesshow arandom spatialorientation.Asaresult, inthebasicmodel the petiole
topswillshowthe sameuniform verticalfrequency densitydistributionsastheleaf topsof perennial
ryegrass. The cumulative fraction of petiole material V(h) (no dimension) can then be calculated
similarlyto the vertical sheath densityprofile ofperennial ryegrass,i.e.by replacing Akaf with Xjrsxt,
and W s W l t o (withthe totalpetiole massWTrpettot, and Lsheafhtol with LJrpettot, inequations 5.1 to 5.7,
resulting in (compare with equations 5.6 and 5.7):

Tr pet

W

Trpet,-2

L

r r p « 1-2

= [ VTrP e ^

=

C VTrpJH2)

Tr pet

Tr pet

" VTrpJW

1' K

~ VTr pj^

1 " LTrpet tot

Pet tot

E^. 5.17a

E^. 5.17b

Distribution of lamina material
Theassumed horizontalorientation ofall cloverlaminamaterialinfactmeansthatalllamina
material of a single leaf islocated at the same height as the petiole top. The fraction of the lamina
material under measuring height h will then be identical to the fraction of petiole tops under this
height (compare equation 5.2 of the basic model for perennial ryegrass):
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V(h) = P(x<h) = -^—

E(l_5i18

Tr pet

T h e lamina mass lVTrtom,_2 (g m' 2 ) a n dlamina area LTr /om,_2 (m 2 m"2) in t h esward layer between
heights hl a n dh 2 are then given by:
Ktori-z

L

- [ Kh2) " K h , ) ] • ^ r ( a m t o t

r, tam ,-2 = t W 2 ) ~ VW 1 - LTrtontot

E^. 5.19a

£<\- 5.19b

in which WTrtomtot(g m~2) a n dL Tr lamtot (m 2m"2) arethe total lamina weight a n d area of clover,
respectively.

Distribution of total clover material
T h e total leaf weight a n d area of clover in the sward layer between heights hx a n d h2 ,
W T r f e 0 / 1 2 (gm"2) a n dLTrleafv2

(m 2 m 2)>a f e now simply given by the sum of the petiole and lamina

weightsand bythe sum of thepetiole and lamina areasinthislayer, respectively, adding equations
5.17a and 5.19a, and equations 17b and 19b:
IV

=W

Tr leaf 1-2

Tr pet \-2

Tr leaf 1-2

Tr pet 1-2

L

+ IV
Tr lam 1-2

+

Tr lam 1-2

Fa ^9Da
<£C\.O.tLUa

E^.5.20b

5.4.2 The extended model (white clover)
Distribution of petiole material
T h e extended model assumes thatthe lengths ofthepetioles show a normal distribution with
a m e a n petiole length iiJrpet (m) a n d a standard deviation oTrpet (m).The r a n d o m spatial orientation
of petioles isreplaced bya normal distribution ofthe petiole top heights within each petiole length
class, with m e a n values mTrpet • ATrpel (m) a n d standard deviation sTrpet • ^rrperim).

Hence the clover

petioles are treated similar tothe leaves ofthe ryegrass. The vertical distribution ofpetiole material
can therefore b e obtained by using the s a m e equations 5.9to 5.15b of the extended model for
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perennial ryegrass.However,forcloveritisassumed thatthewidthofthepetioledoesincreasewith
largerpetiolelengths.Therefore thequadraticrelationship ispresupposed between the contribution
and the petiole length of each petiole length class (equation 5.10b).

Distribution of lamina material
Similartothebasicmodel forwhite clover, alllamina material of each leaf isassumed to be
located atthesameheightasitspetioletop.Therefore, within each petiolelength class,the fraction
of lamina material located under the measuring height h, F(h) (no dimension), is equal to the
probability ofa petioletop appearing underthisheight, asgiven by equation 5.11ofthe extended
model for perennial ryegrass:
_,. /* ' mlr pet ' ^Tr pet\Z

fh

!
p

F(h) = P(x<h) =
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rrp
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Consequently,forallpetiolelengthclasses,thecumulativefraction oflamina material under
the measuring height h, V(h) (no dimension) isgiven by equation 5.14 of the extended model for
perennial ryegrass, substituting its terms with equations 5.13 and 5.10b, respectively. The total
lamina weight and lamina area in the sward layer from hj to h2, WTrhmJ 2 (gm"2) a n dLTrlam

!2

(m2

m'2), are given by equations 5.19a and 5.19b, respectively.

Distribution of total clover material
Similar to the basic model for clover, the total leaf weight and area of clover in the same
layer are given by equations 5.20a and 5.20b, respectively.

5 . 5 Model evaluation

Testing the validity of both the basic and the extended model comprises comparison of
observed leaf density and lamina density profiles withtheprofiles predicted by the two models. No
recordscould befound intheliterature inwhichboth inputand outputvariablesofthemodels were
determined independently. Therefore observations were made on an experimental perennial
ryegrass -white clover sward on a sandy soil at Wageningen, The Netherlands (51°58'N latitude,
5°4' Elongitude, 7 m altitude), as described by Nassiri (1998).
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5.5.1 Materialand Methods
The selected test plot was approximately 2 m x2 m in size, and was located on a clay soil
inWageningen, The Netherlands. Ithad been cut4 or5timesyearlysince itwassown in 1991,and
received 150kgha"1of nitrogen yearly. Dressingsofphosphorus andpotassium had been supplied
as required, based on soiltests.Measurements took place after a threeweek regrowth period, from
the 23 rd until the 25th August 2000. The sward was homogeneous and dominated by perennial
ryegrass (Loliumperenne), cv.Barlet, and white clover (Trifoliumrepens), cvs.Gwenda and Alice.
Generative tillers and clover inflorescents were absent.

Direct observations
The leaf density and lamina density profiles of both ryegrass and clover were measured
directly using a 32.5° inclined point quadrat (Warren Wilson, 1963;see also Nassiri, 1998), which
was moved into the sward at 140 random positions. In total, the contact heights with 327 grass
leaves were recorded, of which 220 were contacts with grass lamina and 107 with grass sheaths.
Similarly, 252 contact heights with white clover leaveswere recorded, of which 164were contacts
with clover lamina and 88with clover petioles. For both species, the total leaf area index and the
totallaminadensity indexwascalculated astheaveragenumberofcontactsperquadrat, multiplied
by factors 1.13 and 1.16 for ryegrass and clover, respectively (Lantinga eta/., 1999).

Indirect observations
The required model inputvariables aregiven inthe appendix. Of250 grassleaves, theleaf
top height and the sheath top height were measured. Of 253 clover leaves, the petiole top height
was measured. To give equitable sampling probabilities to small and large leaves, all leaves of
randomly chosen grasstillersand cloverstolonsweremeasured.After each observation, thesetillers
and stolons were carefully removed, and the leaf length and sheath length of all grass leaves, and
the petiole length of all clover leaves were measured. Sixteen clover leaves with petiole lengths
smaller than 1cm were ignored, as itwas obvious that these leaves had developed within the two
daysbetween thedirectand the indirectmeasurements.Ofeach individualleaf,sheath and petiole,
the ratio between the top height and the length was consequently calculated.
Inordertoobtain estimatesfor/*,„,, aleal,fj,sheath, asheath,fj.Trpetand aTrpel, grassleaf lengths and
sheath lengths, and cloverleaf lengthsweregrouped intoclassesof4 cms,and normal distributions
were fitted (least summed squares method) to the observed frequency distributions. Differences
between the observed and fitted frequencies were tested using the x2 test, grouping classes with
expected frequencies lowerthan 5 (Owen &Jones, 1990).
To derive estimates for m,m/,s,eo/, msheath, ssheallv mTrpe, and sTrpet ,the ratios between the top
heights and the lengths of grass leaves and sheaths, were grouped into classes of 0.1 width. The
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ratios of clover petioles were grouped into classes of 0.2 width. Normal distributions "with
denominator" (equation 5.12) were fitted to the observed frequency distributions, using the least
summed squares method. Differences between observed and fitted frequencies were again tested
using the x2test, grouping classeswith expected frequencies lowerthan 5 (Owen &Jones, 1990).

Thegrassleaf and laminadensityprofiles ofbothgrassand clover, aspredicted bythe basic
and the extended models, were tested against the directly observed profiles using the x2 test,
grouping classes with predicted frequencies lower than 5 (Owen &Jones, 1990).

5.5.2 Results
The indirectmeasurements are illustrated inFigures5.5 and 5.6, and theparameter values
ofthebestfittingdistributionsaresummarised inTable5.1.Forperennialryegrass,theobservedleaf
length distribution differed significantly (p < 0.05) from the best fitting normal distribution (Figure
5.5a), indicating that the observed leaf lengths were in fact not normally distributed. The two
maximums in the observed distribution reflect the two types of leaves which were present on the
majority oftillers.The lowermaximum wasmainly madeup ofleaveswhichwereexpanding atthe
time of the last cutting event, whereas the upper maximum consisted largely of leaves which had
developed after this event. Indeed most tillers only carried two or three leaves. In contrast,
differences between the observed frequency distributions and the fitted normal distributions were
insignificant (p > 0.05) for both grass sheath lengths and cloverpetiole lengths (Figures 5.5b and
5.5c).

Figure 5.6 and Table 5.1 show that entire grass leaves, grass sheaths, and clover petioles
mainly had an erectorientation (high m).The height/ length ratio of entire leavesshowed a larger
standard deviation than the ratio of sheaths only, which was caused by the more horizontal
orientation of tallleaves,which were "bending over". For entire grass leaves and for grasssheaths,
theobservedfrequency distributionsoftheheight/lengthratiosdiffered significantly (p < 0.05) from
the best fitting distributions, defined by equation 5.12. For clover petioles, this difference was
insignificant (p > 0.05).
Figure5.7presentsthedensityprofilesofentiregrassandcloverleaves,asobserved (shaded
area) and aspredicted by the basic model (singleline) and bythe extended model (bold line), and
Figure5.8 presentsthedensityprofiles ofgrassand cloverlamina (notedifferent scalesofy-axes for
each species). For both species, the lamina density and leaf density profiles as predicted by the
extended model did not differ significantly (p > 0.05) from the directly observed profiles. Instead,
thebasicmodel significantly (p <0.001) underestimated the areasofentire leavesand of lamina at
the higher sward layers, and overestimated these at the bottom of the sward, for both species.
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Table 5.1: Values of input variables of t h e basic and t h e extended model, based on the

petiole
ratio
fitting
5.12).

Indirect

observations.
value in distribution used by the models
grass leaves
variable

grass

clover

sheaths

clover lamina

petioles

used in

A (cm)

14.7

4.9

7.18

-

basic model

/y(cm)

14.4

4.9

6.1

-

extended model

a (cm)

6.7

1.7

5.1

-

extended model

m(-)

0.91

0.86

0.94

-

extended model

s(-)

0.26

0.20

0.35

-

extended model

L t0 ,(m 2 nr 2 )

2.64

1.78

0.73

1.36

both models
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5.6 Discussion

5.6.1 Accuracy ofthebasicandtheextended model
The vertical leaf and lamina distributions ofboth perennial ryegrassandwhite clover were
accurately simulated bytheextended model. Incontrast, thepredictions ofthebasic model were
largely inadequate. This difference in predictive capacities justifies the larger complexity ofthe
extended model. Asthe basic model assumes that allleaves have equal lengths, itpredictsthe
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absenceofany leafmaterial ataheightgreaterthan theaverageleaflength.Usingthedouble values
of the average leaf length and sheath length for the basic model's input variables Aleaf and 2sheath,
respectively, improved the predictions of the basic model (not shown). However, changing these
values did not change the shape of the predicted profiles, which clearly differs from the shapes of
the observed profiles.
The extended model has shown a degree of robustness towards itsinitial assumptions: the
profilespredictedbytheextended modelaccurately matchedthoseobserved, inspiteofthefact that
the observed leaf and sheath lengths, and the observed top heights of each leaf and sheath length
class were in fact not normally distributed, as assumed by the model. The validity of the third
assumption of the extended model, i.e.the assumption of stiff and linear leaves (Figure 5.1a), was
not tested directly. Infact leavesmay onlybe assumed tobe linearwhen leavesare small, as large
leavestendto "bend over" undertheirownweight (DeWit,1965).Moreover,thespatial orientation
ofthesheath material and ofthelamina material withinindividual grassleavesmaynotbe identical
(Gibson eta/., 1992), aswas assumed in Figure 5.1a. Ina further extension of the model, which is
notpresented here, leavesweredescribed as arcsof avirtual circle.However, thesmall increase in
accuracy which resulted from this extension did notjustify the complex mathematics which were
required.

5.6.2 Flexibilityof the extended model
In the current experiment, both modelswere tested in a sward subjected to cutting regime.
However, it was claimed above that there is a need for a model which is capable of accurately
predicting the vertical structure of swards under a range of management systems. Therefore the
flexibility of the extended model was explored by simulatingsward profiles observedby Parsons et
al.(1988).Usingan inclinedpointquadrat, theypresented thelaminadensityprofilesofa perennial
ryegrass sward atfour stages during the summer: a) during continuous grazing at a grazing height
of 5 cm, b) 14days after release from continuous grazing, c) 14days after a subsequent silage cut,
and d) as the regrowing sward reached a ceiling yield. As these data only revealed the lamina
density per cm height and the total lamina area m"2,the remaining inputvariables of the extended
model were either estimated or optimised, disqualifying thisanalysisfrom quantitative testing. The
only aim is to demonstrate the flexibility of the extended model in simulating a wide range of
qualitatively differing swards, and to show that the qualitative assumptions required to accurate
simulation, as presented inTable 5.2, are realistic and predictable.

Average leaf and sheath lengths
Under continuous grazing at a sward height of 5 cm, most leaves were expected to be
smaller than 5 cm.Therefore the average leaf length y,was estimated at2.5 cm,which isthe mean
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Table 5.2: Assumed values of input variables of the extended model, required to simulate the sward
structures observed by Parsons et a\.(1966).
assume d values
continuousgrazing
leaves

sheaths

released
leaves

regrowth

sheath

variable

leaves

ceilingyield

sheaths

leaves

sheaths

s

Mem)

2.5

1.7

6.0

3.0

12.0

4.2

24.0

8.3

a (cm)

2.5

1.7

3.0

1.5

4.8

1.7

4.8

1.7

m(cmheight

NA

NA

0.75

NA

0.75

1.0

0.5

1.0

0.25

0.75

0.125

0.375

1

enr length)
s(cm height

«.

0.5

1

cm" length)
(sheath/ leaf

(0.67)

(0.5)

(0.35)

(0.35)

lengthratio)

value of the largest leaves (5cm) and new leaves (0cm).Fourteen days after release from grazing,
leaves were expected to have increased in length, and the average leaf length was optimised at 6
cm.Asthesheath weightratioofungrazed, growingleavesisgenerally 0.35 (Parsonseta/., 1991a),
yetthe old leaves had been delaminated, the average sheath length wasset athalf the average leaf
length (3cm). Fourteen days after a subsequent silage cut, the average leaf length was optimised
at 12cm, which corresponds wellwith the average leaf length found inthe current experiment, 21
days after cutting.The sheath weight ratiowas now assumed to equal 0.35, leading to an average
sheath length of 4.2 cm. Reaching a ceiling yield, both leaf and sheath lengths were assumed to
have doubled to 24 cm and 8.3 cm, respectively. This average leaf length agrees with the
assumption that in thisgrowth stage, each ryegrasstillerwould carrythree leaveswith a maximum
leaf length of30 cm (Sibma&Ennik, 1988;Van Loo, 1993), and onegrowing leaf witha lengthof
half this value.

Standard deviations of leaf and sheath lengths
Due to continuous defoliation, the standard deviation of leaf and sheath lengths a was
expected tobe large under continuous grazing, and wassetequal tothe leaf and sheath lengths, at
2.5 and 1.7 cm, respectively. It was assumed that after release from grazing, the absence of
defoliation reduced thisvariation of lengths, and the standard deviation of leaf and sheath lengths
wasset at half the average leaf and sheath lengths, as3 and 1.5 cm, respectively. Regrowing from
a silage cut, when defoliated leaves had been removed, the standard deviations were expected to
have been reduced relatively, to 40% of the average leaf and sheath lengths, at 4.8 and 1.7,
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Figure 5.9a: Observed (squares) and
predicted (line) lamina density profiles ofa
sward continuously grazed by sheep at 5
cm.

Figure 5.9b: Observed (squares) and
predicted (line) lamina density profiles of
the same sward,14days after the end of
grazing.
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predicted (line) lamina density profiles of
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Figure 5.9d: Observed (squares) and
predicted (line) lamina density profiles as
the samesward reachesa ceilingyield.

respectively, which closely matches the values observed in the current experiment. Finally, as the
sward reached a ceiling yield and each tillermay be assumed to carry three fully expanded leaves
and onegrowingleafofhalfthemaximum length,thestandarddeviationsofleaf andsheath lengths
will have approached values approximately 20% of the lengths, resulting again in4.8 and 1.7 cm.

Relative leaf and sheath top heights and standard deviations
Defoliation and treading by the animals was expected to have randomised the orientation
of both leaves and sheaths undergrazing, leading to uniform leaf top height and sheath top height
distributions for each leaf and sheath length class.These uniform distributions can be simulated by
setting the standard deviations of the relative leaf and sheath top heights in equation 5.12 to
infinitive values (s.

leaf

°sheoth

= °°),and the mean relative leaf and sheath top heights to any value

between 0and 1(m,M/= rnsheath=N.A.).Fourteen daysafter releasefrom grazing,entireleaveswere
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expected to have a rather erect orientation (see also De Wit, 1965) The relative leaf top height m
was set at 0.75, with a large standard deviation s, which was optimised at 0.5. The stiffer sheaths
wereexpected tohave responded moreslowlytotheabsenceofgrazing,and stilltoshow a random
orientation. Fourteen days after the subsequent silage cut leaves were assumed to show the same
average orientation, yet thistimewith a smallerstandard deviation (0.25), as allgrazed leaves had
been removed. Sheathswereexpected toshow amore uprightorientation,withan average relative
sheath top height of 1. However, a considerable standard deviation of 0.75 was expected, due to
theafter-effects oftreading.Asthe sward reached a ceilingyield, lodgingwasexpected tohave lead
toa more horizontal orientation of leaves (seealsoDeWit, 1965),withan average relativeleaf top
height of 0.5. As this lodging would move leaf tops closer together, the standard deviation was
halved to 0.125. The average relative sheath top height remained unchanged at 1. However, the
standard deviation was halved to 0.375, as the after-effects of treading were expected to have
weakened.

Figures5.9a -5.9d presenttheprofiles observed by Parsons etal.(1988) (squares),and the
profiles predicted by the extended model, based on the assumptions above. Apart from the close
match between the observed and predicted profiles, theflexibility ofthe extended model isstriking,
as it is capable of simulating profiles with a wide range of shapes, caused by a wide range of
grassland managements.

5.6.3 Applications
The flexibility and the accuracy of the extended model makes it a good candidate to be
incorporated into existing grassland simulation models (e.g. Thornley, 1998), as a dynamic
submodel. Replacing the static uniform, log-normal ortriangularprofiles which have been used to
date, the extended model can aid the dynamic simulation of C0 2 assimilation and grazing patterns
of swards of which the vertical structure changes over time, e.g. of swards under an alternating
cutting and grazing regime.
Mostof itsinputvariables, i.e.thetotalgrassleaf,laminaand sheath area and cloverpetiole,
lamina, and leaf area, as well as the lengths of these components, can already be computed by
existing models (e.g. Parsons et al., 1991b; Van Loo, 1993;Thornley, 1998). Nevertheless, some
of itsrequired variables have notyetbeen produced by simulation to date.More and experimental
research isrequired to reveal the relationship between the standard deviations of leaf and sheath
lengths, and the spatial orientation of leaves on the one hand, and the grassland management
practice on the other.
Some of these relationships were described by De Wit (1965), who found a largely erect
orientation of leaves after a silage cut, and progressively more horizontal orientations during the
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regrowth periods. Gibson eta\.(1992) studied shoot and lamina anglesofLoliuw multifhrum and
Paspalum dilatatum plants growing invarious densities, inabsence of grazing orcutting.They also
found thatshoot anglesofbothspeciesdecreased withtime,which effect wasprogressively reduced
withincreasingplantdensities.Incontrast, laminaanglesremained constantovertimeand between
plant densities. Casey eta\.(1999) studied the effect of the sheath tube length on the location and
the depth of the elongation zone of perennial ryegrass leaves, which determined the leaf
development. Their approach could serve as a starting point for the dynamic simulation of the
mechanisms defining plant morphology.

Finally, application of the extended model to simulate the vertical profiles of grassland
speciesotherthanperennial ryegrassandwhiteclover, iseasilyenvisaged.Infactperennial ryegrass
could already be substituted byanygrassspecies,inwhichvegetativetillerelongation isabsent.Yet
eventually even elongated tillers,both generative and vegetative, could be incorporated as a third
plant component with a largely erect orientation.
Considering its accurate simulation of mixed vegetative sward, combined with the
possibilities for further extensions, the extended model could not only be incorporated in existing
grasslandsimulationmodels,butalsoservethedevelopmentofspatiallyexplicitcompetitionmodels.
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Appendix Chapter 5
Input, internal,and output variablesusedinthe basic andextendedmodel
Input

/l
Aeaf
'leaf .i A
sheath

mean grass leaf, sheath and clover

> nTrpet

variables

petiole length (basic model only)

totalgrass leaf, sheath,and clover
"Trpet

giTP

petiole, lamina weight

tot i "'Tr lamtot

totalgrass leaf, sheath,and clover
petiole, clover lamina area

'-Tr pet
pettot
tot•' '-Tr lamtot

/ W • /'see.!*.Vrrpet

m(

&n grass leaf, sheath,and clover
petiole length (extended model only)

°/eaf i °'sheath • °Trpet

standard deviation ofthegrass leaf,
sheath, andclover petiole length
(extended model only)

m

ieaf• msheath. mTrpet

meangrass leaf, sheath,andclover
petiole top height, expressed as fraction
of leaf, sheath, petiole length (extended
modelonly)

s

leaf • ssheath < STrpet

standard deviation ofthegrass leaf,
sheath, andclover petioletop height,
expressed asfraction of leaf, sheath,
petiole length (extended model only)

Internal

measuring height, i.e. height underwhich

variables

theweights andareas are calculated

height of leaf, sheath,petiole top

fraction ofan individual leaf, sheath,
petiole, located underthe measuring
heighth
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m

fraction ofall leaves, sheaths, petioles of

F(h)

a specific class, located under the
measuring height h(extended model only)

fraction ofall leaves,sheaths, petioles of

V(h)

allclasses,that islocated under the
measuring heighth.

<PMteaf), <P(Kheato),

frequency density distribution of leaf,
sheath, petiole lengths (extended model
only)

C(Aeaf),

C(Asheath),

relative contribution ofeach leaf, sheath,
petiole length classtotheweight or area

C^Trpet)

ofthetotalcrop (extended model only)

vertical probability density distribution of

P(x)

number m"2 m~1

leaf, sheath,petioletops.

Output

W f e a M . 2 , Wshealh1-2

Grass leaf, sheath, laminaweight and

variables

Wlan,1-2. WTrpel1_2

clover petiole, lamina and leaf weight in

^Tr lam 1-2 • WTrleat

the sward layer between heights hi and

gn r

h2

Grass leaf, sheath,lamina area and
clover petiole, lamina and leafweight in
'-Trk

sward layer between heights hi andh2
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Chapter 6: Quantification of the lateral spatial heterogeneity
of mixed pastures, using Dry Weight Rank data
R.P.O. Schulte1'2 and J.H. Neuteboom2
'Teagasc, Johnstown CastleResearch Centre, Wexford, Ireland
department ofPlantSciences, Wageningen University, Wageningen, The Netherlands

Abstract
1)

Mixturesofgrasses and white clovermay showfluctuatingyieldsbetween years,caused by
the delayed nitrogen transfer from white clover to the grass. As a result, phases of clover
dominance and grass dominance alternate within patches of mixed grasslands. A stable
production at field level may be achieved when individual patches fluctuate out of phase,
compensating for each other's productivity. These compensating effects require a lateral
heterogeneity of the sward.

2)

In this chapter, a methodology is presented, based on the Dry Weight Rank method for
botanical analysisofgrasslands,which quantifies thelateral heterogeneity ofmixed swards.
Using this methodology, the impact of grassland management strategies on the
heterogeneity of swards under sheep grazing isstudied.

3)

The heterogeneity ofthetotal herbage massand theheterogeneity ofthewhiteclover mass
were affected in a dissimilar manner by the grassland management strategies. The
heterogeneity of the total herbage mass was found to be highest after cutting, and under
lenient grazing. Strip-grazing led to a homogeneous total herbage mass instead. The
heterogeneity of the herbage mass of white clover showed the opposite response to
management, as itwas maximal under strip-grazing. The heterogeneities of the herbage
masses ofperennial ryegrass,creepingbentgrassand rough-stalked meadowgrass were not
related to management parameters.

4)

Itisargued that the productivity and stability of mixed grasslands can only be understood
by studying these at patch level. The methodology presented successfully quantified
differences between individual patches. It is suggested that the impact of the grassland
management onthespatial heterogeneity couldbeanalysed evenmore conclusively by the
use of quadrats with fixed locations.
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6.1 Introduction

Recent years have seen a renewed interest in the use of white clover (Trijolium repens) in
pastures, asa sustainable alternativetofertiliser nitrogen (Parsonsetal.,1991a,b; Laws&Newton,
1992; Schwinning & Parsons, 1996a). However, mixed pastures have frequently been associated
with an unstable and hence unreliable herbage production (Curll et al, 1985; Evans et al, 1990;
Orr et al, 1990; Laws &Newton, 1992;Schwinning & Parsons, 1996a,b; Fothergill et al.,2000).
Poor clover performances have been related to inter alia the increased competitiveness of grasses
under a nitrogen fertiliser regime (e.g.Curll, 1982;Curlletal, 1985a,b;Silvertown &Dodd, 1994;
Schwinning & Parsons, 1996a,b; Nassiri, 1998).
However, Thornley et al.(1995) and Schwinning &Parsons (1996a) showed that even in
the absence offertiliser nitrogen, mixturesofperennial ryegrass (LoUumperenne) and white clover
may be intrinsically unstable, as had already been tentatively suggested by Parsons et al.(1991b).
They related this intrinsic instability to the delayed nitrogen transfer from clover to ryegrass, which
caused an oscillating herbage production of both clover and ryegrass between years (see also
Chapter 2).Moreover, Thornley's (1998) simulation model of a grass monoculture also produced
biannual yield oscillations, which were related to interactions between plants and the soil water
status.

However, Schwinning & Parsons (1996b) argued that it depends on the spatial
heterogeneity of mixed grasslands, whether these oscillations at apatch scale are also expressed at
afield scale.Usingaspatially explicitsimulation model ofamixtureofperennial ryegrass and white
clover, they found that under grazing, theoscillationsof individual patcheswere set "outof phase"
by localtissueremoval, and byurineand dungdepositions (seealsoChapter 2).Therefore, grazing
increased thespatial heterogeneity ofthemixture.Individual patcheswerefound tocompensate for
each other, leading to a stable herbage production between years atfield scale.InChapter 2 itwas
suggested that the cutting of herbage would instead lead to spatially homogeneous grasslands, as
thiscould synchronise the production oscillations of individual patches.Asthe yields of all patches
would oscillate "inphase" under a cuttingregime,fluctuations atpatch scalewould besustained at
field scale.Thesepredictionswere confirmed inChapter 4, inwhich a highproduction stability was
found ofexperimentalpastureswhichweregrazedbycattle,and alowproduction stabilityofswards
under a continuous cutting regime, for allfertiliser regimes.

Although the urine and manure depositions under grazing lead to spatial heterogeneity, it
isconceivablethatthisheterogeneityissimultaneouslycounteracted incaseanimalsgrazeselectively
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betweenpatches.Especiallysheephaveastrongpreference forclover,anddecliningclovercontents
have frequently been related to the ability of these animals toselect forplant species (e.g.Milne et
al., 1982;Grantetal.,1985;Binnie&Chestnutt, 1994).The impactofthegrazingmanagement on
selectivegrazingand hence on the heterogeneity ofpastures isuncertain. InChapter, 2 itwas noted
that strip-grazing may lead to a uniform tissue removal among neighbouring patches.On the other
hand, however, longgrazingperiods mayleadtoa continuousand uniform removal oftissueof the
preferred species acrossthe field (see alsoLaws&Newton, 1992).The relationsbetween selective
grazing, clover performance, and lateral heterogeneity were further explored by Parsons et al.
(1994), alsousinga spatialsimulation model.Theypredicted thattheselectivity of animals may be
reduced to a level of indifference when thefractional cover ofthe preferred species declinesto low
values, i.e. when the "searching time" for the preferred species limitsthe total daily intake rate.

Consequently, the production stability of mixed grasslands depends on their spatial
heterogeneity.Thisspatial heterogeneitymaybereducedbyherbagecutting,and maybe increased
by faeces and urine deposition under grazing. Atthe same time, this heterogeneity under grazing
maybecounteracted bytheeffects ofselectivegrazingbetween patchesandbetween speciesby the
animals.

In this chapter an attempt is made to identify and quantify the impact of the grassland
management on the degree of spatial heterogeneity inmixed grasslands.Such an analysis requires
an adequate quantification of the spatial heterogeneity. Neuteboom etal.(1992) used point-plant
distances to characterise the lateral distribution of grassland plants. They compared observed
distributions of point-plant distances with distribution which would theoretically arise under a
random (Poisson) and aggregated (negative binomial) distribution of plants. However, it arguably
isthespatial heterogeneity oftheherbage massratherthan the heterogeneity ofplant numbers that
determineboththedegreeofselectivegrazing(e.g.Parsonsetal.,1994)andthemutual competition
between plant species (e.g. Lantinga et a/., 1999; see also Chapter 5). For instance, a random
distribution of plants across a field may result in a heterogeneous herbage mass, when individual
plants differ in size, or in mixtures of species of different productivity.

Therefore, in this chapter a methodology ispresented for the quantification of the spatial
heterogeneity oftheherbagemassesofplantspeciesinmixtures.Usingthismethodology, the effects
of the grassland management on the spatial heterogeneity are studied.
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6.2 Materials and Methods
6.2.1 Experimental lay-out
The case study inthischapter involves a field experiment at the experimental organic farm
of Johnstown Castle Research Centre, in the South-East of Ireland. In spring 2000, 18 paddocks
were laid out on a field which had been reseeded with perennial ryegrass (Lo/ium pererme) and
white clover (Trifolium repens) in 1996. During the four years since reseeding, the entire site had
been invaded by creeping bentgrass (Agrostisstohnifera), and by some minor weed species, of
which rough-stalked meadowgrass (Poatrivialis) was most prominent.
Thepaddocksweredivided into2replicationsconsistingof9paddockseach,which differed
insizefrom 0.014 to 0.133 ha. In early April 2000, the herbage of allpaddocks was removed, and
from 3 rdMay,both replicationswererotationallygrazedbytwoflocksofsevendryewes (Suffolk and
Texel). Each paddock was grazed until a residual sward height of 5 cm was reached. The average
timerequiredtoreachthisresidualswardheightrangedfrom 1dayonthesmallestpaddocks ("stripgrazing") to approximately 8 days on the largest paddocks ("lenient grazing"). On average,
paddocks were grazed with intervals of approximately 30 days. During the month of June, each
paddock wastopped at 5 cm, immediately after grazing, inordertoremove generative grasstillers.
The effects of strip-grazing vs.lenient grazing on the agronomic performance of the grassclover swards are beyond the scope of the present study and will be reported on in a future
publication (DeWolf &Schulte, in prep.).

6.2.2 Observation methodology
The day before each grazing, the botanical composition of each paddock was monitored
using the Dry Weight Rank method for botanical composition (DWR) ('t Mannetje & Haydock,
1963),withyieldcorrection (Jones&Hargreaves, 1979;Neuteboom etal.,1998).Thismethod was
developed for a rapid analysis of the botanical composition in heterogeneous swards. A small
sampling quadrat (3 dm2) was placed on 40 locations in the sward. In each quadrat, a visual
estimation was made which of the species took first, second and third rank, based on their
contribution tothetotal herbagedrymatterwithin thequadrat. Thespecieswhichwereranked first,
second or third, were allocated with fractions of 0.702, 0.211, and 0.087 respectively, of the total
herbage mass within the quadrat. Finally, for each species the average of these fractional masses,
relativetothe average ofthetotalmassofallquadrats, represented itsestimated contribution to the
total dry matter herbage mass in the paddock.
The total herbage mass within each quadrat was calculated from the height of the herbage
within the quadrat, whichwasmeasured usingaplatemeterwith aplateof430 g,and 10dm2. The
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correlation between theherbage heightand thedrymatterherbagemasswasderived by measuring
the heights of a total of 69 strips of 0.47 m2, distributed over allpaddocks, atvarious dates. These
strips were consequently cut at a mowing height of c.4.5 cm. The herbage removed was dried
overnightina 100°Coven, andweighed.Linearregressionshowed astrongcorrelation (R2 = 0.89,
p < 0.001) between the herbage height and the herbage dry matter weight.

In fact the DWR assumes that within each quadrat, on average the dominant species
accounts for 70.2% of the local total herbage mass, the sub-dominant species for 21.1%, and the
thirdspeciesfor8.7%.Forthecalculationofthebotanicalcomposition,theinaccuraciesarising from
these crude assumptions per quadrat are compensated for by the large number of observations
whichcanbemadewithinabrief timeperiod,which ensuresthatthespatialheterogeneity ofswards
istakenintoaccount. Henceparticularly inheterogeneousswards, inwhichspeciesgrowinpatches,
the DWR can prove more valuable than the cutting and hand-separating of a small number of
samples ('t Mannetje & Haydock, 1963;Neuteboom eta/., 1998).

6.2.3 Dataanalysis
Spatial heterogeneity of the total herbage mass
The current case-study uses the DWR data of nine paddocks which had been grazed four
times, i.e. inMay, June, July and August, and the data of the nine remaining paddocks which had
been grazed three times atthe time of writing, i.e. inMay,June, and July.

For each of the 40 quadrats within each paddock during each measurement, the local
herbage masswas calculated as:herbage mass (gm'2 ) = 29.9 x height (cm) - 134.6 .The spatial
heterogeneity ofthe herbage mass, r]totwasconsequently quantified asthestandard deviation of the
local herbage mass, sto( (g m"2), relative to the mean herbage mass of the paddock, m^, (g m'2)
(equation 6.1):
s
tot
tot

r}tothasnodimensionsand ishence independent oftheunitsinwhichtheherbage massisexpressed
(e.g. g m"2or kg h a ' ).More important, assuming a linear relationship between the herbage mass
and itsstandard deviation (i.e.inabsenceofinteractions), r\totisindependent oftheaverage herbage
massonthepaddockatthetimeofobservations.Thisindependence consequently alloweda mutual
comparison of the heterogeneity of paddocks with different herbage masses at the time of
measuring.
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Spatial heterogeneity of the herbage mass of individual species
Itwas assumed that within each quadrat, the species ranked first, second, and third, each
accounted for exactly 70.2%, 21.1%, and 8.7% of the local herbage mass, respectively. The real
fractions theyaccountedforareunknown,andmaydiffer from theseaveragefractions. Neuteboom
et at. (1998) studied the accuracy of the DWR and itsassumptions by means of simulation. They
indicated thatwithin individual quadrats,thespeciesranked first, second and third mayaccount for
herbage fractions which are different from the average fractions of 0.702, 0.211 and 0.087.
However, theyshowedthatthelargestdiscrepanciesappeared inhomogeneousswards,when large
quadrats (8.7dm2) were used. When usingsmaller quadrats in heterogeneous swards instead, the
fractional contributions of the species ranked first, second and third, were close to the average
fractions of0.702, 0.211 and 0.087, although somedeviationswerestillobserved, inparticular for
the dominant species.However, the large number of observations per paddock (40 quadrats x 3
ranks) in the present study may be expected to result in equal probabilities of overestimations and
underestimations. Noteworthily, other valuesfor the fractions accounted for by the species ranked
first, second, and third, have also been reported (e.g.Jones &Hargreaves, 1979).

The heterogeneity of the estimated herbage mass of each individual species, rjt, was calculated
similarly to the heterogeneity of the total herbage mass (equation 6.2):
5.

r\ = —

Eq. 6.2

in which the suffix i is replaced by Lp, Tr,As, or Pt, to indicate perennial ryegrass, white clover,
creeping bentgrass, and rough-stalked meadowgrass, respectively. Here, s, and m, indicate the
standard deviation and the average herbage mass of species i, in quadrats in which itwas present.
Thismeansthat"zero-observations", i.e.quadratsinwhichspecies/wasabsent,wereexcluded from
thecalculationof tjrThisensuresthat rjtisdoesnotdepend onthepresencefrequency ofthespecies
in each individual paddock. Similar to TJM , the heterogeneity of individual species is also
independent oftheunitsinwhich theherbage massisexpressed, aswellas independent ofthetotal
herbage yield of the paddock.

The heterogeneity of herbage mass of each species was only calculated for paddocks in
which the species was observed in at least 10 quadrats.
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Figure 6.1:Theeffects of paddock sizeandtime on Figure6.2:Theeffects ofthe ryegrasscontent in
the spatial heterogeneity of the total herbage the swards and of management on the spatial
mass. Results of 17assessments in each of the heterogeneity of the ryegrass herbage mass.
months of May, June and July, and 9 paddocks in Results of 34 assessments after cutting or
August.
topping,and2 6 after grazing.

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Heterogeneity of the totalherbage mass
Multiple linear regression was used to explain the heterogeneity of the total herbage mass
bythepaddock sizeandbythenumberofmonthselapsedsincethestartoftheexperiment, i.e. from
zero inMay up tothree inAugust. On allplots,the spatial heterogeneity of the total herbage mass
was significantly reduced over time (p < 0.001). Figure 6.1 shows that the reduction of the
heterogeneity was additionally inversely related to the paddock size (p < 0.025). Therefore stripgrazing (small paddocks) led to a progressively more homogeneous herbage mass than lenient
grazing.

6.3.2 Heterogeneity of the herbage masses of individual species
Perennial ryegrass
No correlation was observed between the heterogeneity of the herbage mass of perennial
ryegrassandeitherthepaddocksizeortime.However, asignificant negativecorrelation (p < 0.025)
was found between t]Lp and the content of perennial ryegrass in the sward of each paddock. This
impliesthat the heterogeneity ofperennial ryegrasswaslower inabsence of interactions with other
species. Figure 6.2 shows that this negative relation was most prominent when measured after
grazing (i.e. in June and August), whereas this relationship was absent when measured after a
cutting ortopping event (i.e.inMay and July).Forthecombined observationsofJune and August,
the correlation between rjL and the ryegrass content was most significant (p < 0.001). For these
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months, neither rjLpnortheryegrasscontentwerecorrelatedtoeitherthepaddock sizeorthe month
of observation. Therefore the dependence observed here, of r/Lpon the ryegrass content, isnot the
resultof indirect relations. Linearextrapolation of rjLprevealed a heterogeneity as low as0.22 for a
grazed ryegrassmonoculture (Lpcontent = 100%)after grazing.Thisimpliesthatthe herbage mass
of ryegrass monocultures would be more homogeneous than the herbage mass of the mixtures
observed above.

White clover
Multipleregressionrevealed nosignificantcorrelationbetween theheterogeneity ofthewhite
clover mass and the month of observation. However, the rjTr was significantly higher (p < 0.001)
whenobserved aftergrazing(June,August)thanaftercuttingortopping (May,July).Moreover, after
grazing T]Tr did depend significantly (p < 0.025) on the paddock size. Figure 6.3 shows that after
grazing, a larger heterogeneity of the clover herbage masswas observed under strip-grazing (small
paddocks) than under lenientgrazing (largepaddocks).Observationsmade after cutting or topping
did not show this relationship.
Before the commencement ofgrazinginMay,thepresence frequency ofwhite clover,PFTr,
i.e. the fractional number of quadrats in which clover waspresent, was not related to the paddock
size. Contrastingly, PFTrwas strongly related (p < 0.001) to the paddock size, after the start of
grazing (i.e. all data excluding May). Additionally, the interaction between paddock size and the
month wasalsofound to have a significant effect (p < 0.01) onPFTr.Thismeansthat strip-grazing
led to an increasing presence frequency of white clover, whereas this frequency declined under
lenient grazing. However, this effect was progressively reduced during July and August. This is
illustrated in Figure 6.4.
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Creeping bentgrass
No correlations between the spatial
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Figure 6.5: The effects of the meadowgrass
content inthe swardsandofmanagementonthe
spatial heterogeneity of the meadowgrass
herbage mass. Results of 29 measurements
after cutting or topping,and24 after grazing in
paddocks inwhich PFn > 0.25.

Rough-stalked meadowgrass
Theheterogeneity oftheherbagemassof
rough-stalked meadowgrass did not depend on
the paddock size, neitherfor observations made

after grazing, nor after cutting or topping. However, after grazing r)ptwassignificantly related (p <
0.01) to the meadowgrass content of the sward (Figure 6.5). Similar to perennial ryegrass, r)Pl nor
the meadowgrass content of the sward were related to either the paddock size or the month of
observation. Therefore the relation between rjPtand the meadowgrass content was not an indirect
relationship.Surprisingly, r)pt,washigherforswardscontainingalargerproportionof meadowgrass.
Thismeansthatthe heterogeneity ofmeadowgrasswasreduced byinteractionswiththeother plant
species. Extrapolation of r/p, to a monoculture of rough-stalked meadowgrass was not performed,
however, as the meadowgrass content inthe sward never exceeded 15%.

6.4 Discussion
The various aspects of grassland management which were imposed on the paddocks, led
to a wide range of spatial responses of the plant species in the sward. The responses of individual
plant species, inparticularly that of white clover, differed both quantitatively and qualitatively from
the response of the total herbage mass.
The heterogeneity of the total herbage mass declined during the experiment (Figure 6.1).
Infact thisheterogeneity washighestwhen measured after a cuttingevent (May), and progressively
lowerafter each grazing, inspiteoftheurineand manure depositions,whichwereexpected to have
increased the heterogeneity.
Additionally, strip-grazing led to a stronger decrease of spatial heterogeneity than lenient
grazing (Figure 6.1), even though the density of urine patches (patches m"2 )was identical on all
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paddocks.Thestronger increase understrip-grazing isinlinewiththenotion inChapter 2thatstripgrazing would synchronise the developmental phases of all patches in a paddock. Under stripgrazing, all plants on all patches were reduced to their stubble layer within one day, after which
regrowth could recommence. Contrastingly, under lenient grazing periods of defoliation and
regrowth alternated on individual patches for at least 8 days. By the end of the grazing period,
patches may have differed intheirdevelopmental stages as a result.

The heterogeneity of the white clover herbage mass showed the opposite response to
management. Anincreasewasobserved after grazing,exceptwhenpaddocksweretopped after the
second grazing (July) (Figure 6.3). Itisconceivable that the manure and urine depositions had a
stronger effect on the cloverperformance, than on the total herbage mass.The sensitivity of clover
tourineandmanureagreeswiththedecliningcloverperformance undernitrogenapplications,when
in competition with grasses (Curll, 1982; Curll et a/., 1985a,b; Silvertown & Dodd, 1994;
Schwinning & Parsons, 1996a,b; Nassiri, 1998).The lowersensitivity ofthe total herbage mass to
urine and manure can then be understood by considering the niche-differentiation of grasses and
white clover in response to the soil nitrogen status. The performance of perennial ryegrass is
generally enhanced on urine patches, whilst white clover prefers patches depleted of nitrogen
(Schwinning & Parsons, 1996a,b; Chapter 2; see also Silvertown, 1980).Therefore ryegrass and
clover may have compensated for each other on different patches, thereby eliminating the effects
of urine and manure depositions on the spatial heterogeneity of the total herbage mass.
The spatial heterogeneity of the white clover mass increased strongest on the smallest
paddocks,whereasno increasewasobserved underlenientgrazing (Figure6.3).This isinlinewith
the hypothesisofChapter2,whichstated thatunderstrip-grazing,theanimalscan onlyexploittheir
preference for clover for a very short period, after which only grasses remained on offer. Under
lenient grazing, the longer residence time of animals in a paddock allows the animals to select for
regrowing clover tissue, leading to a uniform clover depletion across the field (Chapter 2; DeWolf
& Schulte, inprep.; see also Laws &Newton, 1992).
This uniform depletion was confirmed by the lowerpresence frequency of white clover on
the largerpaddocks (Figure 6.4). However, the effects of thisdepletion were reduced over time.In
August, the clover presence frequency was only slightly lower on the largerpaddocks than on the
smaller ones. This could either result from the seasonal growth pattern of white clover (Frame,
1990), or from the plasticity of white clover with respect to its leaf size. During the experiment,
progressively smaller clover leaves were visually observed under lenient grazing. This "escape
mechanism" from grazing (Noy-Meir, 1975; Chapter 2) may progressively have counteracted the
effects of the strong selective grazing under lenient grazing.
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The spatial heterogeneity of either of the other individual plant species, i.e. perennial
ryegrass, creeping bentgrass,and rough-stalked meadowgrass,wasnotrelated toany management
aspects, or to time. However, the heterogeneity of perennial ryegrass was negatively related to its
content inthesward, especially undergrazing (Figure6.2).Conversely, the heterogeneity of roughstalked bentgrass was positively correlated to itscontent inthe sward under grazing (Figure 6.5).

In summary, the heterogeneity of the total herbage mass was maximal under cutting and
underlenientgrazing,whereastheheterogeneityofthecloverherbagemasswashighestunderstripgrazing. More experimental data, measured during several grazing seasons, are required to reveal
the cause of this discrepancy more conclusively. In the current experiment, the locations of the
quadrats were randomly chosen during each assessment. The response of plants species to
management parameters could be determined more accurately by using fixed quadrats, instead.
Additionally, itshould be kept in mind, that the observed responses of the heterogeneities
tothe management may belimitedtothecurrent experiment. Different responsesmaybe expected
inadifferent ecosystem orinadifferent environment. Forinstance,grazingcharacteristicsdissimilar
tothose ofthe dry ewes used inthe current experiment, have been observed withcattle (e.g.Milne
et a/., 1982), and even with lactating ewes (e.g. Penning et a/., 1995). Also, diverging plant
responsestothe nitrogen inurineand different degreesof niche-differentiation between plants may
beexpectedinmixturesofothergrasslandspecies,aswellasunderothersoilconditions (Silvertown,
1980, see also Chapters 2 and 4).

The conflicting effects of the grassland management on the heterogeneity of the total
herbage mass on the one hand, and the heterogeneity of the herbage mass of white clover on the
other, raisesthe question which management strategy would lead to a maximum stability of grassclover mixtures at field scale.Schwinning &Parsons (1996a,b) related the fluctuating production
of patches in absence of fertiliser nitrogen to the delayed nitrogen transfer from clover to grasses.
They predicted that this delay would lead to alternating periods of grass dominance and clover
dominance in each patch (see also Chapter 2). Indeed, in Chapter 4, large yield oscillations of
experimentalplotswerefoundunderacuttingregimeinabsenceofnitrogenfertiliser. Consequently,
patchesmaycompensateforeachotherwhentheydiffer inclovercontent,whichcouldbe achieved
by subjecting the pasture to strip-grazing.

InChapter 2 itwasargued thattheeffects ofthemanagement on theproduction stabilityof
mixed grasslands ismediated at least partly by the lateral heterogeneity of the latter. In thislightit
issurprising how the lateral spatial dimensions are commonly ignored in grassland studies, both
experimental and theoretical,withonlyfew exceptions (e.g.Chapman, 1983;Parsonseta/., 1994;
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Schwinning & Parsons, 1996b; Brereton & McGilloway, 1999). In most studies, paddocks are
consideredasoneuniform and "average"patch, instead.Themethodologypresented inthischapter
was successfully applied to field data, in order to quantify the lateral heterogeneity of mixed
grassland, and its dependence on the grassland management. Using this methodology, the
heterogeneity of the total herbage massand the heterogeneity ofthe clovermasswerefound to be
affected rapidly and significantly by the managements imposed.
However, therestrictionsofthismethodology shouldbeappreciated.Firstly,itwas assumed
that the species ranked first, second and third in each quadrat, alwaysaccounted for 70.2%,20.1,
and8.7% ofthedrymatterweightwithinthequadrat.Theinaccuraciesarisingfrom thisassumption
may lead to a systematic increase of rjvi.e. of the standard deviation of the herbage mass of each
species.Secondly, usingtheDryWeightRankmethod forbotanical assessment, onlythethree most
dominant species are scored within each quadrats. As a result, species are not being recorded in
quadrats inwhich they grow in very lowdensities. This failure to record low densities may lead to
a systematic decrease of ^ , instead.
Nevertheless, the methodology presented is of low complexity, and can be applied to
existing databases of Dry Weight Rank measurements. Therefore it could aid the analysis of the
relationsbetween grassland management strategieson theone hand, and thespatial heterogeneity
mixed pastures on the other. When grasslands are assessed during a large number of years, using
quadratswithfixed locations, itisconceivablethatthemethodology presented inthischapter could
eventually reveal the impact ofgrazingmanagement strategieson theproduction stabilityof mixed
grasslands.
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Chapter 7: Advanced analysis of Dry Weight Rank data
to discriminate direct and indirect interactions between
white clover and grasses in a multi-species pasture
under a range of management strategies.
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Abstract
1)

Interactions between white clover and perennial ryegrass have been well documented.
However, the interactionsbetween white cloverand weed speciesarelesswell understood.
Particularly the invasions of pastures by creeping bentgrass may compromise clover
performance.

2)

Strategies to prevent creeping bentgrass infestations require an understanding of its
interactionswithwhite clover, asthe exclusion of whitecloverfrom infested pastures could
betheresultofeitherdirectcompetition orniche-differentiation inresponseto management.

3)

A methodology is presented which enables the segregation of the effects of direct
competition and niche-differentiation, based onexistingDryWeightRankmeasurementsof
a number of experimental pastures, subjected to a range of management strategies.

4)

Only between the two management extremities, i.e. permanent silage cutting and lenient
grazing for longperiods, did niche-differentiation occurbetween whiteclover and creeping
bentgrass.White cloverperformance was enhanced under the cutting regime, whereas the
long grazing periods stimulated the growth of creeping bentgrass. No niche-differentiation
occurred in response to any other management regime.

5)

White cloverwas instead actively excluded from creeping-bentgrass dominated patches by
direct competition, whereas itshowed a high compatibility with perennial ryegrass.

6)

This direct interaction presents challenges to the prevention of creeping bentgrass by
management, ascreepingbentgrass and whiteclovershowed nearly identical requirements
interms of environment and grassland management. Asequence of silage cutsmay be the
only tool to reduce bentgrass infestations.
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7.1 Introduction
Whiteclover (Trifoliumrepens) playsan increasingly important role inmixed pastures as a
sustainable alternative to nitrogen fertiliser (Parsons et al, 1991a,b; Laws & Newton, 1992;
Schwinning &Parsons, 1996a).However, themaintenance of a high and stableclovercontent has
presented considerable challengestodate (Curlletal.,1985a,b;Evansetal, 1990;Orretal.,1990;
Laws & Newton, 1992; Schwinning & Parsons, 1996a,b; Fothergill et al, 2000). Poor clover
performances havefrequently been relatedtoincreased competitivenessofgrassesundera nitrogen
fertiliser regime (e.g. Curll, 1982; Curll et al, 1985a,b; Silvertown & Dodd, 1994; Schwinning &
Parsons, 1996a,b; Nassiri, 1998). Alternatively, in absence of nitrogen fertiliser, declining clover
contents have been attributed to selective grazing by animals (Curll et al, 1985a,b; Parsons et al.,
1991b; Evans et al, 1992; Parsons etal, 1994, Fothergill et al, 2000).
Mostofthesetheoreticalandexperimentalstudieshavefocussed ontheinteractionsbetween
white clover and perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne) only. The open and non-stoloniferous
morphology ofperennial ryegrass ensures a relatively high compatibility with white clover (Frame,
1990). In Ireland, where the current study wasconducted, mostseed mixtureswhich include white
cloverconsequently consistofvariousratiosandvarietiesofperennialryegrassandwhitecloveronly
(Culleton&McGilloway, 1994).However,reseededpasturesarecommonlyinvadedbyweedsover
time.Particularlytheextensivelymanagedpastures,onwhichartificial nitrogenand herbicide inputs
are limited, are confronted withweed grasses. Creeping bentgrass (Agrostisstolonifera) isthe most
widespread weed in Ireland. Itwill be shown that locally, this stoloniferous grass can form dense
patches, inwhich white clover is suppressed.

The prevention of thisdomination by creeping bentgrass requires an understanding of the
negative interactions between creeping bentgrass and white clover, as these interactions may be
either direct or indirect. Direct interactions entail the competition for light, space, and nutrients
between adjacent plants of both species. Alternatively, indirect interactions involve the nichedifferentiation between both species with respect to management, or soil and climatic conditions.
In case these indirect interactions prevail, white clover and creeping bentgrass would not grow
simultaneously in mixed swardsbecause each species requires a partially different environment to
grow (see also Silvertown, 1980).
Thisdistinction between indirectniche-differentiation and directcompetition has significant
consequencesforstrategiestopreventcreepingbentgrassinfestations: incasethetwospecieswould
be incompatible because they require partially different environments, creeping bentgrass would
mainlybean indicatorspecies,suggestingthattheenvironmentorthegrasslandmanagement isnot
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optimal for white clover growth. In that case it is conceivable that a change of grassland
management could prevent creeping bentgrass, while enhancing white clover performance.
Conversely, iftheexclusion ofwhitecloverismerelytheresultofdirectcompetition, thiswould pose
a more serious challenge, as itwould imply that both species have identical requirements in terms
of environment, resources and management. This would mean that grassland management
strategieswhich enhance cloverperformance would simultaneously encourage creeping bentgrass
infestations.

Inthischapteradata analysismethodology ispresented, whichdiscriminatesand quantifies
these direct and indirect interactions between creeping bentgrass and white clover, under a wide
range of grassland management strategies. This methodology isbased on the Dry Weight Rank
Method for botanical analysis of grasslands ('t Mannetje & Haydock, 1963). Therefore it can be
applied to existing field data, i.e. to DryWeight Rank data which have been collected inthe past.

7.2 Materials and methods
7.2.1 Experimental lay-out
The case study inthischapter involves a field experiment atthe experimental organic farm
of Johnstown Castle Research Centre, in the South-East of Ireland. In the spring of 1998, 16
paddocks ranging insize from 0.014 to0.133 ha, were laid out in a field which wasselected for its
homogeneity. This field had been reseeded with perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne) and white
clover (Trifoliumrepens) twoyearspreviously, and which had received 25tonnes ha"1offarm yard
manure (cattle) in 1997. The field had been managed organically, which means that no artificial
fertiliser nor any herbicides had been applied. During thetwoyearsfollowing reseeding, the entire
field had been invaded by creeping bentgrass (Agrostisstolonifera) and by some minor weed
species, of which Poa thvialis, Ranunculus repens, and Rumex obtusifolius were present most
frequently.

Five different grassland management systemswere imposed on the paddocks, allof which
involved grazingwithcattle and sheep, and the conservation ofsilage.These management systems
entailed a limited number of combinations of three management aspects:
a)

"Hard" vs. "lenient" grazing, which means grazing at high or low instantaneous stocking
rates (number of livestock unitsper area of the paddock).

b)

The integration of silage cutting into the grazing rotation vs. the separation of silage and
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grazing areas.
c)

Mixed grazing of cattle and sheep on each paddock vs. separate paddocks for cattle and
sheep.

The five subsequent grassland management systems were:
1)

Lenient, integrated, and mixed grazing (2paddocks): each field was grazed 3.75 weeks by
cattle (yearlings), 3.75 weeks by lactating ewes, followed by a rest period of 4 weeks, a
subsequent silagecut, and aregrowth period of3.5weeks.The orderofgrazingand cutting
was reversed on the duplicate paddock.

2)

Lenient, integrated, separate grazing (4 paddocks): each field was grazed for 7.5 weeks,
either by lactating ewes or by cattle (yearlings), followed by a rest period of 4 weeks, a
subsequent silagecut, and aregrowthperiod of3.5weeks.The orderofgrazingand cutting
was reversed on the two duplicate paddocks.

3)

Lenient, non-integrated, mixed grazing (4paddocks): two thirds of the fields were grazed
3.75weeksby cattle (yearlings) and 3.75weeksbylactatingewes,followed by a restperiod
of 7.5 weeks. The order of grazing and the rest period was reversed on the duplicate
paddock. The remaining third of the fields were cutfor silage.

4)

Hard, integrated, mixed grazing (2 paddocks): as system 1, but the grazing, rest, and
regrowth periods were half the length.

5)

Hard, non-integrated, separate grazing (4paddocks): assystem 3, but the grazing and rest
periods were half the length.

Paddock sizeswere adjusted inordertoobtain an yearly average stockingrateof 1.5 livestock units
ha"1for each management system.

7.2.2 Observation methodology
The botanical composition of each paddock was assessed using the Dry Weight Rank
Method (DWR) ('tMannetje &Haydock, 1963).Thismethod wasdeveloped fora rapid analysisof
the botanical composition in heterogeneous swards. Asmall sample quadrat isplaced on a large
number oflocations inthesward. Ineach quadrat, theobservervisuallyestimatesthespecieswhich
take first, second and third rank, based on their contribution to thetotal herbage dry matter within
thequadrat. Foreachspecies,thepercentagesofquadrats inwhich itisranked first, second orthird,
are multiplied by the values 0.702, 0.211, and 0.087, respectively. Finally, for each species the
averageoftheseproductsrepresents itsestimated contribution tothetotaldrymatter herbage mass.
Forfurther detailsontheDWRsee 'tMannetje &Haydock (1963),Jones&Hargreaves (1979), and
Neuteboom et a\.(1998).
In fact the DWR assumes that within each quadrat, on average the dominant species
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accounts for 70.2% of the local total herbage mass, the sub-dominant species for 21.1%, and the
third species for 8.7%. The inaccuracies arising from these crude assumptions per quadrat are
compensated forbythelargenumberofobservationswhichcanbemadewithin abrief timeperiod,
which ensures that the spatial heterogeneity of swards istaken into account. Hence particularly in
heterogeneous swards, inwhich species grow in patches, the DWRcan prove more valuable than
the cutting and hand-separating of a small number of samples ('t Mannetje & Haydock, 1963;
Neuteboom et a/., 1998).
In the current experiment, 30 quadrats of 3 dm2 were used to assess the botanical
composition of each paddock before each grazing period, rest period, or silage cut. These 30
quadratsperpaddock, recordedduringoneobservationperiodwillbereferred toasan "observation
set".The relativelysmall number ofquadratswithintheseobservation setswascompensated for by
the high sampling frequency (every three weeks on average). Itwillbe shown that the observation
setsof each paddock did notchange significantly overtime.Asa result, allobservation setsof each
paddock could be treated as replications.
On all paddocks, during the entire experiment, either perennial ryegrass or creeping
bentgrass were ranked as the dominant species in the vast majority of quadrats. Only on the
paddocks which were cut for silage only, did white clover dominate approximately 9% of the
quadrats during the observed time course. Most of the second and third ranks were allocated to
either perennial ryegrass, creeping bentgrass, white clover or rough-stalked meadowgrass (Poa
trivialis).The remaining grass species and forbs were usually ranked second or third, and only
sporadically asfirst.Forthepurposeofreadability,perennialryegrass,creepingbentgrass,and white
cloverwillgenerally be referred to as ryegrass, bentgrass, and clover, respectively.

7.2.3Data analysis
TheDWRiscommonlyusedtorecordthebotanicalcompositionofpasturesonly. However,
the listing of local combinations of dominant, sub-dominant, and third species conceals additional
information on the nature of the mutual interactions between these species, by recording the
distribution of species between paddocks as well as within paddocks.
Figure 7.1 illustratesfour hypothetical scenario's of the distributions of ryegrass, bentgrass,
and clover, which arise in case the species either do not interact (Figure 7.1a), show direct
competition only (Figure 7.1b), show niche-differentiation only (Figure 7.1c), or show both direct
competition and niche-differentiation (Figure7.Id).Figure7.1ashowsthatinabsenceof interactions
between the species, thefraction of ryegrassdominated quadrats inwhich clover ispresent, equals
the fraction of bentgrass dominated quadrats in which clover is present, i.e. 0.5 under both
management regimes.Incasebentgrasstendstoexclude cloverbydirectcompetition (Figure 7.1b),
clover ispresent ina smallerproportion ofthebentgrass dominated quadrats (0.33inFigure 7.1b),
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Figure 7.1: Four hypothetical scenario's, inwhich
ryegrass, bentgrass and clover show no
interactions, direct interactions only, indirect
interactions only, or both direct and indirect
interactions. In each scenario, naif of the
quadrats are dominated by ryegrass (white
circles), and half by bentgrass {shadedcircles).
Clover is present in half of all quadrats (dashed
circles).

ryegrass dominated quadrats in which clover is
present (0.67 under management A, 0.33 under
management B). Finally, when both direct and
indirect interactions are present, the species are
distributed asymmetrically both between and
within paddocks.

Summarising, directcompetition leadstoan asymmetricdistribution ofcloverover ryegrass
and bentgrassdominated quadrats withinpaddocks.Contrastingly, niche-differentiation leadstoan
asymmetric distribution between paddocks.

The degree ofthe niche-differentiation and directcompetition among the observed species
can then be deducted by comparing the observed frequencies of species combinations with the
frequencies which are expected when:
1)

species are distributed equally within and between paddocks, i.e.when direct competition
and niche-differentiation are absent.

2)

species are distributed equally within paddocks and between paddocks under identical
management regimes, but asymmetrically between paddocks underdifferent management
regimes,which ariseswhen competition isabsent, butspeciesshow niche-differentiation in
response to management.
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3)

species are distributed equally within paddocks, but asymmetrically between allpaddocks,
which arises when direct competition is absent, but species show niche-differentiation in
response to an unknown complex of factors.

It is assumed that each individual paddock forms a homogeneous niche for plants in terms of
management, soil conditions, and time, i.e. environmental and management conditions of all
quadrats within each paddock are identical.

Expected frequencies in absence of interactions
Intheeventthat ryegrass,bentgrass, and cloverwouldnotshowniche-differentiation, each
of the species may be expected to be distributed equally among all management regimes, as well
as equally among observation periods.Thisimplies that infact allobservation sets of all paddocks
and ofallobservationsperiodswouldbemerereplicationsofeach other.Astheexpected frequency
of species combinations would then be independent of both the paddock and the time of
observation, all observation sets can then be treated identically, and hence be pooled.
The calculation of these expected frequencies ishereexemplified by usingthe pooled data
of management system 3 ("lenient, non-integrated, mixed grazing"),which are listed inTable7.1.
Inabsenceofniche-differentiation and directcompetition,thefraction ofquadrats inwhich ryegrass
isexpected tobe ranked first and clover assecond (abbreviated to Lp Tr *),issimply given by the
product of the probability that a quadrat isdominated by ryegrass, and the probability that clover
takes second rank in a quadrat. Using Table 7.1,this product equals 343 / (578-33) x 162 / 578
= 0.176, corresponding to0.176x578 = 101.96quadrats.Similarly,theexpected frequency of As
Tr *quadrats isderived by 188/ (578-33) x 162 / 578 = 0.097, corresponding to 0.097 *578 =
55.88 quadrats. The expected frequencies of Lp * Tr quadrats and of As * Tr quadrats can be
computed likewise.

Table 7.1: Observed number of quadrats in which perennial
ryegrass (Lp), creeping bentgrass (As), white clover (Tr) and
other species were ranked 1 st (rank 1),2"d(rank 2),or 3 rd (rank
3). Sum of all measurements of farm system 3.
rank1

rank2

rank3

TOTAL

Lp

343

197

35

575

As

188

159

146

493

Tr

33

162

162

357

Other

14

60

228

302

TOTAL

578

578
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Table7.2:Observed quadrat frequencies (column 2) ,and quadrat frequencies expected
undertotal niche-differentiation (column 3), under niche-differentiation inresponse to
management (column 4),and inabsence of any interactions (column 5). For explanation
see text.
species
combination

observed

expected
(total niche diff.)

LpTr*

146

120.9

117.3

102.0

Lp*Tr

97

100.9

104.7

102.0

100

121.2

120.9

139.1

AsTr*

14

37.4

40.2

55.9

As*Tr

62

56.9

53.1

55.9

112

93.7

94.8

76.2

47

47.0

47.0

47.0

578

578

578

578.1

Lp**

As**
Other
(incl. Tr **)
SUM

expected
(management
niche diff.)

expected
(inabsence of
interactions)

Notethatthe33cloverdominatedquadratsaresubtractedfrom thetotalnumberof quadrats
inwhich species are ranked first, astheprobability ofTr Tr *and Tr *Tr quadrats isdisregarded.
In fact the 33 Tr **quadrats are allocated to the category "other" after the calculations.
Table 7.2 lists the frequencies of the species combinations as observed at management
system 3 (column 2), as well as the frequencies which would have been expected in absence of
niche-differentiation and direct competition (column 5).

Clearly the observed frequencies differ from the frequencies expected inabsence of nichedifferentiation and direct competition (x2 -test: p < 0.001). In particular, the number of observed
Lp Tr *quadrats (146) was largerthan expected (102.0),whereas the number of observed As Tr
* quadrats (14) was smaller than expected (55.9). This indicates that the species in fact did show
mutual interactions, either by direct competition or by niche-differentiation.

Expected frequencies under niche-differentiation in response to management, but in
absence of direct competition.
The niche-differentiation in response to management will be referred to as "management
niche-differentiation". Incaseryegrass,bentgrass,andcloverareassumedtoshowthismanagement
niche-differentiation, yet no direct competition, the species may be expected to be distributed
unequallybetweenpaddocksunderadifferent managementregime.However,anequal distribution
isexpected among paddocks which aremanaged identically, and among observation periods. For
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Table 7.3: Observed number of quadrats in which perennial
ryegrass (Lp), creepingbentgrass (As), white clover (Tr) and
other species were ranked1 st (rank 1),2"d (rank 2),or 3 rd (rank
3). Sum of all measurements of the grazed plots of farm
system 3.
grazed

rank1

rank2

rank3

TOTAL

LP

101

115

20

236

As

129

65

33

227

Tr

5

26

62

93

Other

5

34

124

163

240

240

239

TOTAL

Table 7.4: Observed number of quadrats in which perennial
ryegrass (Lp), creeping bentgrass (As), white clover (Tr) and
other species wereranked16t(rank 1),2nd (rank 2),or 3 rd (rank
3).Sumofallmeasurements ofthe silageplots offarm system
3.
silage

rank1

rank2

rank3

TOTAL

LP

242

82

14

338

As

59

94

114

267

Tr

28

136

100

264

9

26

104

139

338

338

332

Other
TOTAL

management system 3, this means that all observation sets of the grazed paddocks, as well as all
observation sets of the silage paddocks, are mere replications of each other. Therefore all
observation setsofthegrazedpaddockswerepooled, aswellasallobservation setsofthe paddocks
which were cut for silage (Tables 7.3 and 7.4).
The frequency of Lp Tr * quadrats on the grazed paddocks which are expected under
management niche-differentiation isnowgivenby:101/ (240-5) *26/240 = 0.047, corresponding
to0.047 *240 = 11.17quadrats.Similarly,expected frequency on thesilagepaddocks equals 242
/ (338-28) *136/338 = 0.314, correspondingto 106.17quadrats.Consequently, thetotal number
of Lp Tr *quadrats expected on allpaddocks of management system 3 equals 11.17 + 106.17 =
117.34 quadrats. The frequencies of each of the other species combinations can be computed
likewise, and are given inTable 7.2 (column 4).

Table 7.2 shows that the frequencies expected under management niche-differentiation
(column 4) are significantly different (x2-test,p < 0.05) from the frequencies which were expected
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inabsence ofniche-differentiation (column 5).Particularlytheasymmetricdistribution of bentgrass
and clover among the grazed and the cutpaddocks reduced the probability that these two species
could be observed in quadrats simultaneously. Conversely, the fact that the presences of ryegrass
and ofcloverwerebothfavoured bythecuttingregime (compareTables7.3and 7.4), increased the
likelihood that clover would be ranked second or third in quadrats dominated by ryegrass. The
significant difference between the two expected frequencies indicatesthat ryegrass, bentgrass, and
clover did show niche-differentiation in response to management.

Expected frequencies under niche-differentiation inresponse to a complex of unknown
factors, but in absence of direct competition.
When it is assumed that ryegrass, bentgrass and clover do not only show management
niche-differentiation, but instead niche-differentiation to a complex of unknown factors (e.g. both
management and time),thespeciesmaybedistributed asymmetrically among allpaddocks, aswell
as among observation periods. This niche-differentiation in response to a complex of unknown
factors willbe referred toasthe "total niche-differentiation". Asa result, individual observation sets
may no longer be treated as replications, and pooled. Therefore, the expected frequencies under
total niche-differentiation were first calculated for each individual observation set of management
system 3.The sum of these expected frequencies islisted inTable 7.2 (column 3).

Table 7.2 showsthatthedifferences between thequadrat frequencies which were expected
undermanagement niche-differentiation (column4)andthefrequencies expectedundertotalnichedifferentiation (column 3) are small, and notsignificant (x2-test, p > 0.05). This indicates that the
ryegrass, bentgrass, and clover showed niche-differentiation only in response to the management
regime, and not additionally in response to any other factors, such as time.

Segregation of direct competition and niche differentiation
Summarising, four quadrat frequency distributions have been computed:
1)

Theobserved quadratfrequencies givetheincidencesofspecificcombinationsof dominant,
second and third species.These frequencies aresubject toboth direct interactions between
species and to niche differentiation. Therefore species may be distributed asymmetrically
both within and between paddocks.

2)

The expected quadrat frequencies under total niche-differentiation, assuming that plant
species do not show direct interactions within paddocks, but may be distributed
asymmetrically between individual paddocks and observation periods. The difference
between theseexpected frequencies and theobserved frequencies consequently defines the
direct interactions between plants within paddocks.
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3)

The expected quadrat frequencies, assuming that plant species do not show direct
interactions within paddocks, but are distributed asymmetrically between paddocks under
identical management regimes.

4)

The expected quadrat frequencies, assuming a fully equal distribution of plants species
between and within paddocks and observation periods.The difference between these last
two expected frequencies therefore defines the specific niche differentiation in response to
management between plant species.

The observed quadrat frequencies and the various expected quadrat frequencies of Table
7.2are illustrated inFigure 7.2.Thisfigure presentsthe number ofobservedand expected ryegrass
andbentgrassdominated quadrats,marked "Lp"and "As",respectively, inwhichcloverwasranked
second (black bars), third (grey bars), or absent (white bars). The observed number of ryegrass
dominated quadrats in which clover was present, is clearly larger than the number expected in
absence of niche-differentiation and direct competition. The opposite is found for quadrats
dominated by bentgrass.

Figure 7.2 also shows that these differences can partly be explained by the management
niche-differentiation, as the differences between the quadrat frequencies expected in absence of
interactions ("exp none") and the frequencies expected under management niche-differentiation
("exp man") weresignificant (dashedbarsinFigure7.2).Thismeansthatbentgrassand cloverwere
asymmetrically distributed among thegrazed andthesilagepaddocks.Thisreduced the probability
of their simultaneous presence inthe quadrats, regardless of direct competition.
Hardly any differences occurred between the quadrat frequencies expected under
management niche-differentiation ("exp man") and undertotalnichedifferentiation ("exp niche").
Thisimpliesthatthespecieswereonlydifferentiated inresponsetothemanagement, and notto any
other factor, such as time.
However, there was a significant difference (x2-test, p < 0.025) between the observed
quadratfrequencies andthefrequencies expectedundertotalniche-differentiation. Calculatingthese
expected frequencies, itwas taken into account that bentgrass was mainly present on the grazed
paddocks,whereasryegrassandclovermainlyoccurredonthesilagepaddocks,andthatthespecies
may be present during different observation periods. Nevertheless, an even smaller number of As
Tr * quadrats was observed than expected under total niche-differentiation. This means that
bentgrassand cloverdidnot onlyprefer different management regimes,butadditionally "avoided"
each other by direct competition (crossed bars in Figure 7.2).
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Figure 7.2: Quadrat frequencies which were observed(obs),and which wouldbeexpected under total
niche-differentiation(expniche),undermanagementniche-differentiationonly(expman)andinabsence
of interactions between species (exp none). Forexplanation see text.

7.3 Results and discussion

Under management system 3, white clover appeared lessfrequently, both in relative and
absolute terms, in patches which were dominated by creeping bentgrass, than it did in ryegrass
dominated patches.Thiswassimultaneously the resultofthe nichedifferentiation in management,
and the direct competition between these twospecies. Inother words:the cutting regime favoured
clovergrowth, whereas lenientgrazing stimulated bentgrass, butwherever bentgrass dominated, it
tendedtoexcludethecloverbydirectcompetition. Inbentgrassdominated quadratsinwhich clover
appeared, itwas usually ranked third, and only rarely as second. Instead perennial ryegrass and
clover showed converse interactions: these two species actively preferred the same management
niche, i.e.a cutting regime, and alsoshowed apositive direct interaction. Infact cloverwas present
in more than two thirds of the patches dominated by ryegrass.
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Figure 7.3: Simplified visualisation of the nichesof white cloverand creepingbentgrass, along a onedimensional managementaxis.

7.3. 1 Niche-differentiation

Infact the grassland management system which has been dealt with so far, i.e. the lenient,
non-integrated cutting and mixed grazing (management system 3), was the only system in which
perennial ryegrass, creeping bentgrass and white clover showed differentiation in response to
management, orshowedanyniche-differentiation ingeneral.Noniche-differentiation wasobserved
between any of the other grassland management systems, which means that the frequencies of
ryegrass, bentgrass, and cloverwere indifferent to the following contrasting management aspects:

1)

cutting only vs. alternating cutting and grazing

2)

grazing only vs. alternating cutting and grazing

3)

mixed grazing vs. sheep grazing

4)

mixed grazing vs. cattle grazing

5)

sheep grazing vs. cattle grazing

6)

"hard grazing"(short grazing periods of 1to 3.75 weeks) vs. "lenient grazing"(long grazing
periods of 7.5 weeks)

7)

cutting only vs. hard grazing only.

Notably, there was no niche-differentiation tothelastmanagement aspect, i.e.cutting only
vs. hard grazing only. This contrasts with the significant niche-differentiation between the cutting
only regime and the lenient grazing only regime. Arguably, the effects of hard grazing on the
botanical composition of thepaddocks were more similarto the effects of a cutting event (Chapter
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6; see also Evans et al., 1992). Apparently, the cutting only regime and the lenient grazing only
regimemarkthemanagementnicheboundariesofcreepingbentgrassandwhiteclover, respectively,
withallothergrassland management regimeslocated between theseextremities,which isvisualised
in Figure 7.3.

The increased performance of white clover under a cutting regime or under a regime of
infrequent and hard grazing, as opposed to a regime of frequent tissue removal, has been well
documented (e.g. Hay et al., 1989; Evans et al, 1992; Laws & Newton, 1992; Fothergill et al,
2000; De Wolf &Schulte, in prep.).
Thepreference ofcreepingbentgrasstogrowunderfrequent, lenientgrazinginstead, isless
well understood. Sheldrick et al. (1990) compared swards dominated by ryegrass and bentgrass,
respectively, for a range of fertiliser treatments under a cutting regime. They found a higher
persistency of bentgrass than of ryegrass, especially under low nitrogen inputs (0and 200 kgha"1
), inspiteof itsconsistently lowerproduction. Thiscould, however, be related tothepoor drainage
ofthe soilson whichtheirexperimental siteswerelocated, ascreepingbentgrassprefers a relatively
humid environment (Kiketal.,1990),which isinfact another aspect ofitsniche, that has not been
dealtwith here.Alternatively, itcouldbe a resultofthe high, i.e.monthly, cutting frequency, which
in fact approaches the cutting frequencies used for simulated grazing. Using the same cutting
frequency, however, Frame(1990) insteadfound adecreasingproductionofabentgrass dominated
sward over a three year period.
Inthecurrentexperiment, theincreaseofbentgrassonthepaddockswhichwereexclusively
grazed for long periods could possibly be related to itscontinuous elongation of vegetative stems,
decreasing its digestibility (see also Sheldrick et al, 1990). Lodging of these stems was visually
observed during the grazingperiods, which arguably reduced itspalatability and accessibility, and
hencethe intakebythegrazinganimals.Parsonsetal.(1994) showed that, especially under lenient
and longgrazingperiods, animals may exploittheirpreference forthe mostpalatableplantspecies,
astheyareabletoselectcontinuouslyforitsregrowingtissue.Thiseventuallyresultsina competitive
advantage of the lesspalatable species. Further experimental research isrequired to elucidate the
morphological and physiological responses of creeping bentgrass to a range of grazing regimes.

7.3.2 Direct competition
Alsofor all individual observation setsofallmanagement systems,the quadrat frequencies
expected under total niche-differentiation were calculated as above, and summed. This expected
frequency distribution showed highlysignificant differences withthe observed quadrat frequencies
(p< 0.001).Indeedwhitecloverwaslessfrequently observedinbentgrassdominated quadratsthan
would be expected, had these species been distributed equally within each paddock (Figure 7.4).
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Figure7.4: Quadrat frequencies of all observation sets of all plots, which were observed (obs), which
would be expected in presence of total niche differentiation (exp niche), and in absence of nichedifferentiation and direct competition of plant species (expnone).For explanation seetext.

Especially the number of bentgrass dominated quadrats in which cloverwas marked second, was
well below the expected number (66 observed quadrats vs. 169 expected), which suggests that
cloverperformancewasindeedreducedbydirectcompetitionwithbentgrass.Itcouldbeargued that
thelow incidence of As Tr *quadrats resulted instead from small-scale niche-differentiation within
thepaddocks, with respect tothe heterogeneity of thesoilnitrogen status,caused bythe deposition
offaeces and urine. However, thesame extentofdirectcloverexclusionwasobserved on the silage
paddocks, on which this heterogeneity may be assumed absent.

The mechanisms through which bentgrass excludes clover are largely unknown, but could
be related tothedensegrowth habitoftheformer species.Gilliland (1996) studied the compatibility
ofperennialryegrasscultivarswithwhiteclovercultivars,relatingdifferencesbetweencloversurvival
rates to ryegrass cultivar characteristics. He identified sward density as the overriding factor
determining clover vigour, with the highest clover survival rates in open ryegrass swards. These
findings agree with Frame (1990), who compared the compatibility of white cloverwith a rangeof
grassspeciesunder simulated grazing. He reported exceptionally lowyieldsand cover contents in
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mixtures with creeping bentgrass, and related these to the dense tillering of the latter. Indeed
Sheldricketal.(1990) alsoobserved a lowerpercentage ofbareground inthebentgrass dominated
swards, especially under low nitrogen inputs (0 and 200 kg ha"1).

7.3.3 Implicationsfor grassland management
Summarising, inthecurrentexperimentthenichesofperennialryegrass,creepingbentgrass
and white cloverwith respect to management and seasonality were largely found to overlap. Only
between the two management extremities, i.e. semi-continuous defoliation vs. infrequent cutting,
did the niches significantly differ. At the same time, clover was directly excluded on bentgrass
dominated patches, under allmanagement regimes.Thishasseriousimplicationsforthe grassland
management, as apparently bentgrass is not merely an indicator species of sub-optimal
management. Only on the silage paddocks, bentgrass performance was compromised by
management, in favour of white clover. The results of this experiment therefore suggest that a
sequenceofsilagecutsmaybetheonlytooltoreducethebentgrasscontentinextensively managed
grassland, and that bentgrass infested fields should not be grazed leniently for prolonged periods.
Care should be taken with the alternative approach of reseeding infested pastures, as
Sheldrick etal.(1990) noted that bentgrass benefits from disturbed soilconditions.Their bentgrass
dominated swards had established spontaneously on a field which had frequently been tilled in
previousyears.Thefieldused inthecurrentexperiment had asimilarlifehistory,asithadbeen used
for the production of cereals and arable silage for a number of years before reseeding.

7.3.4 Methodology
The new methodology presented in this chapter was used successfully to discriminate
betweendirectandindirectinteractionsbetweenplantspecies,basedonexistingDWRobservations.
In fact it uses the information, concealed within the specific combinations in which plant species
occur inquadrats, to itsfull extent. However, the limitations of the methodology should be kept in
mind.
Mostimportantly, itshould be noted that the quantification of the niche-differentiation and
competition isrelative to the mixture of species observed, inthiscase perennial ryegrass, creeping
bentgrass and white clover, and to the environment. In other mixtures different or even converse
interactions may be observed. Inthe current experiment, for instance, cloverwasobserved in only
6 ofthe31quadratswhichweredominated byYorkshirefog (Holcuslanatus). Itisconceivable that
in a mixture ofYorkshire fog, creeping bentgrass and clover, the latterwould actually be observed
more frequently than expected inbentgrassdominated patches, asthe cloverexclusion by the first
specieswould be even stronger. Comparing the clover-compatibility of companion grasses, Frame
(1990) also reported lower clover contents in swards dominated by Yorkshire Fog than in those
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dominated by creeping bentgrass.Therefore itcan onlybe concluded from the current experiment
that the exclusion of cloverby bentgrass isstronger than itsexclusion by ryegrass.
Additionally, the local environment may also define the mutual interactions between the
plantspecies.The conceptof nichesismulti-dimensional, and interactionsbetween various aspects
of niche-differentiation may not be assumed negligible. In other words: the observed nichedifferentiation towards grassland management may be altered in a different environment, e.g. on
wetter soils, as the conflict between the results of the current experiment and those of Sheldrick et
a\. (1990) suggests.

Secondly, inthe current format inwhich thevarious expected frequencies were calculated,
frequencies were also attributed to hypothetical quadrats inwhich one speciesoccupies more than
one rank, e.g. both first and second rank. Although the "cumulative ranking method" (Jones &
Hargreaves, 1979) allows for these quadrats also to be observed in the field, it is felt that these
expected hypothetical quadrats are in fact artefacts of the methodology. However, as this format
reduced the expected number ofbentgrassdominated quadrats inwhich cloverwasranked second
orthird,itonlymadethemethodology moreconservative,whichmeansthatthenull-hypothesisthat
niche-differentiation and competition arenotpresent,waslesseasilyrejected. Analternative format
wasalso applied tocompute expected frequencies, which did not attribute probabilitiesto quadrats
inwhich a species occupied more than one place. However, usingthisformat, more quadrats with
clover present were expected than were actually observed, which was considered to be more
inconsistent.

Finally, in the current format clover dominated quadrats were pooled in the category
"other". Asin the current experiment these quadrats were low in number, thisdid not significantly
affect theresults.Nevertheless,ingrasslandsinwhichcloverisdominantmorefrequently, thiscould
lead to a loss of information on the interaction between grasses and clover in clover dominated
patches. Therefore the current methodology should only be used in pastures in which clover
competes with two or more dominant species. In other cases, preference should be given to the
observation and calculation of the number of quadrats inwhich combinations of plant species are
simply present, regardless of their ranking order. In that case point quadrats may also be used to
establish the frequencies of these combinations.

The DWR and point quadrats have already been used in a large number of experiments in
order to establish botanical compositions (e.g. 'tMannetje &Haydock, 1963;Jones &Hargreaves,
1979). The methodology presented in this chapter can be applied to these existing databases.
Subsequently, the niche-differentiation between perennial ryegrass, white clover, and creeping
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bentgrass in response to other aspects of grassland management, as well as direct competition
between these species, can be analysed for a wide range of environments. These analyses could
rapidly provide more insight into the mechanisms the mutual interactions between these plant
species, and therefore prove a valuable tool in the management of mixed pastures.
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Chapter 8: General discussion

8.1 The philosophy of grassland stability
8.1.1 The complexify of ecosystem stability
Originally,the currentstudysetouttounderstand thefactorswhich underliethe production
stability of mixed grasslands. Itwas aimed to comprehend stability by a minimum number of keyfactors which regulate the delicate balance and interactions between grassland species.
Consequently, itwas envisaged to develop a universal set of grassland management tools, with
which theproduction stability of mixtures ofperennial ryegrass {Loliumperenne) and white clover
(Trifolium repens) would be safeguarded (Chapter 1). After all, this reductionistic approach had
indeed been employed successfully to identify single ecosystem properties aswell as management
tools which define and encourage the productivity of clover-driven grasslands on the short term.
Many examples of these properties and management tools, reported in the literature, have been
discussed in detail in thisthesis.
However, the present study has demonstrated that the production stability of grassland
ecosystems, as opposed to their production levels, cannot be fully understood by the analysis of
processes in isolation only. Instead, grassland stability encompasses the balance between species,
which results from the sum and the mutual interactions between individual ecosystem properties,
management aspects, and the environment. Some examples have been given to illustrate these
mutual interactions. In Chapter 2, itwas shown how both the clover content and the stability of
grazedswardsdepended oninteractionsbetweenpreferential grazing,thestockingdensityand plant
escape mechanisms (Figure2.11 inChapter 2). InChapter3, itwasdemonstrated howthe intrinsic
ecosystem properties showed interactions with structured and stochastic fluctuations of
environmental variables, as the impact of these fluctuations on intrinsically stable systems differed
from their impact on intrinsically unstable systems. Structured and stochastic environmental
fluctuations additionally showed mutual interactions (Figure 3.3 in Chapter 3). In Chapter 6, the
spatialheterogeneity ofmixedswardswasdefined byinteractionsbetweenurinedepositions, nichedifferentiation, synchronisation of defoliation, plant escape mechanisms, selectivegrazing, and the
instantaneous grazing pressure. Moreover, these interactions had opposite effects on the spatial
heterogeneity of the total herbage mass on the one hand, and of the clover herbage mass on the
other.
Matters are further complicated, as all ecosystem processes and properties are subject to
change over time, thereby changing their interactions. The dynamic behaviour of ecosystem
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variablesdoes not necessarily resultexclusively from theirresponsestoenvironmental fluctuations.
Additionally, variables may continue to change in response to each other. The simple simulation
model in Chapter 2, as well as the models by Schwinning &Parsons (1996a) and Thornley etal.
(1995), showed that the delayed response of only one variable (the mineral nitrogen pool) may
cause perpetual changes of allother variables of the ecosystem.
Additionally,theecosystemprocessesandproperties,aswellastheirresponsestoeach other
and to the fluctuating environment may not only change over time, but additionally may differ
spatially between neighbouring patches. This spatial heterogeneity may give rise to further
interactionsbetweenprocesses,takingplaceindifferent patches.Thesespatialinteractionsmayarise
from the movement of clover stolons (Schwinning & Parsons, 1996b), but may additionally be
mediated by the grazing animal. In Chapter 6, for instance, it was argued that the defoliation
frequency of a patch depends on e.g. the botanical composition of other patches.Assuggested in
Chapter2,and asshown inChapters4and 6,thesespatialinteractionsmayleadtoastable herbage
production at field scale, in spite of the unstable production of individual patches. Therefore,
grassland ecosystems at field scale may exhibit what some authors (e.g.Silvertown, 1980) refer to
as emergent properties over grassland ecosystems at patch scale.
Finally, grassland ecosystems, as well as their stability, may change entirely when the
invasions by "third species" into mixtures of perennial ryegrass and white clover are taken into
account. Chapter 7demonstrated howtheperformance ofwhitecloverwasseverely compromised
by an invasion of creeping bentgrass {Agrostis sto/oni/era). This reduction in clover growth will
almostcertainly have had consequences forthenitrogen dynamicsofthegrassland ecosystem, and
therefore may have changed the behaviour of the entire ecosystem itself.
Consequently, the stability ofgrassland yields between yearsdepends on everyprocess on
everypatch under everyweather condition atevery moment ofproduction. Evidently, stability can
then only be understood by appreciating the complexity ofprocesses within grassland ecosystems,
and their interactions with the environment, with spatial dimensions, and with time.

8.1.2 The dynamics of ecosystem stability
In light of the above, grassland ecosystems are arguably more likely to manifest dynamic
rather than static behaviour, which had already been suggested by the latest grassland simulation
models (Thornley et a/., 1995; Schwinning & Parsons, 1996a,b; Thornley 1998). In the present
study, this dynamic behaviour was also identified in "real" ecosystems. In Chapter 6, grassland
plants showed rapid and complex responses to a change of management, and even to a
management factor as simple as the topping of the sward. Also the extrinsic instability of all
experimental plots under a cutting regime in the Park Grass Experiment (PGE) and in the
Ossekampen experimentsuggeststhatthebehaviour oftheseexperimental ecosystemswasfar from
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static. In fact, Silvertown (1980), Dodd et al. (1994) and
Silvertown & Dodd (1995) all detected and reported on
dynamic changes of the botanical composition of the
ecosystems at the PGE in more detail.
Interestingly, the experimental ecosystems were
stabilised tosome extenteitherbythe regular applicationsof
lime, or by grazing (Chapter 4). It was argued that lime
applicationswould increasethe nitrogen mineralisation rates
by stimulating soillife,whereasgrazingwould lead tospatial
Figure 6.1:Ametaphor of grassland
presented ^
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the grassland ecosystems. As a result, stable ecosystems may be far from synonymous, if not
antonymous, with static ecosystems. In Chapter 2, itwas already tentatively noted that Oldeman
(1990) came to similar conclusions for forest ecosystems. His term ecuilibrium (from ecoequilibrium) was used to describe ecosystems which are stabilised by their dynamic behaviour at
lower hierarchical or spatial levels, which resembles the term "dynamic equilibrium", used by
Silvertown (1980).
8.1.3 The concept ofgrasslandstability
The picture painted above contrasts sharply with the notion that stable ecosystems would
be characterised by one ormore "steady-states", inwhich allecosystem variables remain constant,
orfollow identical seasonalpatternsbetween years (e.g.Noy-Meir, 1975,Grenfell, 1988;Thomley,
1998,butseealsoSchwinning &Parsons, 1996a).Thisnotion obviously originatesfrom studiesin
which ecosystem stability is analysed by means of simulation models. Simulated ecosystems are
usually placed in either a constant or a sinusoidally fluctuating environment, and all simulated
grassland ecosystems observed in the literature were subjected to a constant management regime
only. Moreover, no simulation model wasfound inwhich thebioticenvironment, i.e. invasions by
other plant species, was taken into account. In these static abiotic, biotic, and managerial
environments, "attractive"equilibriamayindeedarise,inwhichprocessesare inperpetual balance,
and to which the ecosystem returns after an individual disturbance.
Thisconceptualisation ofecosystem stabilitywasillustratedgraphicallybyNoy-Meir (1975),
who used the well-known ball in a hill landscape as a metaphor for the stability of continuously
grazed monocultures of grass (Figure 8.1, which is his Figure 6). His ecosystem showed two
equilibria, one at a low and one at a high herbage mass, in which the animal intake rate
continuously equalled the herbage production rate. These two equilibria correspond with the two
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valleysinFigure8.1, ineitherofwhichtheecosystem (theball)islocated.Theballmaybe "pushed"
out of the valley temporarily by a once-off environmental disturbance, but will roll back to its
equilibrium after this event. Hence thisequilibrium isclassified as "locally attractive". In the event
of a large environmental disturbance, the ecosystem may be "pushed over the hill", and
consequently rollintoanewequilibrium.Theshapeofthelandscape isheredefined bythe constant
environment and the constant management regime.

A different concept of grassland stability arises from the current study. Itwas shown that
fluctuating yields may either result from internal ecosystem oscillations, or from system responses
to environmental fluctuations. A distinction was made between extrinsically stable systems and
extrinsically unstable systems. The latter are characterised by yield oscillations in an environment
which showsseasonal, but no stochasticfluctuations. These internal oscillations are caused by the
capacity of the ecosystem to change itsown soil environment, most prominently illustrated by the
impact of the nitrogen fixation by white clover on the soil nitrogen levels.However, these internal
oscillationswerealsoobserved, beittoalesserextent, onexperimentalplotsreceivingNPK fertiliser,
which suggeststhe existence of additional self-changing processes. In any case, these extrinsically
unstableecosystemswererarelyfurtherdestabilisedbystochasticenvironmentalfluctuations. Infact,
these stochastic fluctuations instead stabilised the yield patterns on average. These findings led to
the conclusion that extrinsically unstable systems exhibit a negative sensitivity to the variability of
the environment (Figures 4.1 and 4.6).
Instead, extrinsicallystableecosystems arecharacterised bytheirconstantproduction in an
environmentshowingstructuredfluctuations. Thisstability iseithertheresultofaccelerated nutrient
flows, enabling a balance of counteracting processes such as the competition for light and nichedifferentiation, ortheresultofcompensatory herbageproduction betweenpatches.However, itwas
demonstrated in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 that these extrinsically stable ecosystems show a positive
sensitivity to stochastic environmental fluctuations.
In conclusion, the extrinsic stability level of ecosystems isinversely related to its sensitivity
toenvironmental variability. Itwashypothesised inChapter 3, and demonstrated inChapter 4, that
this paradox reduces the differences between the actual stability levels of extrinsically stable and
unstable systems. In fact, it was predicted (Figure 3.3 in Chapter 3) that in highly variable
environments, extrinsically unstable systems may show a more constant herbage production
between years than extrinsically stable systems.

From a practical point ofview, the constancy and hence reliability of grassland production
can consequently notbe achieved merelybyan increaseofthe extrinsicstability.Instead, both the
extrinsic stability and the sensitivity of grassland ecosystems need to be addressed simultaneously
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tothispurpose.Themanagement required toenhance the extrinsicstability ofgrasslands arguably
differs from the management aimed at the reduction of their sensitivity. Therefore itistentatively
proposed todiscriminatetwocomplementingmanagementstrategies,referred toas "structural" and
"dynamic" management strategies, respectively, to ensure high actual stability levels of mixed
grasslands.These willbe discussed below.

8.2 Management strategies formixed grasslands
8.2.1 Structural management strategies
Increasingtheextrinsicgrasslandstabilitybymanagement requiresan understanding of the
ecological processes involved. Due to the interactions between processes, exemplified above,
managerial attempts to control one process, may lead to unforseen responses from other. For
example, using large-leaved clover varieties in an attempt to improve its competitiveness in the
competition for lightwith grasses, mayjeopardise itsescape mechanisms, exposing itto selective
grazing, and hence compromise itsperformance (Figure 2.11 in Chapter 2).Therefore the roleof
short-term experiments inprototyping grassland management systems isquestionable, in case the
effect of one management tool on one ecosystem process is studied in isolation. This was
exemplified bythedivergingresultsoftwostudieswhichbothstudiedtheimpactofthestockingrate
on cloverperformance (Chapter 2).Itwasargued thatthisdivergence waspossiblythe resultof the
twodifferent clovervarietiesused inthesetwoexperiments. Moreover, itwasshown that the actual
stability levels of ecosystems, measured inthese short-term experiments, isstrongly dependent on
the coincidental environmental fluctuations during the observation period. Largely different levels
of actual stability may be monitored during other years (Chapter 3).
More conclusive evidence was instead given by the two long-term experiments dealt with
inthisthesis, i.e.the ParkGrass Experiment (PGE) and the Ossekampen. The longtime-span over
which the ecosystems in these experiments have been managed and monitored, allowed for the
segregation of the extrinsic stability level and the sensitivity of each individual ecosystem. The
extrinsic stability level encompasses the effects of individual management tools on all ecosystem
processes (Chapters 3 and 4). From these two experiments, grazing, lime applications, and to a
much lesser extent fertiliser applications were identified as structural management tools which
increase thisextrinsic stability level.

Grazing
The ecosystemswhich arose under a grazing management inthe Ossekampen experiment
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werethe only ecosystems observed, which were entirely oratleastnearly extrinsically stable. Itwas
explained howthestabilisingeffects ofgrazingmayresultfrom theaccelerated recyclingofnutrients,
the lower herbage masses, and the spatial heterogeneity (Chapter 4). The relative importance of
each of these associated effects in stabilising the ecosystem isdifficult to establish. Some indirect
suggestions were derived from the lower stability of the ecosystem in the PGE which received
farmyard manure (FYM)compared totheecosystem which received equal ratesofmineral nitrogen
(Chapter4).WhereastheFYMplotwasassumedtodisplayahigherdegreeofspatial heterogeneity,
the overall availability of nutrients was deduced to be higher on the fertilised plot. The higher
extrinsic stability level of the fertilised plot then tentatively implies that thisnutrient availability has
a stronger impact on the extrinsic stability level than the spatial heterogeneity.
The spatial heterogeneity is possibly the cause of the low sensitivities of the grazed
ecosystems instead. Sivertown & Dodd (1994) showed that the PGE plots which did not receive
nitrogen fertiliser showed a stronger response to spring rainfall, which they explained by the
dependence oftheseecosystemsonthenitrogen mineralisation rate.InChapter 6 itwasshown that
grazing,and inparticularstrip-grazing,ledtoan increased heterogeneityofthecloverherbage mass,
whichwasexplained bytheheterogeneity ofthesoilnutrientstatusarisingfrom the "concentration"
of nitrogen in urine and manure patches. Combining these two findings itis conceivable, though
speculative, thatthe herbage production on urinepatches and the herbage production on nitrogen
depletedpatchesshowed divergingresponsestostochasticenvironmentalfluctuations.This "spatial
compensation" may be the cause of the low sensitivity at field scale of the grazed plots at the
Ossekampen to the environmental variability .

Lime applications
The importance ofnutrientavailabilitywasunderlined bythehigherextrinsicstability of the
limed plots of the PGE, as compared totheirunlimed counterparts (Chapter 4). Itwasargued that
thishigherstability resulted from theaccelerated nitrogen mineralisation rates,shortening the delay
between nitrogen fixation and availability. However, lime applications also improved the stability
of plots receiving mineral nitrogen, in which the dependence of plant growth on the nitrogen
mineralisation rate may be assumed to be small (Silvertown, 1980). This suggests that lime
applications may additionally improve ecosystem stability through other pathways, such as an
increase in the availability of other nutrients.

NPK fertiliser applications
Nitrogen dynamics have received much attention asapotential cause ofextrinsic instability
ofmixedgrasslands (Thornleyetal.,1995;Schwinning&Parsons, 1996a,b).Thesimplesimulation
model in Chapter 2, as well as the more sophisticated models by Thornley et al. (1995) and by
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Schwinning & Parsons (1996a), related instability to the delayed dependence of grass on white
clover for its nitrogen supply. They predicted that nitrogen fertiliser applications would conversely
transform mixed grasslands into extrinsically stable grass monocultures.
Thedatafrom thePGEandtheOssekampen confirm thatnitrogenapplicationsindeed result
in grass monocultures. In the Ossekampen, currently the legume presence frequency does not
exceed 1% on plots receiving nitrogen fertiliser. However, in both experiments, these fertilised
monocultures were neither extrinsically stable. In the Ossekampen, no relation was observed
betweenthefertiliserregimeandtheextrinsicstabilityoftheecosystems,whilethisrelationwasweak
and inconsistent in the PGE, despite the large impact of fertiliser on the botanical composition.
Although the extrinsically stability was somewhat higher on the plots receiving all major nutrients
(NPK), itwas lowest on the plots receiving nitrogen only. Interestingly, the plot receiving all major
nutrients at low rates (48kg of nitrogen ha"1yr"1)was almost extrinsically stable. Bearing in mind
the inconsistency of these responses to nitrogen fertiliser, it isconceivable that these low external
nitrogen inputs could "break" the botanical cycle arising from the nitrogen dependence of grasses
on clover, without raising the soil mineral nitrogen to levelsunsustainable for legumes.
Similarinconsistencieswereobserved intheresponse ofecosystemstophosphorus (P) and
potassium (K). In the cutting experiment at the Ossekampen, P and K applications drastically
improvedcloverperformance, astheyledtoadoublingofthecloverpresencefrequenciesfrom38%
in 1958 to 76% to date. On the unfertilised control plots, these frequencies dropped to under 5%
instead. Inspite of thislarge difference inbotanical composition, the extrinsicstability levels of the
PKplot and the control plot, aswell as their sensitivity, were almost identical.
Clearly,thetriangularrelationsbetween thefertiliserregime,thebotanicalcomposition and
the extrinsic stability of ecosystems are in need of further clarification.

Mixed vegetations
Although theapplicabilityoftheresultsofshort-term experimentstoprototype management
tools isquestionable (see above), they can be useful when put in the context of an ecosystem by
usingsimulation models.Themodelpresented inChapter2unequivocally confirmed the stabilising
effects of niche-differentiation, as reported in the literature, on entire ecosystems.
It was explained that niche-differentiation comprises the partially separate usages of
resources by species. Apart from the separate nitrogen sources of white clover and grasses, which
has been dealt with extensively, resources may be separated either intime or in space. Culleton et
al.(1986) compared mixtures of early, medium-late and late perennial ryegrass varieties Ruanui,
Talbot and Vigor with monocultures of each of these varieties, over three successive years. The
mixtures showed a stable yield between these years, whereas each year a different monoculture
showed the highest yield. The authors related this stable productivity of mixtures to the
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differentiation in tolerance to temporary environmental stress-factors, as a result of which each
variety compensated for the lack of growth of itscompanion species under various environmental
conditions.Therefore thesensitivitytostochasticenvironmentalvariabilitywasarguablyreduced by
this niche-differentiation in time.
Alternatively, spatial niche-differentiation was studied by R.P. Collins (pers. comm.), who
found a higher compatibility of perennial ryegrass and white clover varieties which exhibited
different rooting patterns.
Additionally, itwasexplained inChapter2 (Figure2.11)thatthestabilityofgrazed mixtures
depends to a large extent on the escape mechanisms of plants. Itwas argued that small-leaved
clover varieties gave rise to extrinsically stable systems, whereas the use of large-leaved varieties
resulted inoscillating cloverperformances. Thiswasconfirmed bydata by Evansetal.(1992), who
found a higher persistency of small-leaved clover varieties under grazing. Conversely, a higher
persistencyoflarge-leavedvarietieswasobservedunderacuttingregimebybothEvansetal.(1992)
and Nassiri (1998). In fact these diverging responses indicate that small-leaved and large-leaved
clovervarieties show a mutual niche-differentiation in response to management.

Consequently, it is conceivable, though at this stage still speculative, that an increased
extrinsic stability and a lower sensitivity can be obtained by sowing mixtures of early and late
varieties of perennial ryegrass, and small-leaved and large-leaved varieties of white clover, while
maximising the diversity of rooting patterns.

8.2.2 Dynamic management strategies
Due to the positive sensitivity of extrinsically stable ecosystems to the stochastic
environmental variability, infactallgrassland ecosystemsanalysed inthisstudy showed fluctuating
yield patterns. Therefore, it is tentatively proposed here that the counteraction of these yield
fluctuations requires a dynamic management strategy, when the actual yield variability is not the
result of a high extrinsic yield variability. In other words, fluctuations of e.g. the botanical
composition which are caused by environmental conditions may be counteracted by short-term
managerial measures. Numerous studieswerefound inthe literaturewhich reported on short-term
responses ofwhite cloverand perennial ryegrasstosingle management factors. In Chapter 2 itwas
summarised thatthecloverperformance canberapidlyenhanced bythecuttingofthesward (Evans
et al, 1992; Fothergill et al., 2000), and by omission of nitrogen fertiliser (Curll et al, 1985;
Barthram et al, 1992; Nassiri, 1998).Additionally, higher clover contents resulted from rotational
over continuous grazing by sheep, while clover grazed by cattle outperformed clover grazed by
sheep (Evans et al, 1992). Under sheep grazing, clover production may be sustained under a
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management of strip-grazing (Chapter 6; Laws & Newton, 1992; De Wolf & Schulte, in prep.).
Infestations of creeping bentgrass may be nullified by a sequence of silage cuts (Chapter 7).

Due to the stochastic nature of the environment, and due to the fact that each individual
grassland ecosystem is unique with respect to e.g. its species, varieties, soil types, mineralisation
rates, stocking rates, weed invasions, etcetera, the dynamic management required to counteract
short-term fluctuations cannot be generalised in advance by prototypical management systems.
Instead, this dynamic management entails a continuous and active intervention to "adjust" the
ecosystem, in order to maintain the desired balance between species, and hence the desired
production level.Obviously,thisdynamicmanagement doesnotonlycompel an understanding by
each individualfarmer ofthedynamicmanagementtoolslistedabove,butadditionally a familiarity
with his ecosystem and its history.

8.2.3 Management systems atfarm level
Ultimately, an integration ofstructural and dynamic management strategies isrequired for
the implementation of grassland management systems at farm level. It isat this level that farmers
operate, and at which stability of production iseventually required. Itcannot be overstressed that
the requirements for achieving stability atfarm level may differ from those for achieving stability at
field level.Stabilityatfield level,forinstance,wasmaximisedunderagrazingregime,andlowunder
a cutting regime. However, grazing animals are commonly housed during winter in North-West
Europe, which commands the cutting of swards for winter feeding. Consequently, an attempt to
increase the stability of herbage production between years by maximising the grazed area, may
jeopardise the constancy of the feed supply within years. Conversely, conserving larger quantities
of grass,tobe utilised duringperiods ofadverse growth conditions, may increase the flexibility and
hence the reliability of the feed supply within years. Similarly, itwas suggested that even when
pastures manifest intrinsic yield oscillations, stability at farm level may still be achieved by setting
entire fields "out of phase" with each other (Chapter 2).

Additionally, the desirability of a stable herbage production may be in conflict with the
economic imperative to maximise the level of herbage production. For instance, the use of smallleaved clovervarieties, and the minimisation ofnitrogenfertiliserapplicationsmaycompromise the
total productivity of swards. Likewise, the implementation of strip-grazing in order to maintain
stabilityundersheepgrazingmaychallengetheeconomicproductivityatfarm level,duetothe high
fencing costs involved.
However, productivity and production stabilityneed notnecessarily bemutually exclusive,
as both may be enhanced simultaneously by e.g. applications of lime. The development of
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additional management strategies which simultaneously address the stability and productivity of
mixed grasslands isindeed an interesting challenge.

8.3 Recommendations for further research
8.3.1 Development ofsimulation models
Ithasbeenexemplifiedthatecosystemsmayshowcomplexresponsestosingle management
factors, resulting from mutual interactions between internal processes. Additionally, it has been
argued that these responses may consequently be unique and confined to a particular ecosystem
ata particular location.Therefore, thestability of ecosystems can hardly be understood from shortterm experiments, in which the effect of only one process or management tool isstudied. Instead,
simulation models provide a tool to comprehend and analyse these complex interactions, as
demonstrated in Chapter 2. Moreover, simulated ecosystems can be subjected to a wide range of
structured and stochastic environmental regimes, which enables the prototyping of individual
management systemsforgrasslands on e.g.different soiltypesand underarange of meteorological
conditions.

In Chapter 2 it was suggested that simulation models may only satisfactorily reflect
ecosystems when the spatial heterogeneity of grasslands is taken into account. The interactions
between plant species, as well as the interactions between plants and the grazing animals depend
on both the vertical (Chapter 5) and the lateral (Chapters 2, 6, 7) distribution of herbage.
Consequently, the accuracy of simulations in which the herbage mass of each species is assumed
tobeuniformly distributed acrosstheentirefield, ishighlyquestionable.Therefore the development
of spatially explicit simulation models may be mandatory to achieve accurate representations of
mixed grasslands.The simulation of the horizontal sward structure has already been realised by to
use of a cellular automaton (Schwinning & Parsons, 1996b), which entails the subdivision of
pastures into numerous discrete patches of identical sizes. Additionally, a complementary
mechanistic model waspresented in Chapter 5, which enabled theprediction of the vertical sward
structure from the morphologies of perennial ryegrass and white clover.
Furthermore, ithasbeen demonstrated thattheoutputofsimulation models isatleastpartly
predefined by their structure (Chapter 2). For instance, the stability level of ecosystems was
associated with the nitrogen dynamics in the models by Thornley et al. (1995), Schwinning &
Parsons (1996a), as well as in the model presented in Chapter 2. However, this result is less
surprising when it is taken into consideration that the impacts of inter aliaother nutrients, of the
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water status, the soil type or the soil pH, had not been incorporated in either of these models. In
otherwords,thepredicteddependenceofecosystemstabilityonnitrogendynamicsinfactoriginated
from the very same assumption by the modellers. Far from implying that these predictions would
consequently bewithoutvalue,thisrelationshipbetweentheinitialassumptionsandthe predictions
of simulation models merely stresses the need to incorporate more of the major ecosystem
properties, as identified inlong-term experiments. To date, most simulation models have focussed
mainly on the ecosystem properties above ground-level. The analysis of the stability of the
ecosystemsinthePGEsuggeststhatsoilprocesses,andespeciallypHdependentsoilprocesses, may
require more attention in grassland simulation models.

8.3.2 Long-term experiments (> 40 years)
Indeed the use of long-term experiments hasproved indispensable for the identification of
stabilising and destabilising management factors, and hence for the prototyping of structural
management strategies.Ithasbeen explained extensively (Chapters2,3)thattheyield fluctuations
observed during short-term experiments (< 5 years) are rather a reflection of the stability of the
environment than of the stability of the ecosystems observed. Only for ecosystems in long-term
experiments (> 40years),the effects oftheenvironmental variability could be segregated from the
extrinsic stability levels. Consequently, the mathematical framework presented in this thesis
exclusively enabled the direct analysis of the causes of the stability or instability of each ecosystem.
Considering the largenumber of ecosystems inthe PGEand theOssekampen which have not been
studied in this thesis, as well as the existence of other long-term experiments across Europe, the
direct insight into ecosystem stability may indeed be increased rapidly by applying the framework
to these other ecosystems. Ultimately, itisconceivable that the framework isequally applicable to
the analysis of the stability of ecosystems, other than grassland ecosystems.

8.3.3 Short-term experiments (< 5years)
Inspite ofthelimitationsexemplified above,theroleofshort-term experiments in analysing
grassland stability should notbe underestimated. Atthevery least,the numerous studiesquoted in
thisstudy have provided a solid basis for the prototyping of dynamic management strategies, with
which the performance of white clover can be controlled on the short term. Moreover, the
importance ofthese studies inthe analysisoftheproductivity, asopposed tothestability, of mixed
grasslands does not need further clarification. Perhaps most importantly, the results of short-term
experiments do not only enable the validation, but also the construction of grassland simulation
models. Therefore, these experiments and simulation models are mutually dependent: whereas
experimental resultsareusedtoformulate theequations insimulation models,thesemodelscan put
the same results into the context of the entire ecosystem and its environment.
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Similar to these simulation models, however, the experimental study of grassland at field
level only, is associated with a loss of large quantities of information. For instance, the effects of
niche-differentiation, selectivegrazing, and plantescapemechanisms can onlybedetected at patch
scale. In Chapters 6 and 7, methodologies were developed to analyse data generated by the Dry
Weight Rank (DWR) method, inwhich large numbers of patches are individually observed. These
methodologies enabledthesegregation oftheeffects ofe.g.urinedepositions,and selectivegrazing,
on the spatial heterogeneity of the herbage massof each grassland species (Chapter 6),as well as
the segregation ofthe niche-differentiation and the directcompetition between perennial ryegrass,
whiteclover, and creepingbentgrass (Chapter 7).Therefore, theuse ofthe DWRmethod disclosed
a wealth of information on the behaviour of mixed grasslands, by the rapid recording of the
botanical composition and of the herbage masses of individual patches. However, the analysis of
the DWR data was complicated by the fact that the locations of the quadrats used for the
observations were chosen randomly during each observation period. More straight-forward and
precise results may be expected, when quadrats are consistently placed atfixed locations, instead.

In conclusion, as envisaged in the General introduction (Chapter 1), this thesis has
developed a new concept oftheproduction stability ofmixedgrasslands, aswellas methodologies
withwhichthisstabilitycanbe analysed, usingsimulation models,short-term experiments,orlongterm experiments. Ithasforemost provided a "language" for the analysisof grassland stability and
should therefore beconsidered asaprecursorforfurther research. Considering thelargenumberof
grassland experiments reported inthe literature, aswellasthe rapidly increasing computer power,
itisenvisaged that these methodologies can aid to provide a profound insight into the stability of
mixed grasslands. Ultimately, itishoped thatthisinsightwilllead tothe development of additional
management strategies, which improve the reliability of mixed grasslands, and hence their appeal
to the farming community.
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Summary

Recent years have seen a renewed interest in the use of white clover (Tri/o/ium repens) in
grasslands as a more sustainable alternative to fertiliser nitrogen inputs. However, these mixed
grasslands have frequently been associated with fluctuating yields, and hence with an unreliable
herbage production. New management strategies are required tosustain theproduction stabilityof
mixed grasslands.Whereasthe productivity of grassmonocultures relieson abioticnutrient inputs,
mixed swards largely depend on the bioticprocesses involved inthe fixation and mineralisation of
nitrogen. Therefore the prototyping of management strategies for mixed grassland requires an
understanding and analysis of the entire grassland ecosystem, of the temporal and spatial
interactions between itsinternal processes, and of itsinteractions with the environment.

The stability of mixed grasslands over time was studied in Part I.In Chapter 2,the internal
ecosystem processes and propertiesregulating stability were reviewed and analysed usinga simple
simulation model. Niche-differentiation, the dependence of grass species on white clover for their
nitrogen supply, and plantmechanismswhich allow apartial "escape" from grazing,werefound to
stabilise the herbage production of mixed swards. Conversely, competition for light, the delay
betweenthefixation ofnitrogenbywhitecloverand itsavailabilitytootherspecies,andtheselective
grazing of white clover were identified as destabilising factors.
Individualgrasslandpatcheswhichshowanoscillatingherbageproduction,may compensate
foreach otherwhen theseoscillationsareset"outofphase"byfrequent and localdisturbances, such
as manure and urine depositions. This compensation may lead to a stable herbage production at
field scale, depending on the management regime.
The stability of mixed grassland changed drastically when the impact of environmental
fluctuations on the ecosystem was considered. Adiscrimination was made between structured, i.e.
seasonal, environmental fluctuations and stochastic fluctuations. Intrinsically stable ecosystems
remain stable intheface ofstructured environmental fluctuations, butaredestabilisedby stochastic
fluctuations. In contrast, intrinsically unstable systems are stabilised by structured fluctuations, but
may be either further destabilised or stabilised by stochastic fluctuations, depending on the timing
of individual environmental events.
Considering the large impact of coincidental environmental eventsonthestability ofyields,
a new concept ofgrassland stability wasproposed. The intrinsicstabilitywasdefined asthe stability
ofecosystemsinahypotheticalconstantenvironment, andhencedependsmerelyoninternalsystem
properties. The extrinsic stability was defined as the stability of ecosystems subjected to seasonal,
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but nottostochastic fluctuations. The stability ofsystems intheface ofboth seasonal and stochastic
fluctuations, asmeasured inexperiments,wasreferred toastheactualstability.Itwasexplained that
the level of this actual stability may change over time, and is a reflection of the variability of the
environment, rather than of the ecosystem or of itsmanagement. The extrinsic stability level is a
more reliable indicator of system stability instead, allowing for the analysis of the effects of
management strategies on the stability of production.

InChapter3, amathematicalframework waspresentedwithwhichtheextrinsicand intrinsic
stability levels can be deducted from yield patterns observed in long-term experiments. This
deduction allows for the segregation of the effects of internal ecosystem processes and of
environmental fluctuations on the stability of yields. Consequently, the impact of management
strategiescan be analysed from a comparison oftheextrinsicstability of ecosystems under different
management regimes.

InChapter 4,thisframework wasapplied totheyield data of a number ofplots intwolongterm (>40 years) experiments, i.e. the Park Grass Experiment (UK) and the Ossekampen (The
Netherlands). Regular lime applications and a grazing regime were identified as management
strategies increasing the extrinsic stability. Inboth experiments, only small and inconsistent effects
of fertiliser treatments on the stability were detected. The ecosystem which received farm yard
manure showed a less stable production than the ecosystem receiving equal amounts of mineral
nitrogen. It was consequently argued that the availability and turnover rates of nutrients largely
define the stability of mixed grasslands.

In Part II, spatial interactions between plant species and between plants and the grazing
animalswere explored. Chapter 5 studied vertical interactions between perennial ryegrass (Lolium
perenne) and white clover by the construction of a mechanistic simulation model, with which the
vertical distributions of the lamina material and of the total leaf material of both species can be
successfully simulated for a wide range of swards, subjected to a variety of management regimes.
This model uses simple morphological plant characteristics as input variables, and can readily be
incorporated into existing grassland simulation models, in order to increase their accuracy and
flexibility in the simulation of competition for light and grazing.

The lateral heterogeneity of mixed swards, as well as itsdependence on the management
regime, was quantified and analysed in Chapter 6, using data generated by the Dry Weight Rank
methodforbotanical assessmentofmixedpastures.Theheterogeneityofthetotalherbagemasswas
highest after cutting and topping of swards, and after lenient grazing by sheep, and lowest under
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strip-grazing by these animals.Conversely, the heterogeneity ofthewhitecloverherbage mass was
maximal under strip-grazing, and was lower under the other management regimes. Itwas argued
that the stability of mixed grasslands depends primarily on this heterogeneity of white clover, and
can hence be increased under strip-grazing.

Spatial interactions between grassland species were further explored in Chapter 7, again
usingdata produced bythe DryWeightRankmethod.Adata analysismethodology waspresented,
which discriminates the extents of niche-differentiation and direct competition between perennial
ryegrass, white clover, and creeping bentgrass (Agrostis stolonifera). Under a wide range of
management regimes, white clover was excluded actively by creeping bentgrass by direct
competition, whereas itshowed a high compatibility with perennial ryegrass. The niches of these
three species largely overlapped with respect to the grassland management regime. Nichedifferentiation between white clover and creeping bentgrass in response to management was only
observed between two management extremities. Whereas the performance of white clover was
increased under a cutting regime, creeping bentgrassprevailed under lenientgrazing.Asa result, a
sequence ofsilagecutsmaybetheonlymanagementtooltopreventcreepingbentgrass infestations
in grasslands.

Itwasfinallyargued thattwotypesofmanagementstrategiesarerequired inordertoachieve
production stability in mixed grasslands. Structural management strategies can be prototyped and
areaimed toincrease theextrinsicstability ofgrassland ecosystems.Thesestrategiesinclude regular
limeapplications, maximisation ofthegrazedarea, and theuseofmixturesofgrassland species and
varieties which show niche-differentiation in respect to seasonal growth, rooting patterns, or in
response to stress factors or to management. Dynamic management strategies are required to
counteract instabilities caused by either abiotic or biotic environmental events, such as extreme
weather conditions or weed infestations. Due to the individuality of each farm ecosystem and its
environment, these dynamic management strategies cannot be generalised, but instead require a
familiarity of farmers with their ecosystems.
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Samenvatting

Gedurende de laatste jaren is de interesse toegenomen in het gebruik van witte klaver
{Trifoliumrepens) ingraslandcn, alseenduurzaam alternatief voor hetgebruikvan kunstmeststikstof.
Van gemengde grasbestanden wordtechter beweerd datzesterke opbrengstfluctuaties vertonen, en
dat er dientengevolge sprake is van een onbetrouwbare productie. Nieuwe strategieen voor
graslandbeheerzijnderhalvenoodzakelijkvoorhandhavingvandeproductiestabiliteitvan gemengde
grasbestanden. De productiviteit van gemengde zodes hangt voomamelijk af van de biotische
processen die een rol spelen in de fixatie en de mineralisatie van stikstof, in tegenstelling tot de
productiviteit van grasmonocultures, die afhangt van (abiotische) nutrientengiften. Voor de
protyperingvanbeheerstrategieen voorgemengdegrasbestanden ishetnodigomtebeschikken over
voldoende analytisch inzichtinhetgehelegraslandecosysteem, alsmedeindetemporeleen ruimtelijke
interacties tussen de interne processen, en in de interacties met milieufactoren.

Destabiliteitvan gemengde grasbestanden inde tijdwerdbestudeerd inDeelI.In Hoofdstuk
2werden de interne processen en eigenschappen van ecosystemen besproken en geanalyseerd aan
de hand van een eenvoudig simulatiemodel.Deproductievan gemengde zodesbleek gestabiliseerd
tewordendoorniche-differentiatie, doordeafhankelijkheid vangrassoortenvanwitteklavervoorhun
stikstofvoorziening, endoormechanismen waarmeeplantensoorten gedeeltelijkkunnen "ontsnappen"
aan begrazing. Lichtconcurrentie, het tijdsinterval tussen de stikstoffixatie door witte klaver en de
beschikbaarheid van deze stikstof voor andere plantensoorten, en de selectieve begrazing van witte
klaver werden daarentegen alsdestabiliserende factoren gei'dentificeerd.
Indien de productie van plekken in het grasland oscilleert, dan kunnen deze plekken elkaar
compenseren alsze "uitfase" worden gebrachtdoorfrequente, lokaleverstoringen,zoalsde depositie
van mest en urine. Afhankelijk van het graslandbeheer kan deze compensatie tot een stabiele
productie van het gehele veld leiden.
De stabiliteit van gemengde grasbestanden veranderde drastisch wanneer het effect van
milieufluctuaties op het ecosysteem in acht werd genomen. Er werd onderscheid gemaakt tussen
gestructureerde fluctuaties, d.w.z. seizoensfluctuaties, en stochastische fluctuaties. Intrinsiek stabiele
ecosystemen blijven stabiel onder gestructureerde milieufluctuaties, maar worden gedestabiliseerd
doorstochastischefluctuaties.Intrinsiekinstabielesystemenwordendaarentegengedestabiliseerd door
gestructureerde fluctuaties, maar kunnen hetzij verder worden gedestabiliseerd, hetzij worden
gestabiliseerd door stochastische fluctuaties, afhankelijk van het tijdstip waarop deze optreden.
Vanwege het grote effect van willekeurige milieuomstandigheden op de productiestabiliteit,
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werd een nieuw concept voorgesteld voor graslandstabiliteit. De intrinsieke stabiliteit werd
gedefinieerd als de stabiliteit van ecosystemen in een hypothetisch, constant milieu. Deze stabiliteit
hangt dientengevolge alleen af van interne systeemeigenschappen. De extrinsieke stabiliteit werd
gedefineerd alsde stabiliteit van ecosystemen onder enkel gestructureerde fluctuaties. De stabiliteit
van ecosystemen dieonderworpen zijn aan zowelgestructureerde alsstochastischefluctuaties, d.w.z.
destabiliteitzoalsdiegemetenwordtinexperimenten, werddeactuelestabiliteitgenoemd. Hetniveau
van deze actuele stabiliteit kan veranderen in de tijd, en ismeer een reflectie van de variabiliteit van
hetmilieu,danvanhetecosysteemofvanhetbeheer.Daarentegen ishetextrinsiekestabiliteitsniveau
een betrouwbaarder indicator van systeemstabiliteit, hetgeen een analyse mogelijk maakt van het
effect van beheerstrategieen op de productiestabiliteit.

InHoofdstuk 3werd een mathematisch raamwerkgepresenteerd, waarmeede extrinsieke en
de intrinsieke stabiliteitsniveaus kunnen worden afgeleid van de opbrengstpatronen die werden
waargenomen inlangjarige experimenten. Deze afleiding maakt het mogelijk om de effecten van de
interne ecosysteemprocessen op de productiestabiliteit te onderscheiden van de effecten van
milieufluctuaties. Het effect van beheerstrategieen kan vervolgens worden geanalyseerd door de
extrinsieke stabiliteitvan ecosystemen onder verschillende beheersystemen te vergelijken.

In Hoofdstuk 4 werd dit raamwerk toegepast op de opbrengstgegevens van een aantal
proefvlakken intweelangjarige experimenten (> 40jaar),teweten hetParkGrassExperiment in het
Verenigd Koninkrijk en de Ossekampen in Nederland. Regelmatige bekalking en begrazing bleken
beheerstrategieen tezijn diedeextrinsiekestabiliteitverhogen. Inbeide experimenten werden slechts
kleine, inconsistente effecten van kunstmestbehandelingen op de stabiliteit waargenomen. De
productievan hetecosysteemwaaraan stalmestwerdtoegediendwasminderstabieldande productie
van het ecosysteem dat een gelijke hoeveelheid aan minerale stikstof ontving. Kennelijk wordt de
stabiliteit van gemengde grasbestanden voornamelijk gereguleerd door de beschikbaarheid en de
omzettingssnelheid van nutrienten.

In Deel II werden de ruimtelijke interacties tussen plantensoorten, en tussen planten en
begrazers onderzocht. In Hoofdstuk 5 werden de verticale interacties tussen Engels raaigras (Lolium
perenne) en witte klaver bestudeerd, aan de hand van de constructie van een mechanistisch
simulatiemodel. Met dit model kan de verticale distributie van de bladschijven en van de gehele
bladeren vanbeidesoorten metsuccesworden gesimuleerdvooreenbreedscalaaan grasbestanden,
onder een groot aantal types beheer. Dit model gebruikt eenvoudige morfologische
planteigenschappen als inputvariabelen, en kan direct in bestaande graslandsimulatiemodellen
worden opgenomen om de nauwkeurigheid en flexibiliteit te verbeteren van de simulatie van
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lichtconcurrentie en begrazing.

Delaterale heterogeniteitvan gemengde zodes,alsmedederelatievan dezeheterogeniteit tot
hetgraslandbeheer, werdgekwantificeerd en geanalyseerd inHoofdstuk 6,metbehulpvan gegevens
die gegenereerd waren met de Dry Weight Rank methode voor het vaststellen van de botanische
samenstellingvangemengde graslanden. Deheterogeniteitvan hetgewasalsgeheelbleekhet hoogst
naeensnedeofnabloten, en onderlichtebegrazingdoorschapen, en hetlaagstonder stripbegrazing.
Deheterogeniteitvandewitteklavermassa wasdaarentegen maximaalonderstripbegrazing, enlager
onderde overigebeheersystemen. Destabiliteitvan gemengde grasbestanden hangtvoornamelijk af
van deze heterogeniteit van witte klaver, en deze kan dus verhoogd worden door stripbegrazing.

De ruimtelijke interacties tussen graslandsoorten werden verder onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 7,
wederom met gebruik van gegevens die verzameld waren met de Dry Weight Rank methode. Een
methodologiewerdgepresenteerdvoordeanalysevangegevens,waarmeeeenonderscheid gemaakt
kan worden tussen de mate van niche-differentiatie en directe concurrentie tussen Engels raaigras,
witte klaver en witstruisgras (Agrostisstolonifera). Onder een breed scalaaan beheersystemen werd
witteklaveractief onderdrukt indirecteconcurrentiemetwitstruisgras,terwijl hetzeercompatibel was
metEngelsraaigras.Debeheersnichesvandezedriesoortenblekenelkaargrotendeelste overlappen.
Slechts tussen twee extreme vormen van beheer werd niche-differentiatie met betrekking tot het
beheer waargenomen tussen witte klaver en wit struisgras. De groei van witte klaver werd versterkt
onder een maairegime, terwijl dat van wit struisgras werd gestimuleerd onder lichte begrazing.
Mogelijkkunnen invasiesvanwitstruisgrasingraslanden daaromalleenwordenvoorkomendoor een
reeks maaisnedes.

Productiestabiliteit in graslanden vraagt om twee typen beheerstrategieen. Structurele
beheerstrategieen die er op gericht zijn om de extrinsieke stabiliteit van graslandecosystemen te
verhogen kunnen worden geprototypeerd. Voorbeelden van deze strategieen zijn regelmatige
bekalking, een beheer zoveel mogelijk gericht op begrazing, en het gebruik van mengsels van
graslandplanten en cultivars die niche-differentiatie vertonen met betrekking tot seizoensgebonden
groei,bewortelingspatronen, stressfactorenofhetgraslandbeheer. Dynamischebeheerstrategieen zijn
nodig om instabiliteiten tegen te gaan die worden veroorzaakt door abiotische en biotische
milieuomstandigheden, zoalsextremeweersomstandigheden en onkruidinvasies. Gezien de uniciteit
van ieder agrarisch ecosysteem en zijn milieu is het niet mogelijk om deze dynamische
beheerstrategieen te generaliseren. In plaats daarvan verlangen deze een bekendheid van agrariers
met hun ecosysteem.
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